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AIDS: Examining
The New Phase
by Tom Waddell, M.D.
"What do you know about this business?" The
King said to Alice.
"Nothing," said Alice.
"Nothing WHATEVER?" persisted the King.
"Nothing whatever," said Alice.
"That's very important," said the King to the
jury.
"UNIMPORTANT, your Majesty means o l
course, " interrupted the White Rabbit.
"UNimportant. of course, I meant. " the King
hastily said.
I think I had Jerry Falwell in mind when I
remembered those lines Irom my annotated Alice,
but the message has a broader application and
it touches much closer to home than Lynchburg,
Virginia.
Clearly, what is UNimportant appears to not only
dominate the headlines and discussions ot AIDS
among an ir»easingly homophobic public, the
sad truth is mat the unimportant also seems to
direct our own behavior surrounding the disease
syndrome.
What I wish to emphasize in this missive is what
is important to know in terms of facts and
reasonable assumptions about AIDS, and to sug
gest that our biggest problem lies in modifying our
behavior towards PREVENTION of AIDS.
I have no doubt that the massive amount of
research in the area of acquired immune deficien
cy and, specifically. the syndrome we call AIDS will
eventually be understood throughly; that there will
be even more effective ways to diagnose and pre
vent it; and even to eradicate it.
Presently there are more questions than
answers about AIDS. I have some sticky questions
which receive little attention in the press and I have
yet to discover much in the medical literature deal
ing with the following: How about I.V. drug users
(non-homosexual)? Is AIDS as new to them as it
is to homosexual men? What has been the chief
cause of mortality in this group prior to the AIDS
phenomenon? Perhaps AIDS or something like it

has been among them for a much longer time.
If, in fact, the syndrome is entirely new (KS, PCP,
other specific opportunistic infections resulting
from impaired cellular immunity), then we have
prima facie evidence that some new agent is
responsible, because it is unlikely that I.V. drug
users have altered their habits over the past three
years.
Everyone seems to quickly seize upon the
"homosexual connection." Are not I.V. drug users
more likely to donate blood (for money to support
their habit) than homosexual men who do not push
drugs I.V.? Why does everyone assume that
hemophiliacs are being infected by homosexuals?
It is interesting that not one hemophiliac diagnos
ed as AIDS has manifested Kaposi's Sarcoma.
How can we explain the "Haitian Connection?"
Certainly one of the poorest hygienic en
vironments in the world exists among locals in
Haiti, and some scant epidemiologic evidence in
dicates that the earliestcases may have originated
there. For how long?
Haitians have a strong African ancestry, and in
certain regions of Africa there have been long
standing studies on viral-associated cancers in
humans. Are these related to genetic predisposi
tion? To the environment? To acquired immune
deficiency of an infectious nature? Or all of the
above? Are we dealing with an entirely new
phenomenon or are we witnessing the spread of
a pre-existing disease modified by a different
ecology?
The parameters currently used to establish the
diagnosis of AIDS have become somewhat blur
red in recent months because there are individuals
who have evidence of decreased immunity such
as negative skin reactions to common antigens,
decreased lymphocyte counts, and inverted T-ceH
ratios: yet they have no manifestations of oppor
tunistic infections. I know several people who have
been labelled AIDS "cases" who do not know why
or how the diagnosis was made and who have
never been ill.
On the other hand, there are individuals who ex(continued on page 2)

Gay in Cuba
by John Kyper
During the 1962 Cuban Missile Crisis I prayed
for a war so we could kill all of the Communists
once and for all. Several years alter I was to realize
the horrific reality of such a desire, but unlike some
of my contemporaries during the late 1960's I
never attempted to stand the received ideology of
my childhood on its head and declare myself an
unquestioning supporter of any enemy of the
United States government. I had never liked the
massive executions upon the triumph of the
Cuban Revolution or the establishment of a macho
cult of The Leader, just as I was later to be an
tagonized on learning of its official homophobia.
Cuba has been the subject of much debate
within the gay community, especially since the
mass exodus from the port of Mariel in 1980. On
the one extreme are Marxist-Lenmist apologists for
the Castro government, and on the other, equal
ly dogmatic anti-Communists. A more moderate
position, with which I concur, is the critical support
given to the Revolution by Mexican gay liberationists, who voice not sycophantic approval, but
instead contend that that country, like the rest of
Latin America, has the absolute right to order its
affairs without manipulation by the United States.
The upshot of all of the debate was that I wanted
to visit the country and see for myself. President
Reagan, in an action last spring of questionable
constitutionality currently being challenged in
court, banned most travel to C uba.' I deny ab
solutely the right of the government to tell me what
countries I may or may not visit. Thus, when I got
to Mexico City in mid-December, I booked a oneweek tour over the New Year, in a party with a hun
dred Mexicans and a few Europeans. I was the on
ly estadounidense, and the Cuban Embassy plac
ed my visa on a page separate from my passport
After landing in Havana. I began to wonder if I
had gone through a time warp: old cars frtitn the
1950's and earlier seemed to predominate Some
of them were remarkably well-preserved. I stayed
in unaccustomed luxury in the Riviera, a preRevolutionary hotel whose decor was strictly
Miami Beach Tacky ca. 1957. (A friend of mine
who had stayed there in a tour in 1964 told me he
had been told it had been owned by the Mafia.)
It was the most bourgeois place I have ever stayed
in, reminding me of author Hans Konig's obser
vation On Eastern Europe) that Communists in
power resemble nothing so much asekghtly seedy
capitalists.
By supreme irony, the dollar was our legal
tender. Pnviligiados were the only Cubans allow
ed to shop in hotel stores, which featured Western
merchandise and Eastern propaganda, neatly ex
emplifying George Orwell's famous dictum about
some people being more equal than others. Like
many of the Third World nations in the capitalist or-

bit, Cuba is also teetenng on the brink of bankrupt
cy, desperately needing as much foreign ex
change as it can get.
Not surprisingly, there is a flourishing black
market in luxury imports—notably items like jeans,
stereos and Chiclets. We were given a pro forma
warning against selling our money on the streets,
usually at twice the official rate, but the
halfheartedness of such advice seemed
acknowledgment of a lost cause. It was painful
toseeoneMexican companion being approach
ed as a rich tourist because he had dollars (no
longer easily obtainable at home). One man of
fered to buy his jeans for $50.
Walking around Havana provided quite a con
trast to the more familiar environments in the
United States and Mexico: most importantly. I felt
safe at all times, particularly late at night. I saw none
of the grinding poverty to which I had become in
ured. no beggars, no one passed out in the streets
or homeless people forced to camp out in the
parks and doorways. Garbage was not strewn
about or burning in vacant lots There was none
of the crass clutter of commerical advertisements,
though there were many billboards with political
propaganda. Because there were fewer cars there
was little congestion, and the air was clean.

Lesbians and Gavs

Organizing for Health
By Karen Pateros

A pril
We havejust received notice that the Lyon-Martin
Clinic won't be receiving any money from the
Mayor's special appropriations for gay services.
I really can't believe it. The other groups certainly
deserve funding, but they've already received fun
ding in the past. We never have, and we are the
onlyprimary care medical service that lesbians can
turn to in this city. We are the only clinic in the en
tire nation founded b y and for lesbians! Our lease
is up, we have to move, but we are operating finan
cially hand-to-mouth, depending on fee-forservice, and the Medi-Cal cutbacks have meant
a 25% drop in our income. I don‘t know how the
Clinic willsurvive this crisis. I don't know where les
bians will go tor medical care if we don't.

M ay
I've just walked out on a panel discussion at the
Being Well/Well Being Conference. I had hoped
that this event would be the lirst step toward
organizing for lesbian and gay health. Instead, it
has become an AIDS conference. Only a handful
ot women have attended, there are only a tew
lesbian-specific workshops, and the panel discus
sions. which promised to provide an overview ol
broader health issues, have focused on AIDS. I
might not have felt so alienated it AIDS had been
used as a prototype for understanding the other
problems that confront our community. The com
ments o f some o f the panelists are the last straw:
Person #7. "Lesbiansare among the most homophobic in our community when it
comes to dealing with the AIDS issue.
Person 02: '' Well, I really want to thank those les
bian sisters who have been in the
trenches with us in our battle against
AIDS."
Person 03: We have so much to learn, and our
lesbian sisters have so much to teach
us about sensuality, loving relation
ships. and safer sex."
These comments have been the only references
made to lesbians in the panel discussions thus far
and they have been references to lesbians only in
the context ot AIDS and its effects on men. It’s
enough to make me sick.

One night I returned from a walk to discover my
companion who had been offered $50 had met a
young woman, only to discover that hotel rules
strictly forbade him from taking her up to his room.
The time warp again, to an age when sex was for
procreation only. Straight or gay, its "new Revolu
tionary morality" is nothing but warmed-over
bourgeois morality.
The three of us went to the bar to commiserate.
Like many Cubans I met, she was keenly in
terested in U.S. culture. She had an aunt in New
York and wanted to leave, not because she par
ticularly disliked the government but more simp
ly because she felt bored and stifled. It made me
wonder if terminal boredom will in the end prove
a greater threat to the Revolution than the
machinations of Reagan and the CIA.
A couple of nights later I was picked up by a stu
dent at a bar in the Hotel Habana Libre, located
across the street from a cruisy park/ice cream
parlor that reminded me of the zocalos of many
Mexican cities. He took me back to his cramped
apartment that he shared with an elderly woman,
who was away His parents had fled in 1980, and
he wanted to leave—again, not for explicitly
poltical reasons, but because he found his life
"depressing." It wasn't hard to understand why:
his lifestyle was Spartan, and he showed me his
ration sheet that allowed him to buy only a limited
amount of clothes for the year. He complained of
the poor quality of the clothing available and tried,
with some success, to wheedle my clothes from
me. In exchange he gave me a plain cotton shirt
that I later noticed had been manufactured in
Albania. The Russian televison set was of inferior
quality, as was the radio, also from the Soviet
Union. Cuba thus serves as a Third World colony
for products from the Second World, much as it
once did for the First World—with chmtzier mer
chandise to show for it.
In the morning we had to be especially careful
that the neighbors not see me I had spent too
many years of my childhood living in the original
setting for Peyton Place (small-town New Hamp
shire) that I found this paranoia, fostered in pan by
the Comites de Defense de las Revolucion (which
had been formed because ol repeated U.S. inva
sion and sabotage attempts—including the recent
bombing of a theatre in his neighborhood), to be
the least desirable aspect of my visit to Cuba
On what would have to be my last night in
Havana, l had the best time of my entire visit when
I went home with a medical technician introduc
ed to me by my hotel roommate (also gay)
(continued on page IS)

The staff ot Berkeley Women's Health Collective The clinic is open Mon-Thurs 10 am-5 pm. andFrilO
am-3 pm. Tuesday nights from 7-9pm there's a Lesbian Clinic staffed entirely by lesbians. BWHC specializes
m gynecology, as well as general medicine. Fees are on a sliding scale basis, and they accept insurance and
MediCal Visits are by appointment. call 843-6190 BWHC is located at 2908 Ellsworth Staff includes doc
tors. nurse practitioners, and a trained medic. Pictured left to right: Julienne Brown. Dons Parnell, Ann Pobuka,
Lenora Moore, Dr Barbara Towner (standing); and Eileen Gaines and Ann (RO) Simpson (kneeling). Most
oI the women ol color in this picture also work at South Berkeley Women's Clinic, a satellite clinic ot Berkeley
Women's Health Collective lor women ol color.
for health. The continuing frustration is that the
ultimate challenge remains the same: How do we
move from a reactive position of responding to a
crisis, to a proactive position of organizing to main
tain health and prevent tragedy? The irony of com
munity health work is that it rarely takes the form
of working for health, but usually works against a
disease, against a medical practice, against a
tragedy that is already in full motion.
While I regret that the AIDS crisis is the impetus
for the gay/lesbian community to organize on
health problems, I look forward to the opportuni
ty to work for our entire community health. AIDS
is most definitely a crisis that demands intense ac
tion. It means life and death for many, it is a public
health issue, and it is a political issue that affects
me and my life as a lesbian living in San Francisco
m 1983. But I have a dilemma over what I will do
have been a women's health activist since
to
contribute to the fight against AIDS and this
1974. In my experience, the recognition of a
crisis is essential for any community to organize potential work for gay/lesbian health. My dilemma
(continued on page 3)

M ay

I've just opened the mail at the Clinic. We've
received a notice from Harry Britt's office announ
cing a $900.000 appropriation from the City's
budget for AIDS services. My feelings are mixed.
On the one hand. I feel elated that some funding
for AIDS work is finally here. On the other hand.
I feel resentful. I feel resentful because this crisis
already overshadows many others, and because
men's issues always take precedence over
women's ..What about women's health? What
about lesbian health services? I feel incredibly
angry, but guilty too. It's so hard to be supportive
of anyone else's issues, particularly men's, when
the history of support is not reciprocal.
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" T H E M Y STER IO U S A N D DEADLY
DISEASE CALLED AIDS MAY BE
T H E PU B LIC -H EA LTH TH R EA T
O F T H E C ENTURY. "
—Newsweek, April 18, 1983
(cover story)

A ID S - Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome is ai i epidemic.
M O N E Y - is needed to fight it.
T he A ID S E m ergency Sw eepstakes is a fund-raising campaign of the Shanti
Project designed to help people with AIDS and to fight the AIDS epidemic.
Proceeds will provide free support services for people with AIDS in both Northern
and Southern California. Additional proceeds will go to research.
PL E A S E M A IL Y O U R T A X -D E D U C T IB L E D O N A T IO N TO DA Y .
T IC K E T S :

$ 10 donation requested per ticket

1st P R IZ E :
$ 2 5 ,0 0 0 CA S H
M A N Y O T H E R P R IZ E S , IN C L U D E : Kawai Console Piano, retail
value $4150 (courtesy of R. Kassman Pianos), sailing trip to
Catalina (courtesy Clyde Cairns). ) 1000 travel gift certificate.
$ 1000 jewelry certificate (courtesy Band's Jewelers), and others.
D R A W IN G :

M idnight. Saturday. October 15. 1983
TrocaderoTransfer. 520 4th Street, San Francisco

Please make yourcheck or money order payablero: SHANTI PROJECT SW'EEPSTAKESIS.P.S.).
Then complete this coupon and mail it today, along with your tax-deductible donation, to:
S H A N T I PROJECT SWEEPSTAKES
890 Hayes Street • San Francisco, CA 94117
Your contnbution will be ackno*wlcdgcd by mail
1would like to en te r----- __ tickct(s) in the AIDS Emergency Sweepstakes
□
<JI0 donation requested per ticket).
Enclosed is my check for S
. Sweepstakes tickets and Information so I can help raise
Please send me a packet of
□
money foii the AIDS Fund
ining the Sweepstakes.
AIDS Fund, but am m
1wish to '
□
Enclosed is my check fot S
PLEASE PRINT
Address/Apt.
C ity -------------
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b y Bill Hartm an
"I'm going to try to be a class act for once," says
resplendent gender-bender Ambl Sextrous, per
forming at SF s The Plush Room, this month to
benefit the AIDS/KS Foundation. Befeathered
and besequined, Ambi specializes in what he calls
"warped cabaret." and promises that his new act
("Glammattack") will deliver "a giant hit of glamor
for everyone attending." That'd be August 29.
8:30, $5. Door recepits benefit the Foundation. At
my request, he's agreed not to sing Evergreen.

Carol Migden. president of the Harvey Milk
Gay Demo CLub. was perturbed by an item in last
month's column suggesting that attacks leveled
against supervisorial aspirant Pat Norman by
members of the club are politically-motivated—
including accusations in California magazine's
"Whitewash" article. "It's nonsense!" Migden in
sists. "N o one is out to get Pat Norman." Migden
says she views Norman's candidacy as small
potatoes in a field of heavyweight contenders.
("D o you know who's running? Ben Tom.
Rosario Anaya...") As to reports Migden will run:
"It's highly unlikely. I'll be supporting Harry (Britt),
and the club will review the record of other can
didates as they surface." Frankly. I'm cynical. One
could say many good things (all true) about the
Milk Club leadership past and present; but in this
instance, they've struck an all-time record low
blow. For her part, Pat Norman told me shortly
after "Whitewash" hit the stands that "I definitely
feel it was a political set-up, that I was targeted by
someone concerned about my running." Same
vein: the Coalition for Human Rights plans a
demo outside the offices of California mag (Aug
3) calling for an end to homophobic journalism.
Noon, at 325 Pacific St.

BWMT Poster Draws Fire

You're naturally avoiding those plainclothes
cops in the Castro, handing out citations for imbib
ing or toking in public. And check out the Castro
Country Club, a new alternative to boozy bistros,
at 4058-18th (next to Jaguar Books). Open til midnite, this alcohol-free environ boasts a neatly stock
ed coffee-and-juice bar, game room, and video
tape player.
Cute Arthur Morris, aide to Supe Carol Ruth
Silver, heads east this fall to continue his
academic career...Music lovers may already know

' 'The poster is to raise the consciousness ot the
gay/lesbian community," according to Black and
White Men Together co-founder. Mike Smith. But
Cruise Magazine ot Atlanta, Georgia, who sup
plied the photo, and the Saint, an Atlanta bar.
didn’t (eel that way.
Arm Brewster, attorney for the magazine.called
Smith and threatened that unless he withdrew the
poster, they would file a court injunction to halt the
distribution. Smith pointed out that he had an
agreement in writing to reprint the picture. He feels

that "they are embarrassed and upset that some
one is finally calling 'foul'."
"I would think that Cruise magazine would be
only too happy to be part of the effort to point out
problems we have in our community ."says Smith.
"But most importantly, I would hope that the Saint
and every other gay bar in the country would
speak to the issues that the poster raises."
The poster is available for $6 (post-paid) by
writing BWMT, Inc., 279 Collingwood. San Fran
cisco. CA. 94114.

AIDS...

prevalent among male homosexuals, and this
forces us to consider what it is we do with our
The Coalition for Human Rights will hold a lun
orifices and appendages that make us more
chtime demonstration Wednesday, August 3. out
susceptible than lesbians and heterosexuals.
side the San Francisco offices of California
Gay men have explored the ways and means
magazine. 325 Pacific Street, to protest their July
of sexual pleasuring in an unprecedented fashion
cover story "Whitewash", charging a gay com(although in reading Justine by de Sade I'm con
- munity AIDS coverup.
vinced we've tried nothing new, but have merely
A resolution passed at the Coalition's July
institutionalized certain practices). I am irritated by
meeting called the article "homophobic, a broad
my brothers who take a defensive posture about
attack on the whole Gay. Lesbian and Bisexual
gay male sexuality. If it is not entirely healthy, we
community at a time when we are already under
must remember we are part of an evolutionary
a severe crisis, an attempt to blame the victims
sub-culture, and need not apologize for where we
and exonerate the federal government, an at
are, who we are, or where we've been. But nature
tempt to exploit divisions within the community
is telling us that we must make an adjustment.
towards the purpose of furthering hysteria and
Forgetting the moralists and their restricted
homophobia."
views on what is "normal," we do have to consider
Demands of the demonstration include: (1)
the fact that this is the jet age and realize that the
Equal space for a reply to their article and an
ecology of disease can be easily disturbed by in
apology from the magazine management. (2) An
troducing new combinations of factors. The
end to homophobic journalism, (3) An end to
microscopic world of disease-causing agents is in
blaming the Gay community for this disease. (4)
perpetual evolution, just as we. the hosts, are.
Boycott of California magazine.
It has been repeatedly explained that the offen
The resolution and protest were adopted
ding agent, if it exists, is transmitted through one
unanimously by the organization, composed of
of our "bodily fluids" (if I never get sick from the
delegates from some fifty Lesbian. Gay and
agent, surely that term alone could do it). So let's
Bisexual groups and at-large members.
pull the pump handle!
In another resolution, the Coalition at their July
Let's face it: most of us spent our early years in
20 meeting at 33 Gough established an ad hoc
restrictive environments, and the freedom to in
research group to go over the California
dulge our fantasies came later. It's tough to give
magazine article “ line by line to chronicle in
up what we've arrived at and what we want to con
stances of misstatements of fact, quotes out ot
tinue to have, but the choices are serious.
context, innuendo and homophobia."
I prefer to think that as a group we are adaptable
and inventive. Surely we can (and will) develop
"medically safe sex" that is both satisfying and
perhaps even more important, nurturing. We will
grow from this crisis, and the only real tragedy is
that some of us have to die first.
There’s no need to become celibate, unless one
finds that approach fulfilling, and some will. I would
suggest the answers you need for safe sex can be
found in a booklet entitled "H ow To Have Sex In
An Epidemic: One Approach", by Richard
Berkowitz and Michael Callen. This informative
material can be purchased from NFTF, d o PO Box
106, 70 Greenwich Ave, NY, NY. 10011.
I will end by acknowledging the fact that the in
cidence of AIDS for the first half of 1983 in New
York City has been less than predicted.
Pull your pump handle (for the nonce)!

(continued from page'1)
perience the "wasting syndrome" with swollen
lymph glands, fever and night sweats, and weight
loss, who eventually succumb to an opportunistic
infection; while others manifest Kaposi's Sarcoma
or Pneumocystis pneumonia having had no ob
vious symptoms previously.
It should be clear that we are trying to make
sense out of a large number of variables, and the
answers to the medical dilemma will require time
and careful scrutiny. The attitudinal factors joyous
ly supplied by politicians, the media, religious
zealots and our individually internalized fears have
not contributed to a climate of reasonableness and
clarity, and may in fact, delay the answers by diver
ting our attention from the emerging facts. Falwell
directs the entire thing towards homosexuals. He
has uncovered a monstrously remunerative vehi
cle with AIDS in connection with his moral indigna
tion over homosexuality. He and others of his ilk
(Texans for Moral Government), have caused at
tention to be focused on his moral objections with
the consequence of enormous energies being
dissipated on discrediting male homosexuality. All
in all. a pretty low method to rejuvenate his
floundering movement. What has happened to
"Christian Love"? No one in any of his circus per
formances has asked him why his avenging god
has not chosen to similarly punish lesbians.
Be that as it may. we have a responsibility to
face.
In London in 1857 there was a cholera epiddemic. One physician. John Snow, began to
geographically map those who were contracting
the disease. He deduced that the source of the
problem was from a single community water pump
(it was not discovered until 25 years later that
cholera was caused by cholera bacteria from fecal
contamination of drinking water). Snow empirically
removed the pump handle, and the epidemic
subsided.
We've got our hands on the pump handle today
and it is probably the correct time to remove it.
AIDS among homosexual men is most assured
ly transmitted by sexual contact. Whether one
wants to believe that a single exposure to a single
infectious agent is the cause or whether it is from
repeated exposure to multiple factors is irrelevant.
Those facts will be established by reliable research
tools. Whether a cure for the disease, once con
tracted, becomes available or whether a vaccine
is developed to insure protection, is aiso
something for the future. The simple truth is that
all the evidence points to an infectious process that
is transmitted by intimate contact.
There has to be an explanation why it is most

Coming Up! is happy to welcome Tom Waddell,
M.D.. well-known and loved as the Gay Games
founder, to our team ot regular contnbutors. Star
ting with the September issue, he will be writing
a monthly column.
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Coalition
Denounces
“ Whitewash”

the Jill Rose Band plays Artamls in August,
following a sizzling gig at Laablan/Gay Day and
an unlikely appearance at the Oakland Hyatt (to
conclude N .O .W .’a statewide confab). Har
monica activist J.D. Taylor says "playing at the
Hyatt was—funny. We are not a lounge act." No
matter. Jill teams up with Mldfllght. Aug 6 at
Artemis (9 pm, $4)
The Mission monthly Horizontes plans to publish
City Health Dept, literature on AIDS in an upcom
ing issue—in Spanish...And one confidential
source who's paid to keep track of such things
says he's pissed at media accounts exaggerating
the impact of the AIDS crisis on gay businesses.
' 'Some of the businesses that've closed and blam
ed AIDS for their problems were in serious
economic trouble before AIDS became a big
deal." He speculates 70% of local gay businesses
are unaffected by the epidemic, 20% (bars,
bathhouses) have seen a decline in income, and
10% (health-type enterprises, gyms, hiking clubs,
etc.) have been positively affected.
The Angels of Light open up a new show in
September—Janice Sukaltla' and Scrumbly
Koldewyn'e True Tales o f Hollywood Horror,
described as a "bizarre musical about a vaudeville
troupe who go to Hollywood and claw their way
to the to p." Among the cast: original Angel
Rodney Price, Janice Katke (of Distractions
fame) and former SF Tap Trouper Tommy
James. But don't let's confuse this with that other
showbiz epic, Fortune, opening August 4 at
Theatre Rhinoceros—all about a singing group
of women and men coming to terms with their sex
uality as they wind their way to California from back
East. Award-winning Chuck Solomon directs,
New York's Leslie Sawyer choreographs, and
musical director Jamie Richardson wields the
baton. Solomon says Fortune is decidedly upbeat:
"N ot my usual bummer stuff...No down-and-out
drag queens, no junkies, no murders." Songs in
clude We're Women in Love and I'd Rather be a
Fairy than a Troll.

The Task Force on Racism In the Lesbian
and Gay Community goes before the board of
the Golden Gate Business Association this
month, and the LeaWan/Gay Advisory Commit
tee of the Human Rights Commission, to invite

D.A. Files Suit
On Behalf of
L/G Parade
San Francisco District Attorney Arlo Smith has
announced that his Consumer Fraud/Economic
Crime Unit has filed a civil suit against Randall
Nathan, doing business as "Roeaire Properties,"
for discrimination based on sexual orientation in
volving the Gay/Lesbian Freedom Day Commit
tee, the organizers of the Freedom Day Parade in
San Francisco.
The lawsuit seeks damages, a fine and an in
junction for Nathan's alleged refusal to rent a
storefront at 260 Valencia Street for the Commit
tee's headquarters. He is also sued for demanding
that the Committee provide special insurance bas
ed on his alleged fear that his building might be
fire bombed because of the Committee's tenancy.
District Attorney Arlo Smith said that this was the
first time his office had invoked the authority of the
San Francisco ordinance which prohibits housing
and employment discrimination against persons
because of their sexual orientation.

UNICORAJ AUTO REPAIR/
Personalized. C onscientious Service
Tune-up — Brakes — D iagnostic
R easonable Rates

their participation in addressing the problem of
discriminatory employment practices. Mike Smith
of the Task Force says they're trying to raise the
issues in a "non-threatening manner" and are
hopeful "the primarily white Good-Old-BoyNetwork in the gay community will respond
positively. I believe most members of that network
are unaware of its existence and its ramifica
tions. "...Members of the Women's Caucuses of
Alice B. Toklas Demo Club and Harvey Milk
Demos have been meeting together regularly for
several months.

Pat Bond films a role this month for the Ripley's
Believe 'It or Not TV series. She'll play Hetty
Green, aka the Witch of Wall Street. "She was
worth millions, but was she a miser. Hetty drank
gruel out of a tin cup and would pick newspapers
from trash cans on the street, to sell to strangers.''
We believe it. A nd you'll be glad to know good
taste prevaHssn the gay press. A local photog con
fides his pobication won't print photos of penises,
if the hard-on is more than 89 d
If you've got a hot tip, or an item you'd like to see
included in this column, call Bill H artm an at
861-0469.
Smith stated that: "The anti-discrimination or
dinance is particularly important as San Fran
cisco's assurance to its citizens that regardless of
their sexual orientation, race, age, sex, religion,
ancestry or disability they will be treated fairly in
obtaining employment and housing."

G 40 Plus Picnic
August 20 is billed " A Date to Remember" as G
40 Plus, the social organization for gay men over
forty, embarks to Angel Island tor their annual pic
nic. The boat leaves from pier 43 Vi at 10 an i sharp,
(it won't wait) and costs about $5. Bring your own
picnic and something to share. G-40's Romeo,
their ever-vigilant social major domo. promises a
fabulous door prize (door?) and a treasure hunt.
G-40 Plus has existed for over eight years, and
now counts more than 300 members. They hold
regular meetings on the first and third Sundays of
each month that feature speakers, and everything
from rap sessions to cooking lessions. There's no
membership fee. no formalities and everyone is
welcome. For more info on how you can take part
in G 40 Plus, call 552-1997 (a 24-hr answering ser
vice), or write PO Box 6741, SF, 94101.
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Organizing for Health...
(continued from page 1)
stems from my dual identity and the issue of my
alliance.
Because I experience the world primarily as a
woman, my alliance is with women first, and les
bians'foremost. But because I experience the
world as a lesbian, somewhat separate from be
ing a woman, I am continually tested for an alliance
with men in the gay community.
I know first-hand the wealth of experience and
expertise that women have to offer in this poten
tial work of lesbian/gay health. I know of the cen
tral contributions women have already made in the
battle against AIDS because of their inherent posi
tion in the health care system, and because of their
historic committment to community helping and
health.
Fifteen years ago the women's movement gave
birth to the women’s health movement, which, in
turn, gave birth to the concept of medical self-help
and the formation of alternative service systems.
But most importantly, the women's health move
ment has developed the idea that the health care
system should be accountable to the public for its
use of drugs, devices, and treatment therapies; for
its research, training of providers, policies, and
programs. The contributions of the women's
health movement are so pervasive, they are hard
to identify as distinct and separate achievements
in 1983.
If women and lesbians are to extend their exper
tise and committment to include the work for
gay/lesbian health, the health issues of.lesbians
must be addressed also. The gay press, let alone
the mainstream press, has been guilty of equating
the issues of STD's, intestinal parasites, KS and
AIDS with the phrase "Gay Health Issues." These
are not the medical issues and problems that
directly affect the lives of lesbians. This oversight
contributes to the invisibility lesbians already feel
within our society and within the gay movement.
I believe that a critical turning point that will
enable women and men to work together for les
bian/gay health will be the mutual understanding
of how the issues of "health" translate within our
diverse community. Since the components of the
"health care system"—the government, the
medical professions, the education/research
organizations, the third-party insurers, and the
hospital industry—are institutions reflective of
white, mainstream society, and are ultimately con
trolled by money or profits, it follows that the health
care people receive and the health issues they
face depend on their sex. race, ethnicity,
economic status, sexual preference, age, com
munity and culture, and physical and mental
capability.
So while the phrase "Fighting for our Lives" may
be the battle against AIDS for gay men, it may be
the battle over infant mortality rates and hyperten
sion for the Black community. It may be maintain
ing abortion rights and development of safe con
traceptive methods for heterosexual women. For
the elderly, "fighting for our lives" may be nurs
ing home control and the preservation of the
Medicare program. For the Latino and Asian com
munities, it may mean obtaining the right to bil
ingual m edical services and fu nding of
neighborhood community health centers. For
Latino, Black, Asian or elder gays, it may mean
"fighting for our lives" in’a combination of ways.
And for lesbians, "fighting for our lives" maysimply be access to a health care provider who is not

IJ # h e n speaking of the health care system and
Ww community health problems, I speak to
heterosexism, not homophobia. While the argu
ment over semantics may seem trivial to some, as
a lesbian and a feminist, it has an important
psychological impact on my political work.
Heterosexism is the systematic acting out of
homophobia, both institutionally and in personal
interactions. Homophobia is the attitude of fear
and loathing of homosexuality. Classified with
other "phobias", it implies that the homophobic
individual is victimized by the condition. It allows
the straight world to evade its responsibility to
challenge its attitude and how that attitude op
presses. and in the example of AIDS, threatens our

very lives.
While "homophobia" has appropriate use in our
work for social change, it is "heterosexism," that
parallels "racism" and "sexism" in accusing and
challenging the system for its oppression of les
bians and gay men. Since the AIDS crisis, it has
become clear to our community how heterosex
ism effects the health and lives of gay men. But
how does it effect the health and lives of lesbians?
A lesbian constantly encounters both blatant
and subtle heterosexism, which is naturally com
pounded by sexism and racism, in the health care
system. If she refuses contraceptives, she may be
mis-labelled "sexually inactive." If she comes out
as a lesbian to her health care provider, her very
real medical symptoms can be overshadowed or
explained by the perceived problem of her les
bianism. A heterosexual relationship or intercourse
is not an unlikely prescription, particularly in
treating reproductive ills.
She may be labeled "hostile, uncooperative and
non-compliant” if she does not follow a treatment
plan that is inappropriate to her lifestyle. These ex
periences are commonly reported by lesbians
who eventually turn to Lyon-Martin. By the time
they reach the Clinic, their otherwise controllable
medical conditions may be affecting their lives
severely. They express a fear and mistrust of the
medical professions, and much of the time with
their new provider is spent building the trusting,
open relationship that is essential for participatory
decision-making and effective treatment of
medical problems.
While lesbians in the Bay Area are fortunate to
have access to non-heterosexist and feminist pro
viders such as the Lyon-Martin Clinic, the Berkeley
Women's Health Collective (BWHC). and the
South Berkeley Women's Clinic (a clinic especially
for women of color, affiliated with BWHC), most of
the nation's 12-23 million lesbians are not so for
tunate. For them, an aspect of surviving in the
straight world may mean avoiding the potential
assaults of the medical care system altogether. For
those who have, or are developing a chronic
medical condition, this can mean risking health
and actual physical survival. For others, it will mean
missing important screenings for cervical, breast
and colon-rectal cancers, anemia and
hypertension.
Because lesbians are not affected by medical
problems specific to our sexual practices with
women, we might be considered healthier in some
respects. We are not exposed to the side-effects
of various contraceptives, and our rates of vaginal
and urinary tract infections are lower, and rates of
STD's much tower, than those of other women. But
because we are at higher risk for not seeking care
to avoid the heterosexism of the health-care
system, certain medical conditions and problems
may occur among lesbians in more severe forms,
at more advanced stages, and with more serious
complications. The importance of routine check
ups is particularly evident when the following facts
are considered.
An estimated 112,000 new cases of breast
cancer were detected in 1982. As the number-one
killer of women aged 3545, current projections for
all women are that one out of every eleven will
develop the disease in her lifetime. For Black,
Latina and Native American women, the rates are
even higher. Detected in its earliest stages,
however, by regular breast self-examination and
prompt medical follow-up. the five-year survival
rate ranges from 65 to 90%.
In 1982, 55,000 new cases of uterine cancer
weredetected. 10.000 women died of this cancer.
Socio-economic status is directly correlated with
the incidence of cervical cancer, a form of uterine
cancer, which helps explain why the rate among
Black women can be as high as 2:1, and among
Native American women as high as 3:1 compared
to whites. As with breast cancer, early detection
is critical. Caught at the earliest stages via the pap
smear test, the five-year survival rate can range
81-88%. The American Cancer Society recom
mends the routine pap test every 3 years, after two
initial negative tests are obtained one year apart.
It is highly effective in detecting earty-stage cancer
of the cervix.
|4 # h ile one aspect of lesbian health issues perw w tains to avoiding care, thereby increasing our
risks, the other aspect is appropriate treatment and
financial access. Here, the specific issues of les
bian health merge with the broader issues of
women's health.
The history of medical response to women's ills
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priorities throughout the state.
In Alameda County, the Alameda Health Con
sortium, a group of community health clinics who
banded together for their funding, negotiated a
contract of reimbursement for services provided
to MIA's by their clinics. It took the first three
months of 1983 for any monies to come in, sen
ding some clinics, like the Berkeley Women's
Health Collective, into difficult financial straits. And
because co-payment for services is now required
for some people, women are not following through
with all the heatlh care that they need at the clinic.
In San Francisco, the county decided to provide
I J / h i l e the issues of sensitivity, quality and apservices to MIA's directly through its own system
f r propriateness of care qre important, for a
of San Francisco General Hospital and its satellite .
large segment of the female population, the critical
out-patient dinics. This forced people to seek care
issue is simply financial access to any form of
in an inadequate system which offers tong waits
medical care.
and a lack of comprehensive primary and cultural
Compared to men. the medical buying power
ly sensitive care. The only remaining options for
of women is severely disadvantaged. Overall, the
people are to pay out-of-pocket in order to go
earning power of women still represents only 59%
somewhere else, or to cope with health problems
of men's, and even if employed, many women
on their own. Because of the expected lowdon't receive health insurance benefits. Even if
utilization of this system, San Francisco has sav
they do. the policy frequently does not meet the
ed large funds from the Department of Health
health care needs of women.
budget.
For many lesbians and for women with families,
This program meant a 25% drop-off in the ac
the old phrase that "women are just a husband
tive clients and income of the Lyon-Martin Clinic
away from poverty" is more than a saying, it is a
when it went into effect January 1st. In response
reality. Growing from 37% in 1969, the percent of
to the financial and health impact on the lesbian
women who comprise the poor in this country
community, the Lyon-Martin Clinic joined with the
reached 63% in 1980. For communities of color,
nine other San Francisco community clinics in for
the situation is even worse. Reliance on social
ming a consortium like that in Alameda County.
welfare programs means their health and life
The goal is to increase the political power of the
depends on governmental committment to the
community clinics so they can more successfully
poor. Not surprisingly then, infant mortality rates,
advocate for an organized health plan for the ci
a measure of the quality of life and health care for
ty. Such a plan would incorporate the consortium
communities, can be twice as high for com
members into the delivery system so the health
munities of color as for the white population.
needs of special populations could continue to be
In 1983, the Reagan administration merged
met within their own community-controlled clinics.
federal monies for social services into four
Because women comprise the majority of
categories or "blocks." The "block grant" pro
M IA ’s—the w orking poor, th e under
gram cut 25% from health and welfare programs
employed and unemployed who cannot afford
primarily affecting women,(including Food Stamps
health insurance—the success of the consortium
& Nutrition, Child Feeding, Women & Infants Sup
can only mean better access and quality medical
plemental Food. Food for the Elderly, Medicaid,
care for the lesbian community and the women of
Mental Health, Alcohol & Drug Abuse, Community
San Francisco, as it has in Alameda County.
Health Centers, Birth Control Programs, and
Preventive Health Screening Services) and
hese examples of the sexism, racism, and
transferred distribution authority to state govern
heterosexism of the health care system il
ments. The program gave the states the option of
lustrate some of the issues for women and les
supplementing the block grants 25% and setting
bians. Just as the problems of financial accessibili
their own priorities.
ty, non-judgmental care, accountability of pro
In many states, like California, the government
viders, access to health information, public funding
has not added the 25% to the block grants, has
and policy have been critical to the health and well
additionally cut state-funded programs and has
being of women, they now become the concerns
not maintained funding priorities based on com
of gay men.
munity needs. As of January 1. 1983, 300,000
If attention to the broader range of health issues
Californians were terminated from Medi-Cal, which
beyond AIDS can be made, not only could the
was one of the best health-welfare programs in the
work for health potentially bnng women and men
nation. Additionally, 100,000 had their eligibility
closer together within our community, but could
status reduced, requiring a co-payment for ser
bring our community closet-W others who are
vices that many could not afford. These cuts
similarly disadvantaged and oppressed.
resulted in a $600 million reduction in health care
The founding statement of the "Women in AIDS
benefits to the poor.
Network" at the Denver national health con
In keeping with the "block grant" concept,
ference in June speaks to this potential:
California has further transferred authority to coun
We have a history of working within and
ty governments for provision of services to these
challenging the health care system. ..We need
groups labelled "Medically Indigent Adults" or
to build a coalition of men and women sensitive
MIA's. This has created inconsistent funding
to each others'particular needs and more fully
aware of the common thread of oppression
that compromises the health and safety of us
all...We encourage men to learn from our expenence, and call upon them to deal with their
sexism as we work together.
In truly understanding the differences as well as
the commonality of issues that confront us, the les
bian/gay community can successfully work for
health that acknowledges that we are all "fighting
for our lives."

Dr. Adrienne Mime of South Berkeley Women's
Clinic. The clinic operates on Wednesdays, noon-5
pm. Visits are by appointment: call 843-6204. Fees
are on a sliding scale, insurance and MediCal ac
cepted. SWBC also specializes in gynecology, as well
as general medicine, and is locatedat 1602Fairview
Street. Other workers atSBWCinclude Linda McNeal,
Tita Carrion. Helen Greenspan. Dr. Gabrielle Hemsheimer and Abby Hale. Dr. Mims also works at
BWHC.
gesterone will effectively treat PMS. Unlike the
prescription drug or hysterectomy options, these
new therapies appropriately treat the medical pro
blem of PMS. rather than the medical perception
of the problem.
The issue of prescription drug abuse among
women is well publicized, and the problem of ex
cessive hysterectomies is far reaching. After D&C.
hysterectomy is the most common surgical pro
cedure in the U.S. Over 800,000 are performed
each year. If the present trend continues. 55% of
the female population will have had a hysterec
tomy by age 60. Given the consistently higher
rates among Black, Latina, and Native American
women, the link of hysterectomy to sterilization is
not unlikely. In 1970, 44% more Black women
than white women had non-cancer-related
hysterectomies.
Fibroid tumors are the number-one reason that
women have hysterectomies. Although 30% of
women have fibroids by the time they reach age
35, these benign tumors frequently shrink with
menopause. In a study of 480 women who had
hysterectomies because of fibroids, only 6%
resulted in positive findings for cancer.
The benefits of this dramatic form of screening
may not outweigh the risks of the operation itself.
With total abdominal hysterectomy, the complica
tion rate for infection, hemorrhage, and pulmonary
clots is 50%. With vaginal hysterectomy, the com
plication rate is 25%. Further, the 5% mortality rate
for all hysterectomies means the deaths of 40,000
women every year.
In addition, tire long-term effects cannot be ig
nored. Complete hysterectomies leave a woman
without her natural source of estrogen. She will ex
perience the symptoms and risks of menopause,
even with estrogen replacement therapy.
The medical profession will commonly ignore or
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The atari of Lyon-Martin Clinic Thecine rsopen Mon A Wed 9 am-noon. andMon-Thurs 6-9 pm L/M features
primary care, internal medicine, gynecology and dermatology. Fees are on a sliding scale (they ask that you
pay at the visit); MediCal and insurance 0. K. Visits are by appointment: call 921-1243 The clinic is currently
located at 2252 Fillmore, but they will be moving to Los Portales Medical Building, 24B0 Mission (between
20th & 21st) hopefully by Labor Day weekend The staff includes doctors and nurse practitioners. Pictured
left fo nght: Jackie Beraldo. RN. Dr Audrey Koh. Dr. CarolJessop; Debra Fnedtand. Marg Gortart. FNP; Karen
Peteros Dr. Kay Taylor; Mary Bolen Lori Lai. MT; Dr Grace Laurencin; Dr. Jacqui Richter (standing); and Alison
Hawthorne; Shotsy Faust. NP; and Janice O Doa (sitting). Other workers at Lyon-Martin are Gen Collins. NP.
Dawn Cortland. NP; Ellen Davis; Mane Methany; Kathryn Patterson. CNM; and Judy Smith. FNP.

deny the effect of hysterectomy on sexuality. But
a recent survey showed that 50% of all women
reported a noticeable decrease in sexual response
after hysterectomy. In part, this is due to the loss
of uterine muscle contraction during orgasm.
The most severe effect is osteoporosis, or re
duction in bone tissue, which results in "brittle
bones” and fractures in one million post
menopausal women. Over 40,000 die each year
from the complications that result from hip
fractures.
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PSYCHOTHERAPIST

636 Castro Street.
Son Francisco. CA 94114

is depressing at best. On the one hand, it is
characterized by the tnvializatton of symptoms, on
the other hand by aggressive over-treatment.
The treatment of Premenstrual Syndrome (PMS)
is an example of this duality in response. With vary
ing degrees, PMS is characterized by water reten
tion, joint swelling, bloat, breast swelling and
tenderness, headaches, sinusitis, ringing-in-ears,
irritability, depression, craving for sweets and salt,
and decreased tolerance to alcohol. Fifty to 90%
of all women over 30 years old experience PMS.
In its most severe form, it can be disabling, pre
venting a woman from carrying out normal daily
activity and responsibilities.
Until recently, PMS was commonly dismissed
as a psychological symptom of female maladjust
ment. with no physiological origins. The PMS suf
ferer was a likely candidate for psychotropic drug
treatment, or if she complained of additional
reproductive symptoms, could be recommended
for hysterectomy.
But as a result of recent study by women resear
chers, PMS is now recognized as an endocrine ab
normality. 85% of all PMS sufferers can be effec
tively treated with dietary changes and
vitamin/mineral supplements. For the remaining
15%, rectal or vaginal suppositories of natural pro-
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Letters

AIDS Emergency Sweepstakes
This is lo lei you know that the Shanti Project AIDS
Emergency Sweepstakes is still going strong To dale
we have received more than $28.000 in donations Irom
more than 1.000 people
Many people have supported the Sweepstakes by
sending mailings to their clients or membership For ex
ample Dick Collier, owner ot the Trocadero Transter.
mailed requests to hs entire business mailing ligt; Golden
Gale Nurses' Association mailed requests to their entire
membership; Supervisor Louse Renne mailed requests
to her mailing 1st of contributors; Atlas Savings and Loan
Association is enclosing a small brochure with their
statements Even the President ot the State Wide Califor
nia Nurses Association has written a letter requesting
contributions Bay Area Physicians tor Human Rights has
printed one ot our ffyers in their Newsletter. The Haight
Ashbury Free Chmc has let us use their mailing 1st. The
International David Society has been publishing one ol
our flyers with all their publications at no cost to us.
We have groups distributing materials in Los Angeles.
Orange County. Fresno. San Jose. Sacramento. NorthEast California, and the Russian River area Response
has been overwhelming
The Sweepstakes is becoming a g reat success but we
would still like to urge EVERYONE to help out. We still
have until October 15 I would like to see One Million
dollars raised, but for that to happen we all need to help.
The first $500.000 raised goes to direct support serv
es for persons with AIDS Anything more than that goes
i research
One of the biggest ways people can help is to send
personal mailing to their family and trends asking them
3 contribute
l would like to thank everyone who is helping This is
tremendous undertaking for a very worthwhile cause
Anyone interested or desiring information can call me
1558-9625 during the day
Sincerely.
Stephen Tripp
Office Manager
Shanti Project Sweepstakes
Editor's note The Sweepstakes entry torm is available
on page one in this issue of Coming Up! Don 7miss this
important opportunity to contribute to the tight against
AIDS!

Success at UC Berkeley!
A long-cherished goal ol the Lesbian/Gay communi
ty in Berkeley and throughout California was realized on
June 17 when the Regents of the University ot Califor
nia adopted a policy forbidding discrimination based on
sexual orientation in the University system Manyfactors
and many people contributed to this success including
Regents Sheldon Andelson and Linda Sabo But special
credit goes to the UC Lesbian/Gay Intercampus Network
and above all to Kevin Casey, Non-Discrimination Pro
ject Director of that organization.
Through two years of tireless work. Kevin has been the
moving force behind this successful effort. The quality
of this work is evident in the result-the adoption of the
policy by unamimous vote ot the Regents The East Bay
Lesbian/Gay Democratic Club extends to Kevin Casey,
to the UCLGIN. and to all those who contributed to the
effort its enthusiastic congratulations on a job well done.
The UCLGIN has incurred a debt of over $2,500 in ad
vancing the project The East Bay Lesbian/Gay
Democratic Club urges individuals and organizations to
help repay this debt by making contributions directly to
UCLGIN c/o Kevin Casey. l740WalnutSt #E. Berkeley.
CA 94709
The East Bay Lesbian/Gay Democratic Clubwill spon
sor a tundraising event on behalf ol the UCLGIN in the
tall as an expression ot our appreciation ol their etforts
and their success
Tom Brougham
Political Action Committee Chair

A Herstory on Prostitution?
Prostitution seems to be a hot subject for academics
these days A new book on the shelves ot feminist
bookstores gaming popularity is A Herstory ot Prostitu
tion in Western Europe by Jess Welts.
Unfortunately this book seems little more than another
traditional history book, talking about prostitutes as
though we were downtrodden creatures, or even worse,
helpless sexual slaves Wells describes history Irom an
cient Athens to the Victorian Era how prostitutes got
treated, how they were punished because ot what they
did for a living and what their working conditions were
like.
By looking at prostitute women as 4 they were living
in a vacuum and not at women's situation in general.
Wells missesa very important partol our history Not only
women in the sex industry got exploited and trampled
on, this happened to all women in different places and
times throughout history
It was basic economic need which drove women into
prostitution Getting paid tor having sex with men gave
any women the possibility for economic
independence—a form of liberty which women tied in
to &household or a factory might have never experienc
ed. That is the other pan ot our history—prostitution as
our fight against poverty and slave labor,
There have been a lot of struggles going on to establish
prostitution like any other job. to get the control of it into
our hands, to get the laws off our backs, and most ol all,
to organize as working women Wells ignored that total
ly. She did not mention the Paris Commune or simitar ac
tions in Britain during the Victorian Era in which both
straight and prostitute women got involved.
Failing to uncover prostitutes' tight in the past. Wells
therefore ignores how we are making history in the twen
tieth century Instead she comes to the conclusion that
prostituton is another torm ol rape, and even worse, that
prostitution causes rape
It is very irresponsible to make a statement like that
without consulting prostitutes about our work We have
had to fight very hard to establish that prostitution is a job
and not rape, and then a so-called leminist writer, who
knows nothing aboul it except from history books, says
Uty Ledoux
US PROS (U S. Prostitutes Collective)
Jess W ells Replies:
Long alter a book is researched it is written and long.
long alter mat 4 is finally produced This was the case with
A Herstory ot Prostitution m Western Europe, a book
whch saw me journey five years, from straight woman
to lesbian separatist As with anything else that one does.
I look at this book with mixed reactions.
I stand by the information as being both factual and
necessary tor us to know During my readings for this
book, l tried to show that prostitutes and lesbians need
to be able to examine the institution of prostitution and
also to support prostitutes in their work Just as we can
examine capitalism and applaud the worker, we can
criticize prostitubon and support the women in the sexwork industry I do hold myself accountable tor a tone
in the book that implies "look what they made us do."
whch is not a supportive atMudetowards prostitutes, but
how do we hold men accountable lor their social struc
tures? When are we ever going to call men on their
misogyny in prostitution, really understand it all. from the
double-standard to the way prostitution, the tamiiy and
heterosexism support men's rule? Because it« true that
"basic economic need drove women into prostitution"
but 4 is also the whole complex mess ol male lantasy.
male sexuality and male power that originated and con
tinues prostitution As one woman at my reading told me.
even attor the Russian Revolution when women were
given equal wages, prostitution continued It is about
more than just money And A Herstory.Vies to make it
very clear, trom stones ol the heterai" mAncient Atnens
to the women using prostitution to supplement factory
wages mVctonan England, to the triumphant campaign
aganst the CD Acts prostitution has been a courageous
means ot survival and a method ot finding freedom out-

Framellne/Photo Committee Responds to Bay Breeze Column
Congratulations to Mark Chester for the second con
secutive year in creating media-hype to draw attention
to his artwork. We would like to acknowledge Mr. Chester
in accomplishing this at the expense ot the serious ef
forts and commmitments made by the Frametme/Photo
Committee and Jury members, as well as the exhibiting
photographers in this year's show
In 1981. Mark Chester withdrew his work because a
photograph was rejected by thejury for lack of technical
quality Mr. Chester promoted this image throughout the

comrmfnity erroneously claiming censorship. In 1982.
when all of Mark Chester's work was accepted by a new
jury, he claimed that the work wasaccepted not because
it was good, but because he had inbrradatedthejury. This
was not the case. Photographs were judged on a point
system with the artist remaining unidentified
Frameline/Photo has released a selt-protrait providing
their comment onthe whole controversy.
«
Clare Wren
Co-chair Frameline/Photo

side tne tamiiy.
If there is ever a re-printing of this book I'm going to
either change the last chapter or write an epilogue I'm
not sure Iagree with some of the thoughts about prostituDon and male violence. Men. when pushed to justify pro
stitution, traditionally say it isa way to protect women from
being raped. Researching on the history of prostitution,
i read that prostitution stops rape more times than I could
have counted. The last chapter ol the book was an argu
ment against this excuse and tried to show that all male
institutions restricting women are interlinked, that
misogyny is the motivation in all men's dealings with
women and by oflenng us either prostitution or rape. men
"justify our oppression with the threat of more oppres
sion...Men offer us commerce or terrorism, the choice
of money or muscle." I really believe that men's 'right
of access' is a crucial issue in examining the patnarchy
and that marriage, rape, heterosexism and prostitution
are all partly about male access, that they all continue
"a view of women as sexual servants and encourage
men to see women as there for the taking—with money
or violence but always our bodies there to be taken "But
I don't agree that prostitution is always "another torm of
rape" as the chapter suggests, and I apologize tor the
pain that this very unsupportive phrase may cause I
realize that while my intention was to pin down the links
between male restriction and male violence, to say that
"prostitution causes rape" is to put some responsibility
tor tape on women in the sex-work industry. Male
violence is caused by men. not by women, and
sometimes prostitution is just a job, not rape.
These areall important issues tor prostitutes, feminists
and lesbians and I hope we can continue the discussions
on them I thank the women ol the U.S. Prostitutes Col
lective for their criticism and support them in their work
to take control ot prostitution. All women will be better for
it.
In support,
Jess Wells

We, the undersigned'women, are veryconcerned that
we have the opportunity to retain the Lesbian Crafts Area
m future yeafc. We hope that we will not be replaced by
a purely commercial endeavor There were many con
cession stands at this year s Parade but there was only
this special place for Women. We teel that we provided
an important cultural experience tor Women at the
Parade, many of whom may not have access to the
broad range of Women's Culture available in the Bay
Area Craftswomen contribute significantly to the crea
tion of Women's Culture.
We sincerely wish to be considered a permanent pan
ot the Lesbian and Gay Freedom Day Celebration. Let's
begin a new tradition of a special space for Women at
the Celebration. Let us "Strengthen the Ties" (this years
Parade Slogan) between the Women's Community, the
Parade Committee and all the people from around the
world who attend and celebrate Lesbian and Gay
Freedom Day in San Francisco.
Sincerely.
Liz Stillwater,
Heidi Hydusik.
Amber Tallent,
Jacqua Miller,
Elaine Youngblood
Cynthia Riggs,
Jane Sipe.

Real Men Don’t Wear Lacoste
Apparently real men don't wear Lacosteshirts, at least
that's the "Sex tor the 80's" philosophy of the Caldron,
the private men's club.
Last Tuesday evening the so-called men whooperate
this establishment were so threatened by the littlealligator
on my five-year-old. faded, black shirt that they told me
I had toleave or take my shirt off. They said Lacoste shirts
How capricious and petty With the AIDS crisis upon
us this club should be doing something positive to pro
mote love and fraternity among our Gay brothers, as their
hypocritical and pious advertising slogans suggest,
rather than alienating and huffing people
it the owners had any guts they would advertise this
arbitrary rule for all to see, rather than hiding it until the
very last minute when one is inside the club and more
templed to deny his principles
How bout it guys? Let's see how big your balls really
are Show us you have the courage of your convictions
Aren't you proud of your philosophy? Let your potential
customers know what they're getting into. Why not clearly
and concisely publicize your discriminatory policy along
with your rates and hours of operation—unless ol course
you're too insecure, afraid or ashamed
Very truly yours.
Keith Deen
Hal Slate, Caldron o w n er, responds:
Our price, hours, and other information have been
published many times. There's complete information on
our dress code posted tor everyone to see before they
pay to get in. All Mr Deen was asked to do was to take
off his shirt or to check it (at no cost to him). At the sug
gestion. he went into a hut! He insisted on leaving, and
was given his money back
The purpose ol the policy is to encourage a casual,
loose environment. When people are over-dressed, it in
hibits the way they act! Lacoste shirts have become a
symbol tor all of thal-it's as much a joke as anything else
Apparently Mr. Deen didn't have a sense of humor!

Lesbian Crafts at Parade
This year, tor the first year, there was a Lesbian Crafts
and Sates Area at the Lesbian/Gay Freedom Day
Celebration in San Francisco. This came about because
representatives ol the Bay Area women's crafts com
munity contacted the Parade Committee to request a
special sates area tor Lesbian Crafts. Many thanks to Dot
ty Calabrese. Laurie Gottlieb. Judy Stone and Shelly
Guzinski tor their initiative and hard work in ac
complishing this
Recognizing the inability ol Craltswomen to pay the
usual booth tee of $350. the Parade Committee agreed
to provide up to 20 booth spaces tor Lesbian Crafts at
a reduced rate The agreement was later changed, allow
ing less space at higher rates, but still, a Lesbian Crafts
Area became a reality tor the first time
We are grateful tor the special rates and space
because it allowed us to be there (none of us could have
afforded the $350 lee) Being centralized in one area
created a sense of security and community both tor the
Craltswomen and many other women who attended the
Parade and Celebration There was a centralized loca
tion tor Women and Women's Culture for the first time
m the History of the Parade
Unfortunately, at the end ot the day a Parade Com
mittee organizer (Sorry, we didn't get his name) came
by and stated that the Committee was upset that they had
let us be there because they could have used the space
lor concession stands and made a lot more money

P.S. Many ot the above Women are members ot
MatriArts. the Sonoma County Women's Crafts Collec
tive. P.O. Box 452, Cotati. CA. 94928
C o -ch alr Responds:
I got to read the above tetter at presstime. sothere was
noopportunityfor a response by the Booth subcommit
tee co-chairs. I write from both the perspective ot CoChair of the Committee (and therefore privy to all official
discussions regarding policy) and as a lesbian who ap
preciates women's participation in Lesbian/Gay
Freedom Day.
First. I agree that it isimportant to have a positive place
tor women's culture beyond that provided on the
Celebration stage
Second, it is my experience that sometimes commit
tee members say "the committee thinks..." when they
really mean theyor some ol the members think. If the ma
jority ot the membership believes something should be.
then that is what is done, if it is at all humanly possible.
Third, the committee's conclusion, in reviewing this
particular situation, was that in the future there needs to
be a range of rates for booths and other lorms of par
ticipation to reflect the diversity of means and needs in
our community. That is what we are currently working
Finally, t wislTto underscore the fact that the Les
bian/Gay Freedom DayCommittee (LG/FDC) is the most
open organization in this community. There are no dues;
one is eligible to vote at the second meeting attended
within tour (4) months; we meet the second Sunday ol
each month (except May and June when we meet the
first and third Sundays) from 5-7 p.m. at the Women's
Building Subcommittee meetings are announced at
those times and widely publicized. The Committee needs
and encourages the participation of all who care about
Lesbian and Gay Freedom
Linda Boyd
UGFDC Co-chair

Looking Forward:
The Milk Club to Dr. Silverman
Dear Dr Silverman,
As the AIDS Committee ot the Harvey Milk Gay
Democratic Club we are very pleased that you are able
to attend our July meeting; we are particularly pleased
to team that the Department has hired Bill Cunningham
as the AIDS Coordinator for the county. Mr Cunn
ingham has an excellent reputation as someone who
gets things done and it ts our understanding that he
has an excellent grasp not only on the issues but on
the urgency with which they need to be addressed.
We would like to make you aware ot the specific areas
of our concern, some ol these may be discussed at the
Milk Club meeting; we would appreciate it if you could
take the time in the upcoming month to get back to us
as to the Department's response to our quesbons
Ot course, our first pnonty has always been public
education whch we see as two fold: people in the high
risk populabon need to fully understand the specifics
of transmission of the disease, i.e. through blood and
seminal fluid, they need to understand the sexual
transmissability ot the disease and they need to know
very specific ways to avoid high risk sex and practice
low risk sex Secondly, people in the tow risk popula
bon need to also have a full understanding of the ways
in which they are and are not at risk tor the disease
We see these two projects as demanding a massive
and thorough educational program and would like to
be briefed as to what the Department plans in regard
to educating people so that our community is protected
both from the disease and from the homophobe tears
ol non-gay people We would also like to rase two
specific concerns: how thorough is the educabon be
ing done at places ot business that may allow for high
risk sexual practees. baths, clubs, theaters etc. and
what is the olan for reachinq the "mvsible" gay popula
bon who may be occasionally at risk but who are less
likely to be informed how to protect themselves when
they are at risk. And ol course central to this educabon
program (or gay men is the need tor massive amounts
ot literature whch are clear about the dangers ol high
risk sex and seminal fluid, we certainty hope that the
Department has available ASAP a brochure that speaks
to this openly and specifically.
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Another important question Is who are the people who
will be involved in planning the various programs, train
ings, etc. How will these people be chosen and what
capacity will they serve? Specifically, how will your ad
visory committee be chosen, how will it function and
what will be their areas ol responsibility?
Who w i be involved in the public education programprofessional media people, members of the communi
ty. etc. Who will be doing trainings for institutions? One
of our most pressing concerns is what is being done
at SFGH. We understand that in February ol last year
Local 400 formaly requested that mandatory inservices
be conducted in relation to AIDS, something that has
yet to happen. In light ol the recently released report
from the CDC on allegedly low risk health care workers
with AIDS, it seems particularly urgent to address this
irrvnediatBly. We do know that there are people at SFGH
who have been working tirelessly to do educational work
but it seems that the Department needs to design a
thorough, formal inservice program that is mandatory.
We are also very concerned about the needs of peo
ple diagnosed with AIDS, issues of patients' rights, social
services, out patient as wei as in patient care, availablility
of home care, housing, etc. We understand that Super
visor Britt has requested the CAO to get from the Depart
ment an accounting of disbursement of funds related
to AIDS, this should be helpful to all of us. We would
kke to see a plan devised to meet the needs of the "wor
ried well," a significant psycho-sociological problem in
our community. We suggested a lew months back in
an AIDS Coordinators Committee meeting that the
Department sponsor regular community meetings,
perhaps at SFGH for worried wei to be bnefed by health
care professionals who could after the briefing work with
small groups to deal with people's fears and also do
some preliminary screening and referrals, both physical
and psychological. This may be a possibility you may
wish to consider.
Other major questions we have are related to
epidemiology. Does the Department plan to begin to
contact partners of diagnosed people with AIDS in the
ways that partners are contacted in relation to other sex
ually transmitted diseases? Does the Department plan
to do an epidemiological study in San Francisco con
centrating upon risk factors and looking at the correla
tion of the disease spread or not spread from diagnos
ed Deoplewith AIDS to their lovers and sexual partners?
Certainly there are many other important issues to
be addressed in addition to the ones we raise here.
Some of these may already be in the works. In any case
we want to offer our support in any way possible, we
are heartened by the new position you have created
in the Department and look forward to hearing from you.
Sincerely.
Cathenne Cusic
Marc Virga
Co-chairs of the AIDS Committee
of the Harvey Milk Gay Democratic Club

I Agree!
My Dear Mr. Curzon:
For once I am In total agreement with you. Why tor
ture yourself with having to explain simple aesthetic
realities to the illiterates of San Francisco? As you soclear
ly stated in your Julycolumn, mNew York or London you
would not be put-upon to do so. My suggestion? Why
not pack your bags and rented insights and move to
either of the aforementioned places where you will not
be burdened and have perfect understanding?! One
way ticket available upon request.
Bon voyage.
Mr. Shelley K. Steward

NAMBLA: Child Abuse
Since Bound Together Bookstore on Haight Street is
advertised in your paper. I had a good feeling about tak
ing copies of my book. I RememberedMyself: TheJour
nal ol a Survivor ol Childhood SexualAbuse, to be sold
there.
They placed it on the shelf next to a pamphlet pro
moting the National Man-Boy Love Association
(NAMBLA). a group in favor of what they call "consen
sual" sex between men and minor boys. My heart is still
gagging me.
There is no such thing as consensual sex between
adults and minors. Children are not capable of
understanding or handling the power dynamics inherent
in relating sexually with a grown person. No matter how
much pleasure the child may experience, no matter how
gentle the adult, the child still suffers with guilt tossof self
esteem, and confusion—for years.
The pamphlet decried the prison terms given men who
are ocnvicted of paedophilia, saying these men are
denied sexual freedom. But if the sexual experience was
consented to by the child, if the child's right to sexual
freedom was intact, I don't believe the child could have
provided the testimony necessary to convict the adult.
The myth that gays and lesbiansare a threat to children
sexually must be dispelled, not promoted. I urge those
who visit bookstores selling literature promoting
paedophilia to register their protest with the owners
Laura "Kay" Donaforte

NAMBLA RapHaa:
It is sad to see so much anger in Laura Donaforte s let
ter. That she could write "my heart is sill gagging me"
because she saw her book on a shelf with our pamphlet
shows it may be a tong time before she'll talk with us.
Nonetheless, we offer this response with the hope that
she and you will think about the issues that surround
man/boy love and come to a more humane understan
ding of who we are and why we felt compelled to form
0URret°we behave there can be consensual sex between
adults and minor males, not necessarily between adults
and all minora, as Donaforte writes. Her terminology s
undear. It obscures rather than clarifies the issue. Wears
a man-boy group. We do not address the larger issues
of heterosexual relations between adults and minors, or
The power dynamics in homosexual relations are not
parallel to father-daughter or older male-minor female
relations; neither are they miniature versions ol menwomen relations. Moreover, boys may be either adoles
cent or prepubescent males We are not a pedophile
organization, as Donaforte implies.
Boys in our culture are brought up very differently than
girls. They are taught from an early age to be assertive
Boys in most man-boy relations are free to walk out of
a relationship anytime, unlike children in family incest
situations. Man/boy sex is not always a heavy ex
perience. If Donaforte were to talk *rth gay men. many
of us would tel her thatwe were sexua»y actrveat an eaity
age. that we sought out older partners and that we
welcomed the opportunities they offered us.
This is not to deny that a power difference exists, or
that it may be moused or that far too much sexual ex
ploitation occurs n our socaety. We condemn exploitative
conduct. We do not consider relationships that encom
pass it to be consensual. But we do believe there can
be consensual relationships. We beheve that such power
differences as do exist mconsensual man-boy relations
are much less than in the nonconsensual ones young
people face every day with their parents and teachers
A power difference per se. absent any exploitative
economic or coercive condition, is not enough reason
tocontinue the blanket ban on any meaningful adult-child
interaction that includes a sexual component
We do not believe that age-ot-consent laws protect
anyone from the potential misuses of power If anyone
•s deterred by them, it is not coercive arid abusive in
dividuals. but ethical people who live by society's laws
Rather, ageof-consent laws only imperil the lives of boys
and men in relationships. This is the reason we in San
Francisco NAMBLA behove they should be towered from
18 to 13, and eventually abolished

Second, we agree with Donaforte s concern that
children suffer guilt and toss of self-esteem from sexual
experience with adults, but not for the reasons she ap
parently believes. The fact is. the scientific literature on
child sexual abuse clearly shows that when consensual
adult-child relationships come to light, negative conse
quences that may arise are due to adverse reactions of
the parents and others around them, not to the relation
ship itself. (Several studies with this conclusion are cited
m "The Effects of Early Sexual Experiences A Review
and Synthesis of Reasearch." in Childrenand Sex: New
Findings. New Perspectives, ed Constantine and Mar
tinson; Boston Little. Brown, 1981; pp. 226-227)
To say that all such relations, with all their inherent
potential for good, should continue to be prohibited mere
ly because of negative societal reaction is immoral: it is
political expediency of the worst sort
We believe children must be empowered, not
depowered They must be able to say "yes" if they are
truly to be able to say "no". Such empowerment does
not come through the state's prohibition of relationships
until some magical age of reason, but from education
(about sex) and from enfranchisement (civil rights) It can
also come from a significant relationship that occurs out
side of the confines of the school or family Insofar as a
man/boy relation validates a boy's gay identity or his sex
uality. it is a liberating, empowering experience
Third, Donaforte is completely correct, we believe, in
her contention that "if the child's right to sexual freedom
was intact. I don't believe the child could have provid
ed the testimony necessary to convict the adult " The
children who have testified against adults in consensual
sex cases have indeed had their freedom violatedvdated by police and prosecutors intent on getting a
conviction and indifferent to the welfare of the child.
Unkke other countries with ageof-consent laws, where
prosecutions are initiated at the request of the child or
his/her parents and not by a third party. in the U S.. when
police or "social welfare" agencies suspect men and
boys may be having sex. they go after them with a
vengeance.
One example: a young boy testified in court that two
uniformed LAPD policemen held him over a cliff to get
him to admit to having sex with a man. Police routinely
threaten to expose young people to their acquaintances
as queer, to take them away from their parents and to
prosecute them for sex cnmes. Often police lie by claim
ing the adult has already confessed.
Men accused of consensual sex with a youth even a
year under the age of consent are. legally, charged with
the rape or assault of a child. Their conduct is so label
ed in news stories, with pohce aware of the impact of such
publicity on their jobs, neighbors and families. Social
workers often pressure parents, threatening to have them
declared unfit unless they cooperate by forcing their child
to testify Court proceedings inflict additional injury, as
the child is questioned at length by hostile attorneys In
many cases an accused adult will plead guilty to spare
the child the trauma of testifying
The events above are not isolated instances, but stan
dard pohce/prosecutxxi practice. We publicized just this
sort of brutality in Revere. Massachusetts, in 1977 (these
events and a subsequent witch hunt against gay men
catalysed our founding); a current issue of Gay Com
munity News documents the same occurrences ("Boy
Love Witchhunt Sparks Anti-Gay Demonstrations: Cops,
Townfolk Prey Upon Missouri Men", GOV. May 7.1983).
Where would Laura Donaforte draw the line? Where
would you? In Nevada, a man is serving 22 consecutive
life sentences, convicted of giving he 14-year-old
boyfriend a blowjob on 22 occasions In California. hun
dreds of men are in medium-to-maximum security
prisons—including as barbaric a placeas San Quentin—
for similar expressions of affection. Are we to perpetuate
the continued fear and ignorance about sex in our culture
that is responsible for so much of the homophobic
violence we experience daily?
It is straight male society that is a sexual threat to
children—and to us as homosexual adults. It is terribly
unfortunate that some people who have felt this threat
first-hand as children would later play into the straights'
hands and continue the repression. It is our hope that
Laura Donaforte and others reading this will take a
serious look at the issues around man/boy love and talk
to people who have experienced it Only through a
reasoned dialogue among ourselves will we as lesbian
and gay people advance human progress
Sincerely.
Mark McHarry
San Francisco Chapter
North American Man/Boy Love Association

Thanks!
To all the people who worked to give me such a
wonderful benefit party on June 16.1say thank you. To
all my wonderful friends who partied and gave me good
wishes, love, and financial support. I say thank you That
the lesbian and gay community has been so kind &
generous to me makes me fee1strong, happy, humbl
ed & loved
The blood bank says there has been sufficient blood
donated to replace the enormous amount I needed
replaced, so thank you to all you blood givers as well
I look forward to the day I once again walk the streets
of San Francisco
Philippa Nichol-Johnson

Fourth, the Fund represented by Steve Endean. par
ticipated in monthly strategy sessions with leaders of the
progressive PACs for a year pnor to the 1982 elections
During those meetings all of us were extraordinarily im
pressed with Steve's professionalism, the depth of his
knowledge of key races and issues, and. above all. his
overriding pragmatism Steve understood what could be
done by his organization, what needed to be done, and,
most important, how to most effectively accomplish the
In our view the credibility ol the gay rights movement
is at an all time high because of the work of the Human
Rights Campaign Fund. Steve Endean and those
associated with him Tneaccomplishmentsdo. indeed,
speak for themselves
Sincerely
Bob Chlopak
Eg Coyle
Campaign Director.
Executive Director
Friends ol the Earth
Independent Action
Peter H. Fenn
Al Jackson
Former Director.
National Committee
Democrats for the 80's
for an Effective Congress

Thanks fo r Denver Report
Linda Wardlaw is to be congratulated for her fine
coverage of the AIDS Forum in Denver. The other local
papers mostly relied on the news releases of the Gay
Press Association (which were extensive and infor
mative); Wardlaw however provided this basic informa
tion as well as personal insights from a San Franciscan
attending the conference
l especially appreciated the consideration of AIDS in
the political context of the nation's health industry And
I would welcome further consideration of the effect of
society's homophobia on our health Lastly, Wardlaw ac
curately discussed AIDS as one of our community's
serious health problems We need to remember and take
acton on the others as well
Coming Up! continues to provide the best analysis of
AIDS-related developments Thank you for your efforts
Sincerely
Matthew Charles

The Lesbians of Color
Survival Fund
We are a group of grassroots lesbians of color who are
committed to changing the social, political, economic,
educational, spiritual and health conditions of lesbians
of color. We have long recognized that in order to ob
tain self-determination over our lives and help build our
sisterhood, we wilt not continue to sell our mental and
physical energies to a social and political order that
doesn't have our real interests at heart We have decid
ed that we will no longer settle for token gams from the
patriarchy.
It is evident that no one except ourselves will take the
responsiblity for laying the foundation for a new world
order that places lesbians of color first.
Most lesbians of color are giving their quality time to
economic survival. Manyof us cannot findjobs and must
exist on welfare. And if we do have employment, it is
usually a dead end situation. Economic survival is the
most crucial aspect of our lives We need ways to free
ourselves so that a«our brainpower is utilized for develop
ing our sisterhood, thereby changing the potential for all
womyn to control their destinies
Far too many lesbians of color are separated fromeach
other by fighting over crumbs and having tocompromise
ourselves to white womyn and the powers that be.
We no longer want to be dependent on pleasing white
womyn in order to gain access to their assets or money
privilege. It's past the time for lesbians of color to have
economic independence.
Enough ol us have ended up incarcerated in jails and
institutions as a result of our attempts to survive.
We must be able to realize our fullest potential as op
posed to perpetuating the status quo and serving Euro
pean ideas and values We aspire to and are determined
to leave a strong and powerful legacy for future lesbians
of color.
(continued on next page)

Bay Area
Black
Lesbians
& Gays
Bay Area Black Lesbians and Gays
(BAYBLAG). formed in December. 1982, is an
association of Black gay men and lesbians who
meet regularly for social and educational activities,
and to address their common concerns as Third
World/People of Color. Black people, gays and
lesbians. BAYBLAG promotes activities to educate
the Black community, the broader lesbian and gay
community, and the general public about the con
cerns and positive contributions of Black lesbians
and gays and seeks to work in unity with other peo
ple and groups who are part of the struggle to
overcome such problems as racial, economic, and
sexual oppressions.
Currently BAYBLAG, along with the National
Coalition of Black Gays/West and in co
sponsorship with other Third World/People of Col
or lesbian and gay organizations, is planning a
Third World Lesbian and Gay Conference to take
place in the Bay Area over Thanksgiving
weekend. The conference will provide educational
workshops, forums, speakers and materials to
enable participants to more effectively combat
homophobia and other forms of discrimination,
and provide opportunities for expression and shar
ing of culture and artistic achievements by Third
World/People of Color.
A Conference planning committee is being
formed. All Third World/Persons of Color and their
organizations, caucuses, committees, coalitions
or networks are invited and encouraged to take
pari Although the conference will be open to all
people. BAYBLAG and NCBG are insisting that
the planning be in the hands of People of Col-
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or/Third World people Interracial groups are not
defined as Third World/People of Color; however,
individuals or caucuses of interracial groups are
invited to participate on ail levels.
Other BAYBLAG projects in the works include
developing several pilot film projects focusing on
Black lesbian/gay achievers, and implementing a
prison project.
As an organization which provides autonomous
space for Blacks seeking support and culture iden
tity, BAYBLAG invites all Black lesbians and gays
to join them at their "soul food" potluck gatherings
every 2nd and 4th Sunday at 6 pm. Call 631 -8078
(Billy) or 864-0876 (Midgett) for info on all
BAYBLAG activities

Gay Health
Course
"Gay Health in Focus/Self-Health: Skills &
Resources," a comprehensive course on gay
health taught by Peter B Goldblum, MS, MPH.
starts August 18th at the San Francisco Communi
ty College Castro/Valencia-area Center at Everett
Middle School, 450 Church Street, Room 208.
The ten-week long class meets every Thursday
night, and covers a wide variety of topics on gay
men's health, including the immune system and
factors which affect it; the current health crisis;
identifying and coping with stress; the political,
social and psychological implications of the cur
rent health crisis, homopohobia, support systems,
and participation in the gay community; hepatitis
and STD's; alternative ways to promote health;
and how to have safe sex
Featured guest lecturers include Jerry Dooher
from 18th Sjreet Services; James Campbell of
BAPHR; Rick Crane. AIDS/KS Foundation; Jim
Geary, Shanti Project; Dr. Richard Hamilton;
Bartlett Falls, Holistic Chiropractor; and Dr. Tom
Smith.
The class is tuition-free and can be taken for
credit. For complete details on enrolling, phone
346-7044

WHAT IF SOMEBODY
TRIED TO KILL DAN WHITE?

FROM VIOLENT MEN
A Novel By Daniel Curzon
"From Violent M en, while not alw ays comfortable
reading, is a signficiant addition to gay male literature.
C urzon's tragic vision o f hum an passion and hum an ac
tion has all o f the com plex resonances o f G reek tragedy.
They style, structure and characterizations suggest his
exceptional m aturity as a writer. W ith this novel he
clearly emerges as a m ajor contributor to gay male
culture in particular and to Am erican culture in
general."
—Philadelphia Gay News

Available at bookstores,
o r fro m IG N A , 511 Capp St, SF, CA 94110
Papcrbound, S8.95, plus $1.00 handling.

SASSY'S
Women’s Dance Bar/Restaurant

THE New W om en’s Bar
Now serving dinner under the stars Thursday, Friday and Saturday

Human Rights Campaign Fund
The recent controversy over the purpose, manage
ment and operation of the Human Rights Campaign
Fund has come to our attention All of us are Directors
or former Directors of progressive Political Action Com
mittees (PACs) and have worked with the Fund over the
course of the last two years Most recently.oneof us serv
ed on the selection committee for a new Executive Direc
tor of HRCF.
It is rare that an opportunity presents itself ioso simp
ly and forthrightly answer groundless charges In most
controversies of this kind power politics or personality
clashes are the governing forces In this case, what ap
pears to exist is a total lack of understanding of what a
political action committee should do. how it should do
it and how it's effectiveness should be judged ft is for
tunate. sometimes, to be able to come at a problem like
the reputation of an organization from the outside All of
us are veterans of the effort in the post 1980 period to
rebuild the progressive constituency and were extraor
dinarily impressed with the work of the Human Rights
Campaign Fund
We strongly feel that criticisms directed at the Fund and
its Treasurer. Steve Endean. by some newspapers are
totally unfounded The record of the Fund should speak
for itself. First, the Fund rased more money in a shorter
time than almost any othe- political action committee The
nationwide fundraising effort produced not only much
needed funds but extraordinarily beneficial publicity by
including Presidential candidates Walter Mondale and
Alan Cranston in the fundrasing dinners
Second, the Fund provided over S145.000 to can
didates out of $600,000 rased Ths represents almost
25%. the third highest among all independent PACs. The
National Conservative Political Acton Committee (NPAC)
gave 2 6% to candidates. Jesse Helms' Congres
sional Club 1 4%. Ted Kennedy's Fund for a Democratic
Majority 7 6%, NCEC 15% and Independent Action
9.2% All these PACs were successful m 1982. all were
. actively involved mthe political process providing advice
and services to candidates but none gave out as high
a percentage rased as HRCF The Fund's overhead was
kept remarkably tow—and its effectiveness has been
remarkably high
Third, the fact that the Fund contributed its monev to
candidates and was left to begin 1983 with its treasury
depleted is a credit to the organization Any PAC
manager knows that the election cycle demands that an
all out effort be made m the fall of an election year and
that to have "money left over' indicates that the PAGhas
not done its |Ob

236 South B Street
Downtown San Mateo
348-4046

S a S S y ,S...caswCfy chic to cfine, drink,
dance and party as the impulse strikes
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©II Community Forum
Life in the Grey Zone
Or: Dear Abby, I don’t have AIDS but
I ’m not in perfect health. HELP ME!
by Charlla Samson

BISEXUAL CENTER

Need a Gay D octor
in the East Bay?

P.0. BOX 2622?
'rancfseo, CA
929-9299

DROP-IN GROUPS
1 s t & 3 rd Monday— Women O n ly
Tuesday— M ixed
Wednesday— M ixed
A ll groups a t 7:30 p.ra.
WORKSHOPS; COUNSELING; NEWSLETTER

HOLISTIC
HYPNOSIS

C all K e ith B a rto n . MD,
to r y o u r h e a lth c a re needs.

FREE CONSULTATION

8 4 5 -4 4 3 0
3099 T e le grap h (s o u th o f A s h b y )
in the Berkeley H olistic Health Center

W ho
takes care of
women?
Women do.

Women health professionals at LyonMartin Clinic provide medical and
gynecological care exclusively for
women. There’s a need for what we do.
Day and evening hours.
Call for an appointment: 921-1243
iport is needed now more than eve
men's health services available to.
’Vsending your pledge or contnbui

L yo n -M a rtin C linic
2252 Fillmore Street
San Francisco ■ *721-1241

&
ARLENE F. HOFFMAN, D.P.M ., Ph.D.
Podiatrie Medicine • Sports Medicine • Foot Surgery
2252 Fillm ore Street (Corner of Clay)
San Francisco. CA 94115
(415) 346-2400

A few months back I got great news from my
doctor. He rescinded my diagnosis of AIDS! My
condition hadn't changed, though—just the defini
tion did. It's not sufficient to hgve an impaired im
mune system, no matter how severe; you have to
have KSor an "opportunistic infection" (such as
pneumocystis) to be diagnosed with AIDS.
So where does that leave me? Well, there's the
people with AIDS, there's the healthy people with
normal test results, and then there's the "gray
zone.” inhabited by people like me. We are
basically healthy, but parts of our immune system
are haywire, in ways similar to those who have
AIDS. Actually, even less in known about our con
dition than is known about AIDS. Will we return to
normal? Will it be permanent? Are we at "high risk"
to get AIDS Of we aren't already incubating it)?
Have we actually fought off the dread "transmit
ting agent" in time?
I get sad and upset a lot about AIDS and how
the fear of it is affecting so many men. The medical
community and the media (gay and straight) have
focused almost entirely on AIDS alone. But there
are significant numbers of men in the gray zone
for a long time now and our experience can be an
invaluable source of well-being to a large segment
of the gay male population.
As a result of my inquiries to the Department of
Public Health and various other agencies in the
forefront of the AIDS crisis, I learned that there are
two studies being conducted specifically among
gray zone men. All of the officials and research
workers I spoke to agreed that there are probably
more such men than those who have AIDS, but
none wanted to be quoted because there are no
statistics.
The one local study is being conducted by Dr.
Donald Abrams, who has been following 100 men
with m inimum 6-m onth cases of lymphadenopathy (enlarged lymph nodes), since
November. 1981. In a report Abrams made at a
meeting of the American Society of Clinical On
cology in May. 1983, he stated that there were
"various similarities between the men in the lymph
node study and those diagnosed with AIDS," and
that he was seeing 6 to 8 new patients a week with
one or more AIDS-related symptoms. He added
that there are probably 15-25 others in San Fran
cisco each week that are being referred to other
doctors. In other words, there are hundreds,
possibly thousands of gay men who are immunosuppressed in some way.
Compared to the 294 AIDS cases which have
been reported in the Bay Area, it's clear we're talk
ing about a significant number of gray-zoners.
Even more significant: after 18 months, of the 100
men in the study not one has gotten AIDS. This
should be reason enough to drop the term "preAIDS" when describing gray zone patients' symp
toms since it is scientifically inaccurate and has a
devastating psychological impact on them and the
worried well, too.
This knowledge is exciting and depressing to
me. Depressing because I had to dig to find this
information; the gay press hasn't investigated this
area, and the medical community, with its limited
funds, knows pitifully little about the gray zone.
That's a reflection of the character of western
medicine in a capitalist society. The questions are:
Why isjhis group sick? What's the cure? What are
likejylixperiments? Those are urgent questions.
The answers might benefit everybody. Western
medicine's motto seems to be Treat the Disease,
there's not much bucks or personal accomplish-

meni in health maintenance.
What excites me, though, is that this battle can
be won, and WE ARE LIVING PROOF OF IT. A
significant number of immune-deficient gay men
have faced a challenge and have been strong and
creative. I'm writing my "success story” in the
hope that it will spur my zonemates to do the same
and ultimately help me and my brothers make the
transition from tear to strength. And to being real
ly gay again.
First. I want to emphasize that this is m y story.
Am ong th e concerned men I've known,
regardless of health status, there are similarities in
our responses to the crisis, but there are also ma
jor differences. I get peeved when I hear someone
say authoritatively how to react; more than ever we
need to be as compassionate and understanding
as possible. We're confronting death entirely too
unexpectedly; the same fear that makes some of
us meek makes others rebellious—and no one is
right or wrong. We are responding naturally, and
with the help and support of everyone from our
friends, all the way to the U.S. Department ot
Health 4 Human Services, we'll have a better
chance of weathering the storm without hurting
ourselves or others.
In getting medical care since I was found to be
immunodeficient, I've learned a lol from the
various health professionals I hired. I know how in
sidious and sick-making stress is; my best
medicine these days is to let go and experience
peacefulness and healthful self-indulgence. I've
learned more about how my body functions and
what warning signals to look for; I've been well ad
vised about sexual activity, diet, exercise and
sleep (I get an A for diet, I definitely flunk sleep).
I’ve also discovered there's a big difference bet
ween doctoring and healing. It begins when you
show up for your appointment. Some offices are
staffed by people who are helpful, informative and
friendly, which makes for a good beginning.
Others, however, are run by receptionists trained
to work the billing computer and keep the
assembly line of patients moving into the little
fluorescent cubicles; they're trained to take a pa
tient's blood pressure but not to tell what it is. Pa
tients become faceless customers whose vital
signs and fees must be entered appropriately and
quickly. I get visions of MacDonalds’s breaking in
to the health industry.
Then comes the doctor's visit. Luckily, I have en
countered some very caring and knowledgeable
doctors. But there are times when I feel worse after
wards. Part of it is my fear surfacing, but it can be
compounded by the nature of the visit. I know I
don’t speak just for myself here. Occasionally I've
been treated too clinically, as though I'm merely
a case for test-result management; other times too
casually, where my own concerns about my status
are ignored. A few times I've been presented with
an inordinate emphasis on the dark side of the pic
ture. It's based on caution and concern, but I
leave feeling encouraged to perceive mysett as an
organism ripe for harboring various diseases. The
separation ot the physical from the emotional in all
this is damaging. I'm not saying the physician
should be psychiatrist as well, just that many are
failing to deal well with us psychologically.
So. I try to avoid going to the doctor. I focus on
how healthy I am instead, and on creating my own
healing environment. I view myself as a whole be
ing. emotionally, physically, and spiritually, very
much alive; my glass is more than half full. I con
sult my intuition more, in conjunction with the

Letters...

many areas including the need for a float When no one
came forward to help us, we undertook the project
ourselves.
Many people have criticized the Parade Committee
for the shortcomings ol this year's childcare, and it is true
that if the subcommittee had been formed earlier and if
there had been more money to allocate to childcare,
some ot the problems encountered could have been
avoided. However, it is even more true that lack ol tune
and money were not the mam problems laced by the
committee. Our biggest problem was lack of interest trom
within our community in the issue of children, and a great
deal of consciousness-raising will be needed in order to
ensure adequate childcare for future Lesbian/Gay
events. Children are a vital part ol our community and
must be integrated into our activities.
Please remember that without the childcare commit
tee there would have been no childcare, and without the
Lesbian/Gay Freedom Day Committee there would be
no parade
Lin Moses
Childcare Subcommittee Co-Chan

(continued Irom previous page)

City C enter Podiatry G roup
Diseases, Injuries & Surgery of the Foot
Children & Sports Medicine
Laurel B. Benedetti, D.P.M.
C arolyn K. Harvey, D.P.M.
E ricS . Keitel, D.P.M.
490 Post Street, S uite 1543, San F ra n cisco 391 -2093
S aturday and evening a p p o in tm e n ts available

G YNECOLOGICAL • GENERAL MEDICAI.
by a nd fo r lesbians
fo r appointm ents:
843-6194

s liding scale
o f fees

BERKELEY WOMEN S HEALTH COLLECTIVE

K IM R O B E R T N E L S O N , D .C .

C H I R O P R A C T O R
C h iro p ra c tic is m o re th a n th e tre a tm e n t o f d is e a s e
It is th e r e s to ra tio n a n d m a in te n a n c e o l g o o d h e a lth
A re y o u e x p e r ie n c in g g o o d h e a lth ?
C a ll lo t in fo r m a tio n
in p r a c tic e d o w n to w n lo t o v e t ri y e a rs .it
760 M a rk e t S tre e t «732 p h o n e 391 1702

Therefore, we, the lesbiansof color survival fund, are
appealing to womyn who say they love womyn and have
money and/or access to property, credit and other assets
to share with your eaters so that we can have a secure
equitable base from which to operate
The following consists of our immediate priorities:
Land, houses for long and short term shelters, houses
with affordable rents, finance for a building which will
house a laundry, sauna, concert halt. food coop, juice
bar,etc.and salaries for lesbians of color todo communi
ty education on racism, dassism and homophobia, pnnting presses, stamps, envelopes, food, clothing, tapes,
cassettes, appliances, vehicles, stocks, and other
materialswhich can be used to assist us in our survival.
If you can help in any way or know anyone who can.
please contact the Lesbians of Color Survival Fund. P.O.
Box 421066 or call (415) 824-7958 or (415) 626-8311.
Thanx. L.C.S.F.
Micaeia
Linda
Yolanda
Gwen
Diane
Maria
Sandra
Juanita
May
Zaum
Linda
Charlene

Childcare Subcommittee
Responds to Wages Due Lesbians
As a lesbian mother and eexhair of the childcare sub
committee of the Lesbian/Gay Freedom Day Commit
tee. I would like to apologize to all those affected by the
lack of a children s float tor this year's parade I realize
that it was the responsibility ot childcare to have a float
at the line-up as agreed, and that our failure to do so was
a great disappointment to a lot of people, especially to
those children who wereexpecting to ride in the parade
Also. I would like to point out that the three of us work
ing on childcare this year were also extremely disap
pointed in the outcome of our efforts to produce a float
At 1:30 a m the day ot the parade, after many, many
long hours of work, we were forced lo admit that we
would not be able to decorate the truck we were plann
ing to use as a float Even more frustrating, at 9:00 a m..
after three hours of frantcalty trying to set up the childcare
site, we realized there was no way for us to complete the
unloading of the truck in time to get it in the line-up. With
the smal number of volunteers at the site tofinish the set
up and to care tor the children who were already arriv
ing. we were unable to send anyone to the line-up to ex
plain the situation to those waiting for the float
I would also like to mention that tor three weeks pnor
to the parade, whch was when the childcare committee
was formed, we made calls to groups and individuals in
our community, expressing the need for assistance in

Rodeos: Cruelty to Animals
Our organization was disturbed to see your recent
advertisement for a "gay rodeo " We find it surprising
that a feminist-oriented newspaper could fail to see the
connecton between the brutalization of animalsas found
m the rodeo and that ol women All of patriarchal socie
ty is based upon the degradation ot women and animals
and all ot nature. The rodeo is only one of the more bla
tant exhibitions ot such degradation In pornography,
men create brutalized images of women These images
of violence then help perpetuate real-lifeviolence or reallife pornography. It is Irving pornography Every humane
society m the U.S. has condemned the rodeo We must
do the same
The brutalization ot animals lound in the rodeo has a
long tradition going back to the early days ol the West
&nce men brought this society into existence through
violence, it is not surprising that they devised ways to
glorify it. But the rodeo's pathetic attempts to celebrate
violence is nothing but a public display of cruelty and ig
norance Tame animals are bruialized so as to appear
wild and unmanageable Bucking broncos and steers
are made to buckthrough the use ot a leather strap puied
painfully around their lower abdomen where their in
testines are located Electric prods are forced into
animals' rectums to drive them wild "Cowboys" dig
painful spurs into animals' ribs to maintain then frenzy.
It is disheartening to see that one oppressed group
(gays) should want to partake in the brutalization of
another oppressed group (animals) Sadly, we see how
far we are from true liberation. True liberation embraces
all ot life—not just that ot human beings Surely, Com
ing Up! would notaccept pornographic advertising about
women We submit that pornography about animals is
equally unacceptable We encourage Coming Up1to
rethink its advertising policy and to pnnt a disclaimer.
Pornography and violence s not entertaining It is also
not something that one should profit Irom
Feminists for Animal Rights

knowledge I've gotten from doctors, alternative
therapies and AIDS updates. I decided I can make
informed and intelligent choices from the differing
approaches to health care. This attitude didn't
change my health care plan much, but it did put
me more in the picture: I get to hold the glass now
A process of self-empowerment has taken place
and I don't feel as helpless as I used to. This is a
flow ering! And it's a natural m ind/body
integration—outside of my gray zone symptoms.
I've been healthier than I have in years.
Certainly I'm not advocating that people stay
away from do cto rs—that could be really
dangerous. Our doctors' jobs have become hor
rendously difficult and I'm grateful for and awed
by the efforts they are undertaking. But we are hir
ing people for services upon our bodies and we
have a/rightfo share in the knowlege and par
ticipate in decision-making free of any abuse of the
power imbalance between doctor and patient.
As for sexuality, yes. Virginia, there are lepers.
From the first, I told potential partners of my
situation—which is why I was celibate for so long.
Eventually "safe sex" became more acceptable,
so things have picked up. I still share my history
even though I've been declared not contagious,
and I seek out trustworthy, responsible partners.
I'm not afraid of being sexual, including with
someone who has AIDS, and I take very seriously
the Bay Area Physicians for Human Rights
"Guidelines for AIDS Risk Reduction." a wonder
fully explicit and nonjudgemental pamphlet. I wax
nostalgic for the good ole days, but I'm encourag
ed by my partners' willingness to explore the safe
territory creatively. Best of all. the quality of my rela
tionships has improved greatly.
I should dispel any notion that I've got my act
together, though. For one thing, self-discipline is
not my long suit; I need help at times. More prob
lematic is the hazard ot being in the gray zone,
knowing I'm closer to AIDS than a well person. A
few weeks ago I had shortness of breath. Just days
earlier a friend was diagnosed with pneumocystis:
he'd had shortness of breath. I followed my intui
tion: if it continued for 3 or 4 days I would see the
doctor. Other than that, all my pearls of wisdom
went out the window and I was very frightened; I
was unable to continue to write this article. For
tunately. my friends remembered what I needed
to know, and their support helped keep me
together. (Even better, my breathing normalized
on the third day). It's also comforting to know that
my therapist is in the wings should I need him. that
Shanti exists, and that so many of us are coming
together to fortify ourselves with knowledge and
support. There's a lot of love going on here and
it's helped me immeasurably.
So my message is: I don't have AIDS, and I'm
not in perfect health. But there is life in the gray
zone!

Coming Upl Replies:
The issue ol the Reno Gay Rodeo is a difficultone The
facts ot brutality to animals at rodeos are welldocumented. There’s many more than the ones you list
in your letter
To their credit, the Reno Gay Rodeo has gone a long
way towards eliminating the worst abuses Cattle prods
are not allowed; they use break away calf ropes socalves
aren't jerked trom their feet at the neck; spurs are in
spected (and often not worn at all); and they keep a
veterinarian on duty at all times
But there are the larger issues that your letter cites. In
1981. Coming Up! ran a feature called "Gay Rodeo
Western Good Times or Cruelly to Animals" thal explored
these issues more in depth (copes are available for $1
by writing to Coming Up') What emerged trom the con
siderable research we did tor that article, was that there
were no clear-cut answers on rodeos
Rodeos certainly are often degrading to the animals,
and are |ust part of the overall pattern of brutilization and
oppression of anyone lacking privilege But there is a dif
ferent kind of rodeo, one that many gays and lesbians
are involved, that comes trom a love of animals and a
love of sport The people involved have worked hard to
"dean up" rodeo to prevent any kind ot abuse to the
ammals, and they take a lot ol pride in what they do
We don't m any way support any rodeo in which
animals are brutalized, but to our knowledge, the Reno
Gay Rodeo just does not fall into that category

Write to Prisoners!
I am enclosing a newspaper article on my law suit
which I've won. This article was in the Las Vegas Sun
newspaper I thought you might be interested because
I'm gay and it was my lover who was murdered mprison
Pleaseadd my name and address to your pen pal cor
respondence. I'd love to hear from anyone I'll wait to
hear from you.
Always,
Jackie Keesee 16360
SDCC. PO Box 208
Indian Springs. Nevada 89018
White, dominant male 6'1" tall. 210 lbs., blue eyes,
brown hair, and tattooed, demands lo hear from the
submissive
James Chipman C51264
PO Box A (5322)
San Luis Obispo, CA 93409 • 0003
My name is Rooert Smith and I'm a gay lonely male,
age 21.1would like very much if you would place my ad
in your paper I read the January issue and enjoyed it
very much. Thank you Wnto me
Robert Smith 94563
Camp J, Gator 2-L-9
Angola. LA 70712
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Catch hold o f a LIFELINE
The live Ialbum that captures the wormth. power,
and texcitement of their hntoric collaboration.

m m A U G U S TM
Carol Channlng is back where she belongs! Hello
Dolly—Today thru 8/14 at the Orpheum, 1192 Market
St. SF. lor tickets & info call 474-3800.
Meg Mackey appears at the Plush Room of the Hotel
York, 840 Sutter St. SF. For res & info: 88^6800
Musical Tour ot the Borderlands—see Les Blank's
lilms Del Mero Corazon & Chulas Fronteras. Benefit for
Casa El Salvador Farbundo Mart. One Latino. 2555 Mis
sion St, SF. Today thru 8/7. Info & tickets: 550-1519.
Whitewater Raft Clinic 3day intro course to the skills
needed to become a professional Whitewater raft guide:
For info call Mariah Wilderness Expeditions. 527-5544.
Lea Misanthrope. Moliere's classic drama, brilliantly
performed by the Cornedle Française. 8 pm. Film Rm
232. Harney Center. USF. $2.50. Info: 771-2218.
Lesbian Political Perspectfves-a Stonewall Gay
Demo Club discussion with panelists Debra Freedland,
of Lyon-Martin Oinic. Diane Christensen of CUAV& ac
tivist Ruth Hughes. 7:30 pm. SF Women's Bldg.
QayCrtala Line Training Cteae Registration tsat Diablo
Valley Community Center. 1818 Colfax Ave. Concord.
$35 covers printed materials to be used. 25% of fee is
refundable after 6 months service on the crisis line. For
info & reg call 6/4-0I7I.
Jazzmln Jazz Trio swings at Clementina's. 1190 Folsom
St. SF. 6-8 pm. no cover.
Self Defense for Women Tae Kwon Do beginner's
class starts tonight. Located on Market St near Castro.
SF. Can 552-3829 or 540-5427 for info.
Carlos Almaraz— "Shadows": Recent paintings and
pastels at Jeremy Stone Gallery, 126 Post St. 4th tl. SF.
Thru 8/6 Free
Demonstrate against the 2020 Plan for Puerto Rico,
4:30 pm. in front of Standard Oil of California Bldg, 555
Market St. SF. For info call 561-9055 (days).
Photography A Imagee West Graphics 3rd Anniver
sary show runs thru 8/17 at Moby Dick. 4049-18th St.
SF. For info call 861-2482.
"Invtslbio Art: La Mandate Astrologies". Judith Vesta
Cremarosa creates a blinding communion of color at the
Valencia Rose Gallery. 766 Valencia St . SF. Thru 8/30.
Free.

MaliaxIneHoward and her Downhome Blues Band
proudly present a dynamite show and dance to benefit
a very worthy cause—the South Berkeley Women's
Cknc—so you can boogie on down at Your Place, 6528
Telegraph Ave. Berkeley. 9 pm till you can't party no
more! $5 SL. All welcome.
AIDS/KS Foundation Forum: Presenters—Marcus Conant, MD, Bob Bolan, MD, & a person with AIDS.
Veteran's Hal Auditonum. Guemevile. 7 pm. free, open
to the pubic. Contact Mitch 864-4376 or Marshall (707)
887-1501.
Death's Angel (Requiem fore Marriage): Terri Baum
portrays an aging lesbian confronting the fact that her
lover is dying, and struggling with a hospital bureaucracy
for all the rights and privileges of a heterosexual married
couple. 8 pm, $5. Today thru Sat. Res: 863-3863. Vaten_______
6a Rose Cafe. SF.

"T'aln 't Nobodya Blzneaa: Homosexuabty mHarlem
in the 1920's, audience demand brings Eric Garber's
slide-talk back to the Valencia Rose. 8 pm. $4.766 Valen
cia St. SF.
Qotdsplnner. J Wattles spins her tales of strong women,
gentle men and other creatures of the earth. Options
Center. SF Women's Bldg. 7-9 pm. $3-5 SL. Proceeds
benefit Options Center, but no woman turned away for
lack of funds. For into: 431-6405. .
200-Z—live new-wave band at Graffiti's. Valencia & 20th
St. SF. No cover.
Different 8pokea SF bicycle club mtg—7:30 pm, SF
Public Library Parkside Branch. 1833 Page St.
Group Reblrthlng—Take a quantum leap m selfimprovement. On-going, drop-in eves, 6:30 pm. $20 or
$80 for 5 eves. Mixed group tonight, women's group
tmw. For info: Kali 861-6220.
AIDS Seminar 2-pt senes in which physicians and social
workers discuss the most recent findings concerning
AIDS and it's effects on those involved. Starts today at
Kaiser Permanente Medical Center. 2425 Geary Blvd.
Open to the public. Info: 929-5409. Free.
Gayle Merle does piano/vocals at Clementina s. 1190
Folsom St. SF. 6-8 pm. no cover.

I Lath's Laugh Rk>t at the Rose-Marga Gomez. Monica
Palacios and Harriet Schitter make you laugh your heart
out at the Valencia Rose Cafe. SF 8:30 pm. $4-7 SL.
Benefit for Likth, a women's theatre
The World According to Qarp at the Castro Theatre.
4:30 & 9 pm. Info: 621-6120
Want more men In your Hfe7—Workshop tonight for
gay men who want to increase their skiIs in meeting men
and turning those meetings into ongoing relationships
5 Weds thru 8/31. $95 For infocal Damon Stem, LCSW
861-1229 or John Armstrong. MFCC 552-2974
Ferron returns to the Great American Music Hal, 7 30
6 10 pm, for complete info: 885-0750
SF Hiking Club informational mtg. to discuss ideas for
tnps thru the remaining summer and fan. Info on August
hikes available at this mtg. 7:30 pm. Eureka Valley Rec
Ctr. 18th & Collmgwood, SF.
Chill-lover«—Hot cook-off tonight at the Rawhide.
280-7th St. SF. Info 621-1197.
Leant German: The FOG (Fraternal Order of Gays) of
fers classes in a relaxed, non-competitive atmosphere
A! teachers native speakers or have degrees mGerman
Emphasison conversation with mnimaJ grammar 8 pm.
934 Onega St. SF. For details & info on Spanish classes
contact Nicholas Fempeti 566-6227
Fade to Blech Ultra-live band at Graffiti. Valencia & 20th
St. SF. Info: 285-7911 No cover.
"Recent Work«" Rose Hermann & Johanna Poethig
exhibit their art at Vida Gallery, SF Women's Bldg thru
8/27 Reception 8/6. 4-8 pm. with new music by Chris
Brown CC during reception WA
Crf* Williamson'a fabulous musical fantasy Lumiere.
comes to life mthe New Conservatory Children's Theatre
Company production Matinees Wed & Sat. 8/3-20 at 1
pm. Sun 8/7 at 2 pm. Macondray Theatre. $3. group
rates aval Info & Res 441-0564
Interested In a unique form of action therapy tnat
enables you to view and deal with therapeutic issues in
the context of the drama of your Me?Cal Judy Wohlberg
for info on her Psychodrama Growth Group: 658-4194.
Stans tonight.

Gey Rodeo open« In Reno with a square dance festival
and horse show. There's a bam danceat thefairgrounds
on Friday, with entertainment by Sharon McNight and
Rose Maddox Rodeo and county fan begin on Satur
day Cost $35 Thur-Sun. $30 Fri-Sat For mfo cal (702)
677-0742 or contact your travel agent
In memory of Mark Feldman: The Bisexual Counsel
ing Service sponsors an evening dedicated to AIDS
awareness and wellness. 7:30 pm. $3 Bisexual Center.
175/ Hayes St. SF. Info: 929-9299 or 567-3871. Pro
ceeds benefit Sha'ar Zahav's Phooey on AIDS Fund
Divine IN PERSON at the End-Up-401 6th St. SF In
to: 4959550

I

“ The Peer Garden In the West: America's Chinese
Theatre. 1852-1983"—Exhibition presents an
astonishing selection of over 100 photographs of
Chinese Operas staged in America from California Gold
Rush times totoday. Free. Bank of AmericaWorld Head
quarters Concourse Gallery. Kearny & California Sts. SF.
8/4 thru 9/20
Went to know if there's realty gay/lesbian life west of
Twin Peaks? Want an alternative to the bars? Want to
share a sense ol community in your own neighborhood?
Come to the Richmond gay/lesbian/bi rap at the Rich
mond Maxi Center. 3654 Balboa St. For more info: Mar
cia Quackenbush or Rik Isensee 668-5955.
LUtth'« Laugh Rk>tl Don't miss three of the Bay Area's
hottestcomediennes—Marga Gomez. Monica Palacios
and Harriet Schiffer at OSie's, Oakland.-$4-7 SL
Rick Jansen at Fanny's Cabaret—8:30 & 10 pm tonight
and 8/11. 25. $3-into:621-5570
Ubido at Graffiti. 20th & Valencia. SF Info: 285-7911

Available now at

"RPM'S"—solo dances by Tumbleweed member Nora
Burnett at Cenlerspace. 2840 Mariposa St. SF Tonite
& tmw, 8:30 pm, $6 Res 861-5059
Footwork—Robm Greenberg. Harriet Payne. 5 Joseph
Taylor present their favorite works Seven pieces rang
ing m style from contemporary to jazz create an even
ing of dance drama. Tonite thru Sunday. 3221 -22nd St.
SF. 8:15 pm, $6. Res 824-5044
Stop Police Terrorl Fiim/slideshow presentation &
discussion about fighting white supremacyand suppor
ting Black liberation 7:30 pm, La Pena. Berkeley For
info cal John Brown Anti-Klan Comm. 561-9040
The 11th, 12th, A 13th Spectacles. subtitled The
Frolic. Language and Time—Stuart Sherman presents
selections from his original works at the Exploratorium's
McBean Theatre. 3601 Lyon St, SF. 8 pm. $4.50. Res:
563-4545
South Pacific mark* the debut of City College of SF's
1983-84 season. See this lamed musical 8/5-7,12-14 at
50 Phelan Avenue, corner ol Phelan & Judson. SF.
$4/3 50 students & srs. For timeand ticket info 239-3132.
Painting* by Jen Wurm use humor & satire to expose
the American Dream at Newspace Gallery. 777 Valen
cia, SF. Reception for the artist 7-9 pm. For info call Jen
nifer Griffith 626-1694. Exhibit runs thru 8/1-26.
Bob Foeae'e A l ThaiJazz and FeAni's 8to at the Castro
Theatre. For into: 621-6120.
Country Western Dancing—live bands at the Ramrod
9:30 pm tonite and tmw. Sunday at 8 pm. 1225 Folsom
St. SF. For info: 552-9405
Batachanga-Pany & dance at Kimball's. 300 Grove
St. SF. 9:30 pm, $5. Info: 861-5585
Midsummer Mozart at Herbst Theatre, SF. 6 pm Ticket
info: 431-5400.
Enjoy an evening of contact bridge with the Frater
nal Order of Gays (FOG) Dnzeto the highest scorer 7:30
pm. 934 Ortega St. SF. For info Nicholas Fempeti
566-6227
Geoff Hoyle meeta Keith Terry, an original
musicomical revue for all ages created and performed
by Pckle Family Circus vet Geoff Hoyleand percussionist
Keith Terry. Clowning, dance, satireand exuberant body
music. Previews today thru 8/7, show runs 8/9-28
Berkeley Rep Theatre, 2025 Addison St Berkeley For
time and ticket info: 845-4700 WA
Developing Common Interest« is the theme tor
tonight's rap at Diablo Valley Comm Ctr, 1818 Colfax
Ave. Concord. 8 pm. $1. Info: 674-0171.

Health through the Power of your Mind—learn to
reduce stress and use visualization/intuition to protect
your health or recover Part of the training focuses on how
to deal with AIDS. Margo Adair has taught applied
meditation for 10 years, her work parallels the Simonton
Approach. 10:30-5:30 pm. SL Advance notice required.
Call 861-6838
Different Spoke«/SF Bicycle Club goes to Brannon
Island. Bring lunch, swim suit Meet at Concord BART
9 am. Info: Bob 824-7145
Jill Rose with Midflight—sizzling muse at the Artemis
Cafe. Valencia A 23rd Sts, SF 9 pm. $4-5 SL Into:
821-0232
No More Nuclear Victim*—Dance and Play for Life—
see the Bombmaker, Ant Theater's play about a Liver
more Lab scientist grappling with his conscience after
death plus muse by Ear to the Ground and Tao
Chemical. Benefit lor Abalone Alliance at The Farm. 1499
Potrero Ave at Army. SF. 8.30 pm. $5.
The Woman's Dating Chib, the place where single gay
women meet, is having a PARTY! Soup, salad bar, wine,
smoking outside Donation requested. Call 994-4566 for
location & info.
Renowned SF crackups Jane Dornacker. Danny
Williams, Marga Gomez and Monica Palacios, plus a
coterie of clowns tekle your fancy at tonight s comedy
benefit for the Lesbian/Gay Task Force of the El Salvador
Initiative Campaign Musical mirth provided by
Romanovsky & Phillips 8 pm. $4-6 New College. 777
Valencia St. SF.
The Incomparable Fay Carol at Fanny's Cabaret. 4230
18th St, SF. $5. 9:30 A 11 pm. for info call: 621-5570.
Tonight and 8/13
Setf-Awareneea thru Erotic Power Play Workshop—
a means of retaining sanity in an insane world. For details
call 922-3076. Women and couples encouraged. 10
am-6 pm, $40.
Demystifying Conga Drumming—presents authentic
Afro-Cuban and Haitian rhythms and techniques in a
lecture-demo-concett with Richard Adelman 8 pm. $1.
Modern Times Bookstore, 968 Valencia St, SF
2-day women only whit* water raft trip and wilderness
camping. For info call Mariah Wilderness Expeditions
527-5544.
Secrete In the Sand tells what happens when Motown
meets Hollywood on the sands of a “ hot" Utah desert
This SF Mime Troupe production is inspired by a number
of true-life histones from the Hollywood of the 50's and
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Judith Ogus,
Anahid. Mary Carr and Barbara Rydlander in a group
show at Studio W. 3137 22nd St. SF Free. 5:30-7-30
opening, show runs thru 8/28
Freedom Song Network Anti-Nuclear Conceit—

Make-A-CIrcus comes to SF with their gang of clowns,
lugglers. trapeze artists and more—see 'em at Hamilton
Park. Steiner A Geary. SF. For more mfo call 776-8477
N*xt-to-iaat-chanc* to see Fantasy in Flesh/Pay a
Dolar. Talkto a Nude Gri 9pm. $5 544 Natoma Gallery,
bet Mission A Howard, 7 A 6th SF. Show closes tomor
row night.
Aphrodite Theatre Co. presents: Hopscotch by Issac
Horovitch and Kim by Oaire Baker Dinner 6 30 pm, cur
tain: 8 pm For tekets A mfo 653-6017 Today A 8/6.
11-14 4130 Telegraph Ave. Oakland
Avotcja A Luisa Tetah at Artemis Cafe. 23rd A Valen
cia. SF 9 pm. $4.
Nancy La Mott* at Fanny's Cabaret—9 30 A 11 pm.
tonight and every Friday ths month. $5 For info.
621-5570 4230 18th St SF

the life stones of today's atomic test victims. 2 pm. free
Today A tmw. Ho Chi Minh Park. Berkeley Shows
throughout the Bay Area this month For mfo call
285-1717
Benefit dance with Kiriaps. a popular band from El
Salvador at Mission Cultural Center. 2868 Miss«n/27th
St, SF For into call 550-1519
Reception for "Recant Works''. an exhibit ol artworks
by Rose Hermann and Johanna Poethig See 8/3 for
details

7 Sun
G Forty Plus: Being Gay in the Eghties-a discussion
with Dr Paul Walker 2-4 pm. First Unitarian Church.
1187 Franklin at Geary. SF.
Cabaret slngar Pamela Brooks at Fife's For into call
(707) 869 0656
One Woman Show—paintings and drawings by Mary
Starvus at Nonega St Gallery. 1322 Nonega St SF To
day thru the month Info: 552-2383 or 731-7749
Seventh-day Adventist Kampmeetlng Week-long
retreat features a variety of workshops, recreation, wor
ship services and social activities Fo» mlo call (213)
876-2076
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The Coming Up! Guide to Events in the Bay Area

AUGUST
placed on the agenda: 558-3653.
Moonlight Rida Different Spokes/SF Bicycle Club goes
to Mt. Tam. Meet at Mill Valley Town Square (Depot Shoe
Store), 7:30 pm. Info: Ken 775-4782
Make-A-CIrcus cornea to Kennedy Park in Hayward!
Hesperian 4 "A " Street. Info: 776-8477
Shelley Singer, author of Demeter Flower, reads from
her new book Samson's Deal and Kyos 4 Jacqueline
read short stories at Ollie's. Oakland. 7:30 pm. $3.
Gayle Marie at Clementina's. See 8/2 listing for details
"Are You Out of Touch?" Robyn Nelson gives a talk
about the use of biofeedback in controlling high blood
pressure and reducing stress Pacific Medical Center.
2333 Buchanan St. SF. 1st floor conference room. 2 pm,
free.
The Earty Day* of The Tavern Guild-Bob Ross
discusses his experiences in organizing the Tavern Guild,
an organization of Gay bar owners which aimed at en
ding harassment of Gay businesses and Gay bar owners
8 pm, $4. Benefits the AIDS/KS Foundation Valencia
Rose Cafe, 766 Valencia St. SF

A “ Best in the B ay" C h oice in S F Magazine
An a th le tic a e ro b ic w o rk o u t d e s ig n e d to s tre g th e n y o u r h e art
and c a rd io -v a s c u la r s ys te m a n d to n e y o u r m us c les .
$4 /class; $2 .5 0/se rie s rate.

10W ed

Jam es L ic k M id d le S c h oo l. 26 th a n d N oe. M o n an d W ed
5:45-6:45 a n d 7-8pm
A lva ra d o S c h o o l A u d ito riu m . D ou gla s s a t 2 2 n d . T u e s a n d T hu
5:45-6:45 a n d 7-8pm
C all 474-1090 fo r a d d itio n a l lo c a tio n s a n d b ro c h u re

COME CELEBRATE
THE WORLD’S BIRTHDAY WITH US!
Begin the year 5744
and observe the Days of Awe
with Congregation Ahavat Shalom.
SLICHOT
Midnight on Saturday. September 3. Call for details.

ROSH HASHANAH
7:30 p.m. Wednesday. September 7
Services: Lolma Olson and
Steven Fritsch Rudser
Sermon: Catherine G. Nelson

10:00 a.m. Thursday. September 8
Services: |oy Becker and
Rabbi Allen B. Bennett
Sermon: Steven Fritsch Rudser

YOM KIPPUR
7:30 p.m. Friday. September 16
Kol Nidre: Steven Fritsch Rudser
Services: Catherine G. Nelson and
Steven Fritsch Rudser

10:00 a.m. Saturday. September 17
Services: |oy Becker and Bryan Taylor
Sermon: Rabbi Allen B Bennett

5:30 p.m. Yizkor and N'ilah
Services. Glenn Friedman and Marilyn Miller
Please join us for Break-the-Fast following the N'ilah service.
All services except the S'lichot service will be conducted In the main chapel at the Metropolitan
Community Church. 150 Eureka Street. San Franciscolin the Castro between ISthand l9thStreetsl.
There is no charge for tickets. All services will be signed Weare working on accessibility: please call.
AHAVAT SHALOM
P.O. Box 421464. San Francisco. CA 94141
(415) 621-1020

in to * 0’’
The BLOW UP shop
specializes in
com m ercial,
professional.
8c tepro gra de
custom printing.

545 HYDE ST.

All prints d o ne
on premises
b y hand; color
a n d b la ck 8c white.
8x10 u p to 40x60
C all for details
a n d prices.

betw een Polk St.
8c Union Sq.

SAN FRANCISCO

CA

(415) 771-8175

C H A R G E BY
PHONE

8 6 1 -5 0 7 9

THEATRE
RHINOCEROS
AUGUST 4 THROUGH SEPTEBMER 24

«

2 9 2 6 16th Street
San Francisco, Ca. 94103
(415) 552-4100

Opera on a Sunday Afternoon with Josa Sarna—the
fabled drag performer who drew crowds to the BlackCat
Bar in North Beach from the 40's to the 60's, revives his
Sunday afternoon operas with Verdi's Rigoletto. 3 pm,
S3. Valencia Rose Cafe. SF
Steamheat that's Harrison. Hotssass. Clevenson &
Beall. They mix song & comedy tomte at Valencia Rose.
SF. $4-5, 8 pm.
Childran'a Peace Festival with Ann Hershey and Bon
nie Lockhart presents a special program of songs and
stones for peace for children of all ages 7pm,$2/$1 kids
La Pena. Berkeley.
Larry Smith A friends at Ollie's. Oakland. 4-7 pm. tree.
" Femlnlats for Animal Righta" mtg. 7 30-10 pm. Call
532-4466 for more info.
Different Spokea/SF Bicycle Club goes to Marin
County. Bring lunch, swim suit and towel Meet at
Larkspur Ferry. 10:30 am Contact Tim 924-3602
Clementlna’e Comedy Night: Lots ol laughs with Jane
Dornacker. Monica Palacios, Marga Gomez and Dana
Fontana. 9 pm, $4. 1190 Folsom St. SF
Offenbech/La Perichole goes South of the Border and
takes on South American politics. It's a Pocket Opera at
Marines Memorial Theatre 609 Suite' St. SF 7 30 pm
$8-11 For tickets & mfo 392-4400

Jazzmln Jazz Trio at Clementina's See 8/11 listing for
details.
Floating Eagle Feather tells tales ol peace to com
memorate Nagasaki Day to "bring people together who
want to work for peace in a creative manner " S3.544
Natoma Gallery, bet Mission & Howard, 7th & 6th Sts.
SF. We're encouraged to be there when the doors open
at 6:30. performance starts at 7:02 sharp, the time the
bomb was dropped. Info: 621-2683.
Monday Night Opan Poetry Reading at Modern
Times: First-timeand many-bmes readers welcome. Free,
7:30 pm. 968 Valencia St. SF.
Father-Son Raft Trip:Dads and sons—enjoy the thrills
of rafting, share an evening campfire and have a lot of
good healthy fun on the south fork of the American River.
For info contact Mariah Wilderness Expeditions
527-5544.
Marcel Marceau and the Art of Mime, Marcel Marceau
at home, surrounded by documents that.retrace the
history of pantomime. 8 pm. $2.50. French Film Club of
America. Film Rm 232, Harney Center, USF. Cole &
Fulston Sts. SF. Info: 771-2218.
Square Dance at Ollie’s! 8 pm. mRadclyffe Hall $3 50
Qay and Bl Vietnam Veta: Join a group where the
wounds of war can finally begin to heal Contact Pacific
Center in Berkeley: 841-6224 for more info.

Marilyn Monroe, Clark Gable and Montgomery Clift
in The Mishts and Marlon Brando in Reflections in a
Golden Eye-double-bill at the Castro Theatre. SF In
fo: 621-6120
WAVPM need* you—Nowt Learn valuableskillsas you
work toend violenceagainst women Come to a meeting
at 7:30 pm, Studio W. 3137 22nd St. SF. Refreshments
and orientation—for info: 552-2709.
Five Palntera—Robert Banbeau, Victor A CohenStuart. Mark Johnson. Mary Lovelace O'Neal and Pia
Stem—works on exhibit at Jeremy Stone Gallery, 126
Post St. SF. Reception: 5:30-7:30 pm, exhibit runs thru
9/10. Info: 398-6535
Barry Nelaon (figure paintings—oilson paper 4 board)
4 Elizabeth Saltos (an installation of metal work and on
site silk screening) at 544 Natoma Gallery, bet Mission
4 Howard. 7th 4 6th. SF. Reception for the artists 7-10
pm, free. Exhibit runs thru 9/3.
SF Commlaalon on the Status of Woman meets at
4:30 pm. SF Public Library Main Branch, Larkin 4
McAllister Sts. SF WA. open to public For info or to be

SUN Weekly
Raps & Support
Gay Man's Open Rap at Pacific Ctr. Berkeley 7:30pm
Bay Araa Qay Father»—support group for gay men in
the community who share the rich blessing of also be
ing parents. New members welcome Call 821 -7101
Gay Alcoholic* Anonymous Group regular meeting.
8:30-9:30 pm, Trinity Church, Bush 4 Gough St. SF
San Francisco Woman's Business Bowling League
bowls at Park Bowl. Haight/Stanyan. 7 pm
Social • P olitical
Disabled Women'* Wheelchair Basketball, noon-12
pm free, at Laney College Outdoor Court. Oakland. Com
plete info: Laura 652-5628
The East Bsy Lssblsn/Qsy Democratic Club meets
the 2nd Sun every month in Berkeley and Oakland Con
cerned with issues 4 candidates of Alameda 4 Contra
Costa counties from a progressive perspective. Call
849-3983 for location 4 further mfo.
Different Spokas/SF Bicycle Club Decide 4 Ride
leaves from McLaren Lodge Golden Gate Park. SFat 10
am
Circle of Concern—a silent vigil protesting nuclear
weapons research spons by Berkeley Area Interfaith
Council 1 30 pm Sundays 4 noon Thursdays Univer
sity Ave. entrance to UC campus. More into: 841 -0881.
Spiritual
Worship with Metropolitan Community Church. 150
Eureka. SF 10 30 am (CC) and 7 pm
Diablo Valley Metropolitan Community Church wor
ships at St. Paul's Episcopal church. Walnut Creek
530pm.
Maranatha Metropolitan Community Church wor
ship services. 22577 Bayview St. Starr King Unitarian
Church. Hayward 6 pm
Holy Ascension Eastern Orthodox Parish an urban
mission of orthodox spiritual renewal, liturgy in domestic
chapel at 1249 Hayes St. SF. 10 am Info: 552-5626
Golden Gate Metropolitan Community Church wor

C om et me It I'm wrong: Adventures o l a Fed-Up
Woman—Ronda Slater brings her one-woman comedy
performance to the Valencia Rose, 8:30 pm. $3-5 SL.
Tonight and 8/17.
What's showing at the Castro Theatre tonight?—
Pennies From Heaven and Gold Diggers! Complete in
fo: 621-6120.
Laebians Considering Parenthood, a 6-session group
spons by Lyon-Martin Clinic, facilitated by Cheri Pies
$50-65 SL. For more info call Lyon-Martin Clinic,
921-1243 after 3 pm. M-F. WA.
Caraar Exploration and Change Workshop at Fori
Mason: methods of self-assessment, overview of career
opportunities, development of career plans, help in
resume writing and job interviews. 6-8 pm. 4
sessions/$65 Fort Mason. SF. Info 4 reg: Marilyn Gilla
321-8836
Life Extension and Nutrition a holistic approach to
thematenat in Pearson's bestseller, Life Extension. Led
bfRdbeli Parker. Ph.D. 7:30-9:30 pm, free. The Habitat.
,3897 18th St. SF. Info; 922-6731.
Pat Butlar and Scott McKenzie at Fanny's Cabaret
$3. 8:30 4 10 pm. tonite and 8/17. 24 4 31. Info:
621-5570.
Part* Working, live new-wave music at Graffiti. 20th 4
Valencia, SF. Info: 285-7911.
Bullet» end Vote»: a video from El Salvador features
footage from the zones controlled by the FMLN and in
terviews with Salvador Cayetano Carpio and General
Garcia. 7:30 pm, $1. Modern Times Bookstore. 968
Valencia St, SF.
Prayer Therapy & Spiritual Mind Healing, lecture/discussion on contacting your Inner Self, led by
Shoshana Swarz. 7:30 pm. donation requested. Com
munity Women's Center. 6536Telegraph Ave. Oakland.
WA. Info: 652-0612.
Impaled on the Homs of Dilemma.—David Wilson
presents stereoscopic apparitions in combination with
real objects and environment in a sculptural film work 'in
stallation' at The Exploratonum's MeBean Theatre, 3601
Lyon St. SF. 8-10 pm. $3. Res: 563-4545.

nutntion and older women's health SF Community Col
lege. 33 Gough St. SF. Free. For info call Options at
431-6405.
Heartaavar CPR Cl*»* at District Health Center #1
3850 17th St, SF 6:30 pm. free Call 558-2444 for
reservations.
Incest Therapy/Support Group at Operation Concern
Led by Rachel Wahba. For details call 626-7000
Shadow Image at Graffiti. 20th 4 Valencia Sts. SF lnfo: 285-7911.

12 F.rt
See Fassbinder's Querelle and Petersen s The Con
sequence tonight at the Castro Theatre. SF Info
621-6120.
Casino Nits at Lake Merritt Sailboat House m
Oakland—blackjack, poker, craps, roulette, bar, music,
dancing, prizes—7 pm-midnight. $10donation. receive
500 units in chips, one free dnnk ticket Proceeds benefit
Alliance Against Women's Oppression Donations tax
deductible. 568 Bellevue Ave. Oakland.
Country Western Dancing at the Ramrod—live bands'
9:30 pm tonite 4 tmw.. Sunday at 8 pm. Info. 552-9405
Chan la M lttlng and My Dinner with Andreat the York
SF. Info: 282-0316.
Lesbian Group Therapy at Operation Concern In
surance, M/C. SL fees. WA by arrangement Led by
Rachel Wahba. For details call 626-7000.
Sawdust—John Ponyman brings his one-man musical
review with Scrumbly Koldewyn on piano 8 30 pm, $6
544 Natoma Performance Gallery. SF. Today 4 tmw.
8/19 4 20. Info: 621-2683
Marin Ballet presents Creations '83. a choreographer s
showcase. 8 pm. $6/$5 srs 4 stdts Kids under 12. $4
6 pm gourmet supper. $25 for two, $13 for one. Forest
Meadows. Dominican College. Grand 4 Mt. View Aves
San Rafael
Lesbians—come celebrate the 2nd year of Midget! s
introduction service! Dancing, hors d'oeuvres
refreshments (non-alcoholic) and group discussions
Free. Smoking in back yard. Future scheduled events
boat rides, bus trips, retreats and workshops. For info
can 864-0876.
8th Annual AAC Craft Fair over 350 of the nation s
most outstanding work in ceramics, metal and jewelry,
fiber, wood, glass, leather and paper Fort Mason Center
SF. $3/kids under 12 free. 11 am-8 pm. today 4 tmw
Sunday 11 am-6 pm. Info: 863-3906.
5th Annual American Indian Musk Festival Traditional
and Modern/Contemporary Indian Music—see the San
Carlos Apache Crown Dancers from New Mexico. El-em
Porno Indiari dance group and other varied tribal plains
dancerg and drum groups from the Bay Area Hear
popular Indian Rock recording group Redbone. standup comic Charlie Hill, folk artist Phil Lucas and much,
much more during this 3-day festival of Native American
music, dance, arts, crafts and food. 7:30 pm. $5. Scot
tish Rite Temple. 1547 Lakeside Drive. Oakland Festival
concludes on 8/14 with a Pow Wow at Intertribal Friend
ship House. 523 East 14th St. Oakland. For mfo call
Michael Smith 452-1235.
Cabaret Jazz Happy Hour with Walkup 4 Backup. 66
pm, $2.50. Roxy Roadhouse. 601 Eddy, corner of Larkm.
SF. Free parking.
"O nly Justice Can Stop A Cura»"—program spon
sored by Bay Area Women's Party for Survival. Hear
Alice Walker read her poem. "These Days" plus screen

The Fran and Charlie Show—Fran Peavey and Charlie
Varon have garnered a national reputation for leaving
their audiences in hysterics. See them at the Rose. 8 pm,
$5 766 Valencia St, SF. Tonight 4 8/14.
SF Hiking Club core group meets at 1736 Dolores at
30th, SF. Everyone encouraged to attend.
Women of Color are Gathering I—Come jomus Share
each other's ideas and end our isolation as lesbians
6:30-8:30 pm First4 meetings in North Oakland For info
call Andrea 653-3386. or Ann 652-0291
Option* Monthly Mtg Dr. SajaGreenwood talks about

video of "Only Justice Can Stop a Curse'' and Mm Dark
Circle, introduced by producer Ruth Landy SFWomen's
Bldg. 354318th ST. nr Valencia. SF 7:30 pm. $4 RCC
WA. Tickets at Old Wives Tales (SF) and A Woman's
Place Bookstore (Oakland). Info: 981-8909
Heart n ' Sole—upswing variety at Artemis Cafe, SF 9

ships 10 30am. Room 404. California Han. 625 Polk. SF
Affirmation: Gay A Lesbian Mormons—a support/social group for current or ex-Mormons 4 friends
8 pm. Info: 641-0791.
Dignity—Catholic Qay men. lesbians 4 friends meet
at 6 pm for positive worship inthe Liturgy of the Eucharist
at St. John of God. Fifth Ave 4 Irving St. SF.
Integrity: Gay 4 Lesbian Episcopalian* 555A Castro.
SF 7 pm. Tnnity Church. Gough/Bush, SF. 7 pm. 2nd
4 4th Sundays Info: Rick Kerr. 861-8457.
New Life Metropolitan Community Church worship
service at First Unitarian Church. 68514th St. (at Castro).
Oakland 4 pm. WA. Can 839-4241 for mfo
B ody • D ance • Health
VD Testing, treatment, counseling 4 referral by 4 for
gay men 7-9 pm, drop-in. Gay Men's Health Collective.
Berkeley Free Clinic. 2339 Durant Ave. Free 4 confiden
tial. Complete into: 664-0425.
Women's Aikido School of SF—see Tuesday for
details
E ntertainm ent
Shlt-klckln' Country Western Live-Band Boogie at
Rainbow Cattle Company, 199 Valencia. SF. The fine
music 4 dance start at 6 pm
"Summer Madness", all-day lun at the White Horse
Inn, 66th 4 Telegraph, Oakland, noon-8 pm. 25 cents
draft 4 75 cents Schnapps.
Com* to the West Coast Lesbian Collections and
share with other lesbians the excitement of rediscover
ing the lives and struggles of Lesbians who have come
before us. Over half a century of Lesbian books,
newspapers, photographs, letters and much more! Open
noon-4 pm. info: 465-8080.
Dsvld Kelsey 4 Pure Trash play some of the hottest
tunes around at the New Beil Saloon, 1203 Polk Street.
SF 8:30 pm. mfo 7756905
Al St. Clair* at the open mlk* piano bar at the Fckle
Fox. 842 Valencia Street. SF 8:30pm-12 30am Today
thru Thursday every week

MON Weekly

Paar Support—what is it and how to develop it is
tonight’s tope at Diablo Valley Community Center. 1818
Colfax Ave. Concord 8 pm, $1 Info 674-0171
A Broad Abroad or Daze In Europe and The Last

Rapa & Support
Lesbians Drop-In Rap Group—open discussion
triends, breakups, sexuality, jobs, etc 7 30 pm SF
Women's Bldg. Info: 864-0876 Free
Counsallng/Support Group for lesbians. 7 30-9pm
$10. with Carole Morton. 621-5683 (558 8379
weekends).
Improve Your Relationships—a support group for gay
men to focus on improving our relationships by using the
group as a safe environment 66pm. facilitated by
Shimon Attie. MC, MFCCI with Sam Picciotta. MA. PhD
Complete mfo: 922-3478 (Shimon)
Rap Group for Gay Men at Pacific Center. Berkeley
7:45 pm
Women's Rap Group—first 4 third Mondays eachmonth. 7:30 pm. $3 don. The Bisexual Center mfo:
929-9299
Lesbian Alcoholics Anonymous Group beginners
meetng 7 15-7 45 pm. regular meeting 8-9 15 pm An
Saints Church, 1350 Waller. SF WA Info 982-4473
Social • Political
San Francisco Lesbian Chorus Rehearses new
members welcome, no auditions 7 30-10 pm. Harriet
Tubman Hall. SF Women's Bldg. For more into can
Priscilla. 552-4559.
Job Listings for Woman Over Forty updated regular
fy. available at the OPTIONSCenter. SFWomen s Bldg
10 am-5 pm Monday-Friday
Senior Lunch Program at The Pride Center, 708
Fillmore. SF 11 30 am-1 pm, Mon-Fri Senior Center
open 10 am-2 pm Mon-Fn. Complete mfo: 5586127
B ody • D an ce • Health
Western Dancing Lessons of every kind by the
Unknown Cowboy at the all new RAWHIDE Hwhere the
spmt of the West lives on 7 pm. 280-7th St (at Folsom).
SF Info: 621-1197
Esalen Massage—weeklyclass (4 sessions) for women
and men. Details: Milo Jarvis, 863-2842 Starts 8/15.

'.OMING UP! 9

H a r ris o n , H o f s a s s ,
are

STEAM HEAT
« tí

vices, classes, counseling, cultural events, etc. Come to
the Community Women's Center. 6536 Telegraph Ave.
Berkeley, and find out where to go for what 7 30 pm.
donation requested WA Info 652-0612

Th« Biwcht Chan*on*tt**. ina Witten & DeVrna per
form Off to Mahagonny, a cabaret song program about
Bertolt Brecht. 8 pm. thru Aug 21. SF Repertory Theatre.
4147 19th St, SF WA For res & info: 864-3305
Senauai, erotic pencil drawings of women by Kim
Larsen at Garbo's. 696 Valencia St, SF Free Closing
party tonight at 7:30 pm
tee Age: newwave at Graffiti. 20ih & Valencia St. SF Info
285-7911
SF’e favorite comic Carol Roberta isback at Fanny's!
See her at 8:30 & 10 pm tonight—4230 18th St SF In
fo: 621-5570 $5
Elements of Sfyte and Jungle Dtnnemew wave at
Clementina's. 10 pm. $4. 1190 Folsom St. SF
Heartsever CPR Ctaee at French Hospital. 4131 Geary
Btvd. SF.Jj_pm. $2. Can 221-1971 for res.

V ALE NCIA ROSE 766 Valencia
w / Karen Kiss
Sunday. August 7 8pm $4
ARTEMIS 23rd 8r Valencia
Saturday, A ugust 27 9pm

$4

THE RUSSIAN RIVER
WELCOMES YOU TO
THE

R iv e r R e p e r to r y T h e a te r
¡¡MUCH ADO ABOUT NOTHING |

The Castro Street Fair happant on August 21—t e a the calendar listing for details.
Word—Whoopi Goldberg and David Schien of the Blake
Street Hawkeyes bong their comedy to the Valencia Rose
Cafe. 8 & 10:30 pm. $6. Fridays and Saturdays at 8 pm
thru 8/27. Info: 863-3863.
"Correct Me If I'm Wrong: Adventures of a Fed-Up
Woman": meet the only women in Northern California
who can't find her cervix—join Ronda Slater for an even
ing of charmingly kvetchy stories from her life. 8:30 pm.
$4-6. Studio W, 3137 22nd SL SF. Today & tmw.

8th Annual Salute to the Men of SF: Comejoin Sarah
Dash (formerly of La Belle). NY's finest dj Robbie Leslie
of the Saint. US dance champions Gary & Gloria Poole,
and the World Class Olympic Gymnasts—as the Galleria
Design Center overflows with the sights and sounds of
thecity's honest men Part of the proceeds from thisevent
will benefit the AIDS/KS Foundation. $6 advance,
available at Headlines on Castroand Gramophone. Polk
& Castro. $20 at door, address: 101 Kansas. SF.
JID Ro m with Mic/ifig/if—9pm-l am at the Savoy, 20469
Silverado in Cupertino. $4 For info call Joyce 924-3683.
Berlin to Broadway with Kurt Weill-splendid revue of
forty Weill songs comes to life at the Lakeside Park
Garden Center. Lake Merritt, Oakland Tickets & info:
452-2909
Different Spokes/SF Bicycle Club beginner s ndein
Golden Gale Park. Meet at McLaren Lodge, 10 am. In
to: Shay 665-0399.
Debbie Meike-guitar. vocalsat ArtemisCafe. SF. 9 pm,
$3 50.
Work-etudy position available lor Lesbian/Gay
Studies Coordinator at UC Berkeley Third World Les
bians and Gay Men encouraged to apply. For info call
James or Peggy: 642-0256 or Grahame or Peggy:
642-6942. Deadline for application is 8/20/83
Klamath River Journey for women of all ages For in
to contact Mariah Wilderness Expeditions, 527-5544
Tom Orr demonatratea scientific glassbiowing, an
usual and little recognized field, at the Expkxatonum 11
am-5 pm. $3 Today & tmw. 3601 Lyon St. SF Info:
563-7337
Fleetal Orchesta Batachanga returns to La Pena with
their unique blend of Cuban dance music from the danzon to onda areito 9:30 pm. $4 Berkeley
UC Infectious DlaeaM and Tropical Medicine O n e is
open mornings from 8 am to noon, and Wed afternoons
from 1 pm to 5 pm on the 5th floor. Ambulatory Care
Cirnc. 400 Parnassus Ave..SF This clinic reflects the mceased need for the care of gay patients with sexually
fansmitted intestinal parasitic diseases Call 666-5787
lor an appt
Rhythm A Motlon/Aeroblc Danes ExerclM-SF s
best workout—have a great time while you get in shape1
CassesMon-Sat9 15& 1030am. andTues-Thurs6pm
CC available Mon. Wed 6 Fri for $1.25/chdd. $3 class.
S2 50/series card SF Women's Bldg.
STD screening, nurse consultaiion & referral, plus
nealtn information Men's Clinic. 3850-17th St.'SF Mon
k ' s 1-7 pm. Fr. 8-11 am Info: 558-3905
VD Checks at the City Clinic on a drop-in basis 250
courth St (between Howard 6 Folsom) Mon-Fri. $3/visit
nours 9 30 am8 pm Mon & Thurs. 8 am-4 pm Wed & Fn.
C lasses
Writers Workshop for Lesbians A Gay Men over 60
?d by George Birmisa at the Valencia Rose. 766 Valen- a SF i pm Spons by O C G & L Outreach to Elders
>GL O E ) More info 4316254
E n te rta in m e n t
Funk at The Stud. 1535 Folsom. SF. Into: 8638623
Movie at the Revoll Comedy. Camp & Great Variety
7 30 pm 3924 Telegraph, Oakland
Gay Open Mike Comedy night at the Valencia Rose
"ale. SF
Abbey Room Monday Night Thame Partlea & other
'appenings—munchies. door prizes, entertainment, fun!
6 pm-2 am At the Atherton Hotel. 685 EBis St. SF Info
474-5720

TUE Weekly
Raps & Support
Lesbian Drop-In Rap. 7 30 pm at Pacific Center.
Bertieley
Women's Drug A Alcohol Group—advance notice reJjired 8418224. Pacific Center. Berkeley

P.O. Box 918
Guemcville. CA. 95446
(707) 865-2905

Wrltara from Robert Qluck'a writer's workshop read
from their work to benefit the Enola Gay anti-nuclear gay
male affinity group. 7:30 pm. $2-5 SI Modem Times
Bookstore, 968 Valencia St. SF.
Swlngahltt. SF's dynamic al-women jazz group at
Valencia Rose. 3 pm. $3.
Mark Naftalln presents an afternoon of Blues and Soul
witti Frankie Lee. Bobby "Mr Goodfingers'' Murray, Lady
Bianca and the Mark Naftalm Rhythmand Blues Review
2 pm. Forest Meadow. For more info call 457-0811. At
8 pm-music, masks & motion, an evening of music &
dance from North India and West Java.
Fundi—flute, vocal and piano sounds to makeyour Sun
day afternoon worthwhile. 4-7 pm. free. One's. Oakland

8F a Mime Troupe's Secrets mthe Sandgoes to Precita
Park, today & tmw, 2 pm, free. For info see 8/6 listing.
Folsom & Precita. SF.
Atlantic recording artlet Laura Branlgan premieres
her new album "How am I Supposed to Live Without
You" at Showplace Square. 888 Brannon/8th St. SF. For
info call the I-Beam 668-6006.
Qay Men's Dance Collective forming—past ex
perience in movement arts helpful, but not required. For
time and location call Norman Coature 845-2206. Join
usl

14 Sun
Joan Armatradlng shows some emotion m Berkeley!
Tekets going fast—info: 864-0815. 8 pm at the Greek
Theatre
Bey Area Black Leeblana and Gays " Soul Food"
Poduck-for info cal Billy 621-8078 or Midget! 864-0876
Options Sunday Brunch Women of all ages invited to
joinus at the Options Center. 3rd floor of the SFWomen’s
Bldg. Call Options at 431-6405 by 8/11 if you'll be join
ing us for good food and great company!
Nlcolal/The Merry Wives of Windsor A knight sets
out to woo two women and winds up ma laundry basket
It's a Pocket Opera at Marines Memorial Theatre. 609
Sutter St, SF. 7:30 pm, $8-11. For tickets and info:
392-4400.
East Bay Leablan/Qay Demo Club meets at Ollie's.
4130 Telegraph Ave. Oakland Focus of meeting is to
organize lobbying efforts on behalf of AB1. the Agnos
fair employment bill for lesbians and gay men. 7 pm. WA.
Call 849-3983 for info.
Interaction Party at the Brig: Buffet, entertainment.
6-11 pm, free/$3 non-members. Spons by International
David Society. 1347 Folsom St. SF.
Vegetarian Potluck mthe park with Feministsfor Animal
Rights. 1 pm, bring your own food or a donation. All
women welcome Call 532-4466 for location and info.
Redhearta Potluck Picnic in Sonoma County—a day
for left gay men to frolic in the woods and swim in a back
country pond Bring cold food and drink No fires per
mitted. Call (415) 821-0951 for details or carpool info
The enchanting Reginald McDonald and Diane
Schlactus at Fanny's. 4230 18th St, SF. 3:30 pm. $3
Gay Alcoholics Anonymous Group, regular meeting.
8-9:30 pm, Trinity Church, Bush A Gough St. SF
Rap Group for Woman and Man 7:30 pm. $3 dona
tion. The Bisexual Center, call 929-9299
Genesls-an on-gomg holistic suppori/therapy group
for gay men—meets 7.30 pm, details 564-1742 (Scon)
Gay Life In Light ot the Current Health Cnsis" a sup
port group spons by the Pacific Center meets at Valen
cia Rose. SF. 7:30 pm $3 requested donation. Info:
8416224
Social • Po litical
Woman's CommtttM on Central America biweekly
mtgs in SF A East Bay. 7:30 pm, study group on Cen
tral America has just started, summer material aid cam
paign continues For info, call Susan at 751-0341
The Big Splash: Swim for Fat Woman at Coffman
Pool, Visitación A Hahn Sts, SF 7-9 pm, $1 25 For
women over 200 lbs For into call Life in the Fat Lane.
6618379
Brother to Brother—an informal evening of questions,
answers, discussion A sharing of experiences for Black
gay men of all ages who are concerned about the quali
ty ol their lives within the SF-Bay Area gay community
8 pm 1182 Market. Suite 543 Info 621-1344*543
Spiritual
Dialogue on God/BIble Study Holy Communion al
MCC m Hayward Tues-Thurs. A Sat 4 8 pm 22577
Bayview, Hayward, 2788962
Intuitive Problem Solving Support Groupa with
Margo Adair—pool psychic resources to combat isola
tion. energize realities, gaininsightsthat help us strategze
to attain goals, align energies with our visions SL. SF
location Tue A Thurs. East Bay Wed Complete info.
8618838
B ody • D ance • Health
Woman's Aikido School of San Francisco-learn to
resolveconflct by harmonizing oneself with the opposing
energy (attack) and leading to a peaceful resolution No
'violence occurs, no one is harmed Class Tues. 5 30-7
pm. 6 15-7 45am. Wed 7 30-9 pm. Thurs 3 30-5pm. Sun
4 15-5 15 pm bases. 5.30-7.30 pm $35/mo 2555

9th Annual Dane« and Movement Workshop at Cal
State Dominguez Hills Open to any adult (21 & over) who
has taught one year in a school or studio: holds a valid
teaching credential, is a credential candidate or the
equivalent Classes in jazz. tap. movement fundamen
tals. mime, folk dance, musical theatre, yoga and more
Session 1-8/15-19, Session 2-8/22-26. For info con
tact Karen 8rodie (619) 367-6373.
"Improve Your Retatlonahlps"-lmprove our relation
ships as gay men by using this support group as a safe
environment. 8:15-10 pm. led by Shimon Attie. M.A..
MFCCI & Sam Picciofto, M.A.. Ph.O. Info: Shimon
922-3478.
Carol Roberta gives crabs at the Woods-foodsexual
Carol Roberts takes a brief exile from Provmcetown to
bang crabs to thecommunity. 9 pm tonight a! the Woods.
Armstrong Road. Russian River.
Jazzmln Jazz Trio at Clementina's See 8/1 listing lor
details.

KSSSSSSSSf

Gay slngsr-songwrttsre Ron Romanovsky and Paul
Phillips perform for your pleasure at the Valencia Rose
Cafe, 8:30 pm. $4 Tonight & 8/31.

GLAMATTACK/
a benefit for the
AIDS/K.S.
FOUNDATION
Ambi Sextrous

16 Tun
Gayle Maria at Clementina's See 8/2
Heartsever CPR Claes at Mount Zon Hospital. 1600
Dnnsadero St. SF 6 pm. free Res. 5676600 x 2218
Pat Bond m "Gariy Gerty Stem is Back. Back. Back "
8 pm, $5 Valencia Rose Cafe. SF. Tonight & 8/23,
KUSF-FM announcaa Audio-Visions, a weekly
presentation of Bay Area audio productions dedicated
to increasing awareness of imaginative and innovative
audio works Got a production you'd like to air? Send it
in—there's no subiect entena, anything goes! Complete
info: contact Tamre CarroH. 666-6206.
Closing Party, color photography by Nancy Avs Dukes
and graphics by Irene (Reenie Haughey) at Cafe Com
mons. 3161 Mission St. SF 9 pm, free Spons. by Studio
Commemoration of Hiroshima and Nagasaki with the
American Indian Movement. 7 30 pm, $3 La Pena.

Are you new to the Bay Area? Learn about the many
resources available for women—housmg.jobs, legal serMarket St. all levels welcome, beginners encouraged
STD ScrMnlng at the Men's Clime. Health Ostrict i .
3850-17th St, SF 1-7 pm. Into 558-3905
Lasbian Clinic—gynecological A general medicalclinc
run by A for lesbians at Berkeley Women's Health Col
lective Call 8436194 for appt
Tuaaday Evening Track Workouts with
FrontRunners—a running club for gay men A lesbians
5 30 to 7pm at SF State track More info 346-3718
Skip Barret A the Foggy City Squares dance lessons
at the RAWHIDE II. 7 pm. 280-7th St. SF Info 621 -1197

WED Weekly
Raps & Support
Radical Therapy Group tor gay men enables us to team
the-skdis ot co operative problem solving as they apply
to issues ot work; relationships, and self-esteem
Facilitated by Enc Moore, this group has been on-going
for the past 3 years The tees are on a sliding scalp from
$40 to $60 a month Complete info call Ere Moore at
931-0838
LaaBtana: Woman Prefaring Women—women s sup
port group for Solano County A surrounding counties—
meet irr Fairfield Message A info: 7078438626
Peychodrama Growth Group offers parteipants the
chance to deal with personal concerns man acton con
text Ongoing. SL Info Judy Wohlberg 658-4194
Qay AlcohoHce Anonymoua Group regular meeting.
8-9 pm, Most Holy Redeemer School. 117 Diamond St.
SF
Gay Con Rap Group Ior gay/iesbian ex-offenders and
other interested people Austin MacCormack house.
1251-2nd Ave. SF 330pm Learn to adjust to the street
scene without getting messed up For info 431-2675
Gay Man'a Ongoing Therapy Groupa Emphasis on
growth and change in a supportive gay male environ
ment Fee SL Dave Cooperberg. 431 -'3220 or Pedro
Rojas. 841-9198
Slightly Older Leeblana (SOL) rap groups A social

Plush Room cabaret
9 4 0 Sutter
Mon. Aug. 29 8 :30
Bom In Flamea, the sci-fi hit of the Lesbian/Gay Film
Festival takes a futuristic look at the Women s Movement.
Shown with Target Nicaragua. 7 & 9 30 pm. Roxie
Cinema. SF Benefit for women's groups in Central
America. Info: 863-1087

$5*W donation

CARRY A WHISTLE
Flethdanca and turning Point at the York Theatre SF
Info: 282-0316
Live bands—country western dancing at Ramrod, 1225
Folsom St. SF. 9:30 pm tomte & tmw, 8 pm, Sunday. Ir
fo 552-9405.
Nicholas, Olover A Wray m their last SF appearance
this year—so don't miss 'em tonight at the Great
American Music Hall, 8590 O'Farrell, SF. 9 & 11 pm. For
info call 885-0750
Lesbian Frontrunners Potluck—7 pm. 52886th St.
#3 Oakland Info 653-0410
Odalisque Bally Dancers at Artemis' 9 pm. $3 50 23rd
6 Valencia, SF
events lor women 30 A over 7 30-9:30 pm. Valencia
Rose. 766 Valencia. SF CC w/48-hr notice. 285-1590
Tranaaaxual/TranavaatHa, MTF/FTM meetings at SF
MCC 8pm Additional into: (408)734-3773 2nd Wed
each month
Blaaxual Woman'a open rap. 7 30pm. Pacific Ctr.
Berkeley
Italian-Laablan Support Group—come A discuss the
difference and similarities between our Italian and les
bian backgrounds and "coming out" as lesbians from
an I'-aian family 7 30pm. into Joanne. 431-9877, Maria
6618330
Body • D ance • H ealth
STD Screening, Men s Cine, 3850-17th St. SF 1-7pm
Into 558-3905
Weight Watcher* Claaa for Man: free cqokbooks to
the frst 30 men who join! 6 30j>n. Center for An A Educa
tion, 347 Dolores St Into: 8648282
The B. Group, a support group for those affected by
Hepatitis B. especially chrone earners 1st A 3rd Wed.
7 30-9 30pm. free Complete into Rck (563-3047), Doug
(641-8731) A Ed (864-1988)
Social • Political
Social Service Worker available for seniors at the Pnde
Center (780 Fillmore), 10:30-12 30 to help with housing
Social Security, forms, referrals and services available
The Body Electric—gay men's anti-nuke affinity group
meets 7:30pm Location into: 839-5679 or 526-9529
Spiritual
Education, Prayer and Social Tima at New Life
Metropolitan Community Church. Oakland 7pm. Info
839-4241
Metropolitan Community Church Weds nite
service—informal A open to all faiths A denominations
$1.8pm. Diablo Valley CommCtr. 1818 Colfax Ave. Con
cord Info 6748171
Prayer A Communion Service with MCC SF. 7 30pm
E ntertainm ent
Tavam Guild Wadnaaday Night Bowling - jo-n in me
fun at Park Bowl on Haight at Stanyan, SF 8:30pm

Give Help/Get Help

==FAST!
SPECIAL UPCOMING
WOMEN'S EVENTS
Wed, A u g u s t 3

F erro n ,
w ith sp ec ia l g u e st
F ran k ie A rm stro n g
7 : 3 0 & 1 0 : 3 0 p .m .
Sun, Sept 18

W om en's P h ilh a rm o n ic
B enefit
Wed, T h u rs , S ep t 2 1 , 22

A liv e lw ith P a q u ito
E ri-S u n, S e p t 2 3 , 2 4 , 2 5

C ris W illiam son
E ri, S at, Nov 4 , 5

M argie A dam
ro r further Information on any of the above shows,
please call the Qreat American Music Hall Box
Office. 8858750. between 12 Be6 weekdays.

Qreat American Music Hall Is also proud
to present at U.C. Berkeley s Qreek
Theatre:
Molly Near 8r Ronnie G ilb ert
Sun, O ct 2, 2 p.m.
T ickets a t CAL Box Office. 642-9988 fo r Info
flr charge by p hone. 6c a t a ll BASS outlets.

10 COMING UPI

by Jack Fertlg
Having heard incessant moaning and sniveling
about retrograde Mercury, I'm almost reluctant to
give you the good news. But because I love you
all anyway, here it is: This month VENUS goes
retrograde! Unlike flitty little Mercury who dances
backwards around the Sun once every four
months, the Tasteful Lady only retrogrades once
every year-and-a-half.
The astrological keywords for retrograde Venus
are:' 'Shut up and have fun or Mother's gonna slap
you." Retrograde Venus offers the opportunity to
re-evaluate and re-construct. Artistic projects,
aesthetic values, romances and relationships are
well re-examined in this period, with opportunities
for revision and improvement. This is not a time to
move forward with such projects, but to improve
what is already in progress. Such backtracking
can be frustrating unless you accept the enjoy
ment of recurring pleasure or constructive re
examination of pleasurable activities.
During her retrograde period Venus will be in
two signs, retracing a path started on July 1 in Leo.
She entered Virgo on July 9, turns retrograde on
Aug 3, backs into Leo on Aug 27, turns direct Sept
15. and returns to Virgo on Oct 5. On Oct 19 she
will have passed the point of her retrograde sta
tion where she will park her epicycle and dance
steadily (onward until 1985.
While Venus is in Leo (Aug 27-Oct 4) there is a
greater appreciation of ostentation, pride, and
spontaneous affection. It's easier and more pro
ductive to show off one's special abilities. Good
theatrics and a little pizzazz can go a long way.
Hedonism is deliciously rampant.
While Venus is in Virgo (July 9-Aug 26. Oct
5-Nov 8) people turn to simpler pleasures and
pleasure in simplicity. Humility is more appreciated
and the workplace becomes more agreeable.
There is more contentment in work, skills develop
ment, and refinement. Venus in Virgo also signals
a time to attend to health and exercise.
In these health-conscious times it is good to think
of Venus in Leo as love of self and Venus in Virgo
as love of health, and to employ these principles
towards self-improvement and self-validation.
Sun Signs
If you were born in the last two days of your sun
sign ignore your own and read the next one in
stead . If you were born in the first ten days of your
sun sign, Venus will move during this month so that
your own sign reading will'be appropriate at first,
but later you should consider the reading of the
previous sign instead. To find the approximate
date of this shift find the date that begins your sun
sign; count the number of days from that date to
your birhtday; double that number and subtract
the total from 27. The remainder will be the approx
imate date in August that the correct Sun sign
reading shifts from your own sign to the one
previous. As that change takes place Venus will
be aspecting your Sun so that you feel pretty and
charming and gay. (Sorry, kids, but "w itty" has
nothing to do with Venus; it's a function of
Mercury.)
Aries: This is a pood bme to spend with children or
engage man artistic hobby. There is an unusual (tor Aries)
mix ol satisfaction with detail and enjoyment of work, so
artistic and theatrical skills can be especially, and hap

pily. improved. The temptations of pleasure, if not attend
ed. will distract from necessary work, so makesure you
have sufficient time to play.
Taurus: The homestead is especially comfortable right
now. Redoing the digs can be fun, and all the kitchen's
your stage. With Venus in resourceful Virgo you could
make a pot roast out of a sow's ear or discover the lost
art of making soy beans taste good.
Qemlnl: "Caution" and "charm" are two of the rare
words missing from the Gemmian vocabulary, but this
is a good time to learn about them while you tend to
unusual care and courtesy Anything you've written
would profit from revision right now. but don't expect the
final draft until after mid-September.
Cancer: Careful re-examination of resources can bring
you new sources of income or more efficient ways of
using what you have Impulse spending should be
watched, but you will find unusual bargains. Your abili
ty to negotiate prices is especially strong now. This is a
good timeto ask for a raise, but don't expect to get it un
til after mid-September.
Lao: You know you're the most gorgeous creature in
God's queendom, but now it will be easier to convince
others Don't roar too loudly, though; a WBemodesty will
go a long way (And on Leo it'sa rareand wonderful trail)
Your natural good taste is now impeccable, so go shop
ping for new clothes and try out new make-up. Money
shouldn't be a problem, you can find a fabutous new look
in the thrift shops.
Virgo: This isyour time toenjoy solitude, meditation, and
escapist pleasures. You may as well get into it because
it's a lousy month for love. Your lover may find you a bit
remote (if indeed she can find you!) and you may face
some disillusionment. Anybody who really cares win let
you have the time you need to yourself.
Libia: This is a pleasant time to spend partying or other
wise with friends, and especially with women. Even the
most misogynist Libra male may get over himself now.
but it will take gentle prodding and support. Confronta
tions wfl simply be avoided. The future looks rosy, which
encourages good planning, but expect to revise those
plans after mid-September.
Scorpio: Your charms generally emanate from the se
cond chakra, but for now you are generally perceived
as being unusually nice (for a Scorpio). This helps you
to reap all the recognition and rewards you deserve, and
perhaps more. Promotions, raises, and other career
boosts come easily now. especially in artistic and creative
fields.
Sagittarius: Jesus loves you. this you know; don’t need
books to tell you so. Or maybe it's Diana. Kali, or Cernunnos, but you feel closer to divine love than usual and
can express that easily to others. Even atheists will feel
a broad encompassing humanitarianism, Travel can be
great fun now, especially if you're more into the fun of
traveling than having to get somewhere.
Capricorn: Sexual desire is especially strong, but so is
your sex appeal. You could get whatever—or
whoever—you want. This is an ideal time to explore new
erotic techniques with emphasis on gentleness and sen- ■
sualrty. If you've been going "hard and heavy" this is the
time to cultivate simpler tastes.
Aquarius: This is a good time to establish or re-affirm
a partnership, an ideal bme toreevaluate and restructure
a relationship. Inthis month you can favorably reviewand
resolve any problems in your relations. Any type of
counseling process, legal affair, or politics can be satis
fying. but don't expect any progressive changes until
after mid-September.
Places: Work goes especially well now. so don't be shy
to ask tor a rase. This can also be a good time for an of
fice romance. Health is good this month, butcan always
stand improvement Payattention to your body now, so
others will later.

Inflation-fighter Perm 530 complete
Cut and bio—
Men and Women
Men’s short c u t—$10
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760 Market at Grant
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Barrish Bail Bond
Don’t Perish in Jail
Call Barrish fo r Bail
Jerry Barrish
24 H o ur Call
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AUGUST
homosexual for al the world to see."-John Hurst plays
Quentin Crisp in the Naked Civil Servant. 8 pm, KQED
Channel 9.
Nancy LaMotte at Fanny's Cabaret. 4230 18th St. SF
9:30& 11 pm, today and 8/27. For into cal 621-5570. $5.
Different Spokea/SF Bicycle Club Guerneville overmghter. Drive up. then ride. Need reservations by 8/14
Call Pete 333-6682
Carol Roberta la backl Two shows of great comedy—8
& 10 pm at the Artemis Cafe, 23rd & Valencia. SF. $5.

Correct Me M I'm Wrong: Adventures of a Fed-Up
Woman"—catch Ronda Slater's show at Studio W
tonight. For details see 8/12 listing. Today & tmw.
C.A.V.A.N. at OOie's. Oakland Doors open at 9 pm.
Tickets S5. For info cal 653-6017.
Looking good: grooming & male hair styles is the topic
at Diablo Valey Community Center. Rap. 8 pm, $1.1818'
Colfax Ave, Concord. Info: 674-0171.
Debbie Saunders plays rhythm 'n blues-9 pm. $5. La
Pena. Berkeley.

Bette Midler at the Concord Pavilion! Tickets at BASS.
Ticketron.
Tom Menendez. owner of Evergreen Landscaping,
shares professional secrets with G40 Plus, a social group
for gay men over 40. PLUS Paul and Wade tell of their
adventures in Mexico. Info: 552-1997.
Tonight at the Castro Cabaret and Victor/Vctona. For
info sail 621-6120.
CA8TBO STREET FAIRt The biggest block party in the
City. For up-to-the-minute details or booth info, call the
fair office at 346-2640.
Don't miss Faith Wlnthrop "Vocal Ease" at Fanny's
Cabaret. 423018th St. SF. 3:30 pm, free Info: 621 -5570.
Handel/Deldamla Young Achilles has a hrst-and-last
romanticfling before leaving for Troy. It'sa Pocket Opera
at Marines Memorial Theatre, 609Sutler St. SF. 7:30 pm.
$8-11. Tickets and info: 392-4400.
Theresa Bacon A Joan Botedalr read poetry to benefit
the Community Women's Center. 4 pm, donation re
quested. Community Women's Center, 6536 Telegraph
Ave. Berkeley. WA. Into: 652-0612.
Famed drag performer Joes Santa and his piano ac
companist Hazel McGinnis present Opera on a Sunday
Afternoon at the Rose. See 8/7 listing for details. At 8
pm—Heart 'n Bole, an evening of women's music at
the Valencia Rose, $4.
Owen Avery A Gayle Maria give you chocolate cookies
on windy afternoons. It's Soil Sundays at Ollie's. Oakland.
4-7 pm, free.
D ifferent 8pokes/SF Bicycle Club goes to
Tiburon/Paradise Drive. Bnng lunch money. Meet at the
SF side of the Golden Gate Bridge. 10 am. Info: Leonard
383-7096.

Wa area group of diabetic Lesbians & Gay Men (and
their non-diabetic friends, family and lovers), who join
together for mutual emotional support and better con
trol of our diabetes and our lives. We include all types
of diabetics, both insulin and non-insulin dependent
Through group sharing we hope to pass on to one
another new ideas, techniques, and trick of the trades.
Join us! For info call Scott (921-7367), Barbara
(661-1618) or DJ (567-9159).
Mildred Pierce and Beyond the Forest at the Castro
Theatre. For more info call 621-6120.
8F/Qay Lesbian Chorus “ Toeat of the Town"—
features local cabaret favorites Pamela Brooks. Faye
Carol and Bob Bendorff, plus the wonderful Francesca
Dubie and Bill Ganz. and SF's beloved Romanovsky &
Phillips. Proceeds benefit the Chorus, so come out and
enjoyyourself for a good cause! 8:30 pm. $7-10 SL. New
Performance Space. 3153 17th St, SF. For res & ticket
info call 863-9830 or 864-0326.
Jazzmln Jazz Trio at Clementina's. See 8/1 listing for
details.
Gwen Carman, Black feminist writer and Bernard
Branner. Black gay poet, read their work at Modern
Times Bookstore. 968 Valencia St, SF. Free. 7:30 pm.
AIDS: Open discussion and support for AIDSpatients.
Concert of Baflneee Music and Dance: Gamelan Skar
pre-AIDS individuals and the worried well. Professional
Jaya presents the spectacular sounds of the Balinese
health care facilitator win be present. 7:30 pm. Diablo
gamelan orchestra and a wide selection of dynamic
Valley Community Center, 1818 Colfax Ave, Concord.
Balinese dance forms. 4 concerts held throughout the
$1. Info: 674-0171.
Bay Area. Tonight's is at Marin Community Playhouse.
A Celebration of Androgyny: an exploration ol the
27 Kensington Rd, San Anselmo. 8 pm, $6. Info:
feminine and mascuine withineach oI us. with experien
tial dialogue led by Ann Cartin. MFCC.' 7:30 pm, dona
Life Extension and Nutrition—Robert Parker. Ph.D.
tion requested. Community Women's Center. 6536
explains his book, a holistic approach to the material in
Telegraph Ave. Oakland. Into: 652-0612. WA.
Pearson's bestseller. Lite Extension. 11-5 pm. $30 preMaurice Bejart, Norman McLaren: 20th Century
reg includes lunch & book. St Mary's Catholic Church.
Dance. 8 pm. $2.50 French Film Club of California Film
Gough St. SF. Info: 922-6731.
I
Never Thought tt Could Nippon to Me a film by Rm 232, Harney Center. USF. Cole & Fulton Sts, SF. In
to. 771-2218.
award winning Bay Area Mmmaker Kathy Jenkins, plus
1W hrs of film by other women filmmakers, followed by
a dance at Ollie's. Oakland. 9 pm. $3-6 SL.
Publicity for Authors class teaches you how to pro
mote and publicize your books, outlining the promotion
Radical Women Mtg: NefceWong speaks on her recent
process step by step. Emphasis on designing your own
visit to China with a multi-issue overview of the current
publicity campaign 930 am-4-30 pm, Fort Mason. Bldg
political climate, particularly as it relates to feminism Din
D. SF. For info call Media Alliance 441-2557.
ner at 6:45 pm ($3). mtg at 7:30 pm. 523-A Valencia St.
Secrets In the Send SF Mime Troupe's new show
nr 16th. SF. For Wo: 681-2414 or 864-1278.
comes to Live Oak Park in Berkeley. Today & tmw. 2 pm.
Feattvel ol Games: Mayan Cam/va/portrays the five-day
free. Shattuck & Berryman, Berkeley.
celebration of Carnival in a Maya village in southern Mex
ico. 7:30 pm at Adolph GaseertoH 812nd St. SF $1 In
"A Date to Remember"—the annual Q40 Plua pic
nic to Angel Island-boat leaves from pier 43W at
fo: 552-8760
Make-A-CIrcua comes to Sunset playground. 28th &
10 am sharp, returns at 4:35 pm. Bring your own
picnic and (by tradition) something to share.
Lawton, SF. See 8/5 listing for details.
Romeo, our social ma|or domo, promises a
Gayle Marie at Clementina's See 8/2 lor details
fabutous door prize and treasure hunt. So bring
Jacqueline Elizabeth performs story poems about
women/lesbians as hostages, outlaws & dreammakers.
youreetf—and a friend. 040 la a social group for gay
men over 40. For more Info, call 552-1997.
All wimmm welcome. 7:30 pm, $3. Ollie's. Oakland
Mommla Deereit is back! See it, plus Whatever Hap
pened to Baby Jane tonight at the Castro Theatre. SF.
Box office: 621-6120.
Demonstrate! Say no to US intervention in Central
See Ken RueeeR'a Mahler and TheMusic Loverstorught
America and the Middle East. 11 am. Armed Forces
at the York. SF. Info: 282-0316.
Recruitment Center, 2040 Telegraph at 20th Si Oakland
Leopard Set—the SF band that can't be missed—plays
Sponsored by Women Against Imperialism. Info:
the Rose tonight-8:30 pm, $3. 766 Valencia St. SF.
642-4401 ext 656.
Media Alliance class on photography tor writers—this
“ ...I am a self-evident, self-professed effeminate
2-session workshop emphasizes how photography can

THU Weekly
Rapa & Support
Women'a Alcoholic» Anonymous mtg. 7-8pm. SF
Women's Bldg.
Gay Alcoholics Anonymous Group regular meeting
8:30-9:30 pm. Trinity Church, Bush & Gough, SF.
Diablo Valley Metropolitan Community Church Gay
Rap Support Group meets at 1818 Colfax, Concord.
8pm. tor more info: 827-2960.
Under 21 Lesbian Rap, 4 6pm, Pacific Center.
Berkeley.
Social • P olitical
CAC Men's Club—a social club tor chubtxes & chasers
meets 1st & 3rd Fri each month at First Congregational
Church. Post & Mason. SF. 8pm.
B ody • D ance • Health
8TD Screening Clinic at the men's clinic. 385017thSt. SF. 8-11am. Info: 558-3905
Spiritual
Shebbat Services with Sha'ar Zahav. Jewish lestxan/gay congregation, at the* new location. 201 Caselii
Ave (upper Market). 8:15pm.
Ahavat Shalom, Shabbat Services, 8:15pm. Gay & Les
bian Synagogue, meets at MCC, 150 Eureka St. SF
E ntertainm ent
"Knlghta In Black Leather" at Trocadero Transfer
Those wearing leather will be admitted for $3.10pm til
dawn, 520-4th St. SF.

FRI Weekly
Rapa & Support
laeoea/Rap/Support Group for gay & bisexual young .
men. 6-7:30pm m the Hospitality House conference
room 146 Leavenworth Si SF Into: 776-2103.
le It true there Is really gay & lesbian bfe west of Twin

Peaks—want a sense of community in your own
neighborhood? Meet other gay/bi/lesibans at the Richmond Rap. 7-8:30pm at Richmond Maxi-Center. 3654
Balboa Complete into: Marcia or Rik at 668-5955.
Non-Monogamy Lesbian Support G ro u p counseling group clarifying the issues for individuals,
couples and extended couples: for further into call Carole
Morton at 621-5683 or 558-6379.7:30pm, 2 spaces left
Drop-In Gay Support Group tor women & men.
7:30pm at Glide Memorial. 330 Elks at Taylor, room 209.
SF.
8llghUy Older Lesbians (SOL) group for women over
30. 7:30pm, Pacific Center, Berkeley.
BlackAWhlte Men Together gathering 1350 Waller
St,SF. Busmess7:45-8:15pm.rap8:30-10:30pm.Call
Jim or George 563-2443, for discussion topic
Gay and BLSexual young men under 21 drop-m rap
spons by Hospitality House & the Ctr for Special Pro
blems. 5:30pm, 146 Leavenworth St. SF.
Spiritual
Chok practice at SF's Metropolitan Community Church.
7pm. Details: 863-4434
Open prayer claae at Maranatha Metropolitan Com
munity Church, 22577 Bayview Street. Starr King
Unitarian Church, Hayward. 7:30pm
Intuitive Problem Solving support group—see Tues
tor details
SF Gay Men'a Feery Circle comes together—bring in
struments & energy! 8pm. Bound Together Books.
Masonic & Haight, SF.
Body • D an ce • Health
STD Screening, Men's Cknic. 3850-27th Street. SF
1-7pm. into: 558-3905.
Eeelen maaaage—weekly class (4 sessions) for gay
men. Details: Milo Jarvis. 863-2842 Starts 8/18
Thursday Evening Fun Rune with the FrontRunners—
SF's gay/lesbian running club—meet 6pm. McLaren
Lodge, Golden Gate Park Complete mfo: Dave
(346-3718) or David (621-6268)

be used to compliment and enhance the written word.
Sessions held 8/24 and 31.6:30-9 pm. Fort Mason Bldg
D. SF. For info call 441-2557.
Contemporary Freedom Music and "Inciteful" songs
with Dave Lippman and Senous Bizness (Janbu and
Ngoma Hill) 8:30 pm, $3. Modern Times Bookstore. SF.
Wlnd/Rewlnd by filmmaker Mark McGowan is "a veual
sound performance for 16 mm rewind quartet, hot splicer
and protectionist with a round magnifying glass." 8 pm,
$3 The Exploratorium's McBean Theatre. 3601 Lyon SI.
SF Info: 563-4545
Theatre ol Sheep-live band at Graffiti, 20th & Valen
cia. SF. Into: 285-7911.

"The Rains are Coming" anoriginal musical by Source
One Association to benefit the Mayor's Fund for the
Homeless. 8 pm. Herbst Theatre. SF. For Wo: 392-4402.
Tonight and 8/26. 29-31
Funny You Should Ask: Poems and Stories by a Jewish
Lesbian Writers' Group—A reading tor women at the
Valencia Rose Cate. SF 7:30 pm. $3-7. Benefits the
Jewish Feminist Conterence/Jewish Lesbian Writers
Group. RCC 653-8588, 654-6962. Sign.
Minimal Man—live band at Graffiti. 20th & Valencia. SF.
Into: 285-7911.

Gay Relationship Lecture: Explore the intricacies ol
gay relationships with a licensed psychologist. Spon
sored by Fraternal Order of Gays (FOG). 934 Ortega St.
SF Info: Nicholas Fempeti 566-6227
Suzanne Shanbaum A Nancy Vogl hotguitar & vocals
at Artemis Cafe, 9 pm. $4-5.
Concert of Balinese Muatc and Dance at the Victoria
Theatre. 2961 16th St. SF. 8 pm. tor details see 8/20
listing.
What your 2«worth? It's open rap night at Diablo Valiev
Community Center. 1818 Colfax Ave, Concord 8 pin.
$1. Info: 674-0171
Tambolkuba—Afro Cuban druma take you backto the
origins ol music in the Caribbean. 9 pm, $4. La Pena.
Berkeley.
Make-A-CIrcue comes to Washington Square Park, Col
umbus and Union Sts. SF. For details see 8/5 listing

The Other Land's End with SF Hiking Club—follow the
Marin Headlands' coastline Irom Golden Gate Bridge to
Pow Bonita Lighthouse. Visit remote beaches with views
of the city, and popular Rodeo Cove. Long, but casual
walk wilh some cliff trail climbing. Trailhead: parking lot
at north side ol Golden Gate Bridge. 8:45 am. catch bus
#20 at 8:15 (7th & Market. SF).
Sounding for Health: a guided sound healing and
meditation experience, at Valencia Rose Cafe. 766Valen
cia St. SF. 3-6 pm, $2. Info: 648-6156. Led by Adolphine
Carol
Be sure to catch Robin Harrison & Pam Hofsass at
the Artemis Cafe. 9 pm. $4. 23rd & Valencia. SF.
Spirit, Mind and Body, Inc.—metaphysical workshop
explores the relationship ol the spiritual, emotional, men
tal and physical nature of the human personality. Learn
a practical method for achieving desires and eliminating
false beliefs. 10am-4 pm. l296Haight/Central. SF. In
to: Peter and James 431-0269.
Benefit Dance for El Tecotote. the Mission's bilingual
newspaper whose olfees have been vandalized twice
this year Dance features the rhythm 6 blues of Hot Links
Sponsored by Media Alliance and the National Writers
Union. 8:30 pm-1 am at The Farm. 1499 Potrero Ave.
SF $6. No-host bar. Into: 929-7149.
Glaucoma Screening Clinic at District Health
Center#1 3850 17th SI. SF. Call 558-3905 for an appt.
Music to build a movement by—Mark Levy songwriter
and smger presents his inspiring messages supporting
the nuclear weapons freeze and other progressive
changes 8 pm, $3 Modern Times Bookstore. 968 Valen
cia St. SF
Concert of Balinese Music and Dance at the Julia
Morgan Center. 2640 College Ave at Derby. Berkeley
8 pm, for details see 6120listing Also shows tmw at 3 pm.
Klamath Rlvar Joumay tor women over 35. For into
contact Mariah Wilderness Expeditions. 527-5544

SAT Weekly
Raps & Support
Under 21 Gay Men'a Open Rap, 1-4pm at Pacific i
Berkeley
SMI (S/M Inatituta) Rap Groups 1st Sal. Orgarazatic
2nd Sat Dominants; 3rd Sat Submissives 4th Sat S
ches. Complete info: 474-4883
Spiritual
Gay/Leablan and Catholic? Join us in our celebrat
of positive liturg.es. 2nd and 4th Sals each month I
more info call Digncty/East Bay at 232-5881
Orion: Lesbian A Gay Adventl.ta, a support/sa
group lor current and former SDA's and friends me
SF 94 W 01MCh m° nIh 10,0 6266240 or Bo« 47i
Social • Political
Girth A Mirth Club of SF meets at the Pride Cent
FiUmore & Hayes. 2nd & 4th Sat: more info: 680-76
Where chubbies meet chasers meet chubbws
Different Spokea/SF Bicycle Club dec.de & r.
^vesfromTheFreewhee'bcycieshopa, 1920 Hay,
B ody • D an ce • Health
Run with tha FrontRunnera-gay & lesbian nc
competitive running group Meet 10am at Stow La
Boathouse, Golden Gate Park Also, long-distance r„
start at 9am. Call Steve (921-6912) for into
Entertainm ent
Gay Comedy Night at Valencia Rose. 766 Valencia ■
with MC s Tom Ammiano A Lea DeLana tOom $4
Trocadero Transfer presents the ultimatemsound kc
A space Draco from 10pm Wdawn $7 members A
members'guests $15 general 5204th St SF ’
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Last chance to catch Whoopi & Davtdl See Whoopi
Goldberg's A Broad Abroad or Daze in Europe and
David Schem's The Last Word—today's the final show,
folks! So get on down to the Rose or you're gonna miss
something good—8 pm, 766 Valencia St. SF. 16. Res:
863-3863.
Keep the Dream Alive! Celebrate the 20th anniver
sary ol Martin Luther King Jr.’s March on Washington
by mobilizing lor jobs, peace, and freedom Assemble
at 10 am. Golden Gate Panhandle at Baker 11 am
march to rally at Civic Center Speakers and entertain
ment to be announced, lor mlo call 282-6611 or
771-6300 (SF). 547-3654 (Alameda County). 237-2997
(Contra Costa County). Be there!
Blacksmith Erie Clausen demonstrates a variety ol
techniques that form the basis ol the art and science ol
blacksmithing. 11 am-5 pm. $3. The Exploratorium, 3601
Lyon St. SF. Today & tmw. Info: 563-7337.
SF Mime Troupe's Secrets in the Sand comes to
Washington Square Park. Today & tmw. 2 pm. tree For
into see 8/6 listing. Columbus & Union. SF.
Tropical Nights plays salsa, samba, funk and iazz
tonight at La Pena. 9:30 pm. S4. Into: 849-2568
Evening of new-wave bands presented by Rising Star
productions. Doors open at 9 pm. $4 Oilie's, Oakland.

■ ■ ■ ■

Bay Area Black Lesbians and Gays "Soul Food"
Potluck Gathering—lor time and location call Billy
621-8078 or Midgett 864-0876.
Gay Athlests League ol America meets at Valencia
Rose Cafe, SF Topic: report from ACLU on delending
state/church separation 2 pm. For into call 348-8342.
For inspiration call Dtal-A-Gay-Athies!, 431-XGOD.
Annual Fundraiser for the Merin Lesbian/Gay Men's
Rapat the Shadows—entertainment, food, refreshments,
pool, hot tub. volleyball & hiking. 12 noon. 1901 Nicasio
Valley Rd, Nicasio. S10/S12 at door. Info: MLGMR PO
Box 2144 San Anselmo 94960. Watch to* flyers
Make-A-CIrcua is in Golden Gate Park, Sharon
Meadows. Don't miss the fun! See 8/5 listing lor more
info.
Film Night at Clementina's DH Lawrence's The Virgin
and the Gypsy and Pas de Deux Info: 431-8334
Offenbach/La Pertchole —See 8/7 listing for details
Open House for the Community Women's Center
(formerly the Berkeley Women's Center): Ccme meet our
stall and Board of Directors, see our new space, and
celebrate our survival. Light refreshments and music by
Mimi Fox, 3-6 pm 6536Telegraph Ave, Oakland. WA.
Info: 652-0612.
Primevara, the early muse consort, begins a regular run
of concerts on the 4th Sunday of every month at the
Valencia Rose Cafe. 3 pm. $3. At 8 pm—Carlbeana,
Etc., the brainchild of musician-poet Avotcja represents
the music cultures of Cuba. Puerto Rico. Trinidad, and
the US. with Avotcja. Luis Cespedes. Val Serrant. Maria

Cora and Mark Brazil. $5
Honeybuckat. a new play by Melvin Escueta about the
psychological impact of the Vietnam War on an Asian
American veteran. 8 pm. $5 at La Pena Cultural Center.
Berkeley. Info: 849-2568
Dabble Saunders at Oilie's—moving moods/modern
melodies. 4-7 pm, free.

GLAMATTACK! It's Ambi-Sextrous •at the Plush
Room—with David Austin on piano. Steve Mitchell, per
cussionist. 8:30 pm, $5. York Hotel, 940 Sutler St, SF
Proceeds benefit the AIDS/KS Foundation
Media Alliance offers a class that can launch your
writing career—"Writing and Marketing Book Reviews"
covers the basics on beginning a book reviewing career,
getting assignments, making media contacts and get
ting to know the market place. 6 30-9:30 pm tonight and
9/12. Fon Mason Bldg D. SF. For info call 441-2557
Women's Rap at Diablo Valley Community Centertonight's topic. Self Esteem. 8pm, $1 1818 Colfax Ave.
Concord. Into: 674-0171.
French Cookery and the Art of the French Restaurant,
a survey of Parisian Catering Colleges, "La Nouvelle
Cuisine", the ritual and traditions of French restaurants,
and more., ,8 pm, $2.50. French FilmClub of California,
Film Rm 232. Harney Center. USF. Cole & Fulton Sts.
SF. Info: 771-2218.

TERRY BAUM’S ONE-WOMAN SHOW
DEATH’S A N G E L ( R e q u i e m f o r a M a r r i a g e )
Three nights onlyl
Thursday, Friday 81 Saturday. August 4 ,5 8i 6

Walkup t Backup perform their own blend ol Jazz.
Bebop and Blues for the Bank of America Noontime Con
cert Series. Noon-1 pm, free. Giannini Auditorium. 555
California St. SF. Into: 550-1537 or Rick 622-5047.
"Natalia Barney and Friends: Lesbians in Pans at the
turn of the century"—a slidefehowpresentation by Gayle
Rubin on the network of Lesbians in Paris from 1900
whch revolved around NatalieClifford Barney. 8 pm. $4
Valencia Rose Cafe, 766 Valencia St, SF.
The Four Comer*: A National Sacrifice Area? is a
penetrating filmon the cultural and ecological impact ot
uranium and coal strip mining in the Hopi and Navajo
homelands of the southwesL See the filmat 8 pm tonight
at La Pena. Berkeley. $2.

All shows a t 8:00pm

5th of July, the much-acclaimed play by Lanford
Wilson, shows at Bay Theatre Co., 2320 Bancroft
Ave, Berkeley. 8/11 -14.8 pm. For ticket info & res:
750-3220
Fortune, by Bill Russell and Ronald Melrose, is
about the rise of a singing group: both as per
formers and as people. Show previews 8/2. runs
8/4-9/24,8:30 pm. $7 previews, $8/9 Thurs & Sat,
$9/10 Fri & Sat. Theatre Rhinoceros. 294016th St.
SF For res & info: 861-5079
The New Montane by Lucille Hauser is about the
catalytic confrontation of two forgotten, alienated
survivors: one of the Jewish holocaust, the other
of the punk rock scene. Tour de Force! Theatre
Co. production. Show runs Thur-Sat thru 8/28
Noe Valley Ministry. 1021 Sanchez/23. SF. $6 Fri
& Sat. $4 Thurs. For info call or 337-8823.
Forever Your«. Marie-Lou by Michel Tremblay
is about the intricate network of family, past
burdens and patterns of daily living. It is a double
action play in which the parents’ dialogue takes

K a th le e n s ’ A u to

GOLDBERG In "A Broad A b ro ad or Daze In Europe"
SCHEIN & GOLDBERG In "The Last W ord"

31 Wed

Fridays 8 81 10:30pm, Saturdays 8pm, August 12-27
Tickets: S6
Reservations: 863-3863

Lea DeLarta is the guestcomedian tor UC Berkeley Gay
& Lesbian Union's Lesbian Reception for all new and
returning lesbians. 7:30-10pm. TildenRoomASUC Bldg.
UC Berkeley. Info: 642-6942.
A Touch of Texas: with Gayle Mane. "Sparkling" Martinelk, Mary Watkins and other guestsat One's. Oakland
Doors open at 8:30 pm. $4

GAY COM EDY OPEN MIKE
with co-emcees Tom Ammlano and Lea DeLarla
Every Monday
8:30pm
$3

GAY CO M EDY NIGHT
Every Saturday

place in 1973 and the daughters' dialogue in
1983, ten years after their parents' death Phase
I production. 8:30 pm. $ 6 Thur-Sat, 2 pm. $5 Sun.
Show runs 8/11 -28. Nova Theatre. 347 Dolores St,
SF. Info & res: 864-0235

Secret« In the Send, by Robert Alexander SF
Mime Troupe's new musical mystery inspired by
true-life histories of Hollywood in the 50's reveals
what happens when Motown meets Hollywood on
the sands of a "h o t" Utah desert. Show opens
7/23, runs thru the summer. For.timbs and loca
tions, call 285-1717.

X.

Tues/2: "Taln’t Nobody's Blzness: Homosexuality In Harlem
In the 1920's" with Eric Garber
8pm $4
Tues/9: "The Early Days of the Tavern G uild" with Bob Ross
8pm S4
Tues/16 & 23: "Gerty Gerty Stein Is Back Back Back” starring Pat Bond
Tues/30: “Natalie Barney 8i Friends: Lesbians In Paris from
the Turn of the Century" with Gayle Rubin
8pm S4
Wed/3: Lilith Laugh Riot with comics Monica Palacios, Marga
Gomez 8i Harriet Schlffer
8:30pm S4-7SL
Fri/6: Comic Jane Dornacker
10:30pm $5
Sun/7: Steam Heat (w/Harrlson. Hofsass. Clevenson Bt Beall) 8pm $4
Wed/10: "Correct Me If I'm Worng: Adventures of a
Fed-up Woman" with comic Ronda Slater
8:30pm S3-5SL
Thurs/11: Atomic Comics: Fran Bt Charlie
8pm S5
Sun/14: Atomic Comics: Fran h Charlie
8pm S5
Wed/17: Ronda Slater in "Correct Me If I'm Wrong:
Adventures of a Fed-up Woman"
8:30pm S3-5SL
Thurs/18: Gay sing-songwriters Romanovsky Bt Phillips 8:30pm $4
Sun/21: Heart Bt Sole, an all-woman band
8:30pm S4
Wed/24: The jazz sounds of The Leopard Set
8:30pm $3
Thurs/25: “ Funny You Should Ask: Poems Bt Stories By
a Jewish Lesbian Writer’s Group"
7:30pm $3-7 +
Sun/28: Carlbeana. Etc. with Avotcja Bt friends
8pm S5
Wed/31: Ron Romanovsky Bt Paul Phillips
8:30pm $4

Cloud 9 by Caryl Churchill. This Obie awardwinner covers the gamut of human relationships
of all varieties—family, love, master/servant. racial
and particularly sexual. Runs thru 8/21 at Marines
Memorial Theatre, SF. For tickets and info:
771-6900. 835-4342.
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SUZANNE JUDITH
(415) 426-0673

Woman Owned & Operated East Bay
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3pm

"G A Y A N D LESBIAN PIONEERS"
A History Series
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$4

SUNDAY AFTERNOON M U SIC SERIES

Much ado about nothing, by William
Shakespeare. River Repertory Theatre. Jenner
Playhouse. Coast Hwy 1, Guerneville. Runs
7/23-8/13. Thur-Sat 8 pm. Sun 2 pm. For ticket in
fo: (707) 865-2905.
Screen Dream« by Leland Meister is a m ulti-.
media, one-man event, inspired by the works of
Edgar Allan Poe. With Poe as his guardian angel,
th e central character, a m odern-day
schizophrenic, spins a tale of obsession. Show
runs Fri-Sat. 8/12-9/10.8 pm, $5. Studio Eremos.
401 Alabama St. SF. For res & info: 552-3541

~10pm

Sun/7: Fabled drag performer Jose Sarrla brings back his
Sunday Operas with Verdi's Rlgoletto
3pm S3
Sun/14: All-women’s Jazz with Swingshlft
3pm S3
Sun/21 Jose Sarrla & Accom panist Hazel McGinnis
perform their cabaret show
3pm S3
Sun/28: Medieval Music with the Early Music Consort. Prlmavera

R e p a ir

532-5194

Reservations: 863-3863

W H O O P I G O L D B E R G & D A V ID SC H E IN II!

ONSTAGE
Mind Freight, by Nightletter Theatre presents the
audience with a dream-like series of images and
sounds that cohere around the metaphor of mind
freight. By using the whole performance space,
the audience is made to feel as if they are inside
the mind itself. Opens 8/10. runs thru 8/28. Thurs
8 pm, Fri & Sat 8 & 10 pm. Sun 7 pm. Tickets $7
For preview and other info call 548-4728. Berkeley
Stage Co. Theatre, 1111 Addison Ave. Berkeley

S5
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766 Valencia Street 863-3863

r

cafe Is open 10AM-10PM DAILY
Our restuarant Is open for dinner
Thursday, Friday & Saturday from 6PM-9PM
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On the Russian River
by Gary Mangar
The special magic is at night—the stars are
brighter and closer, and there are more of them,
you can't see the flowers bu t you're high from the
scent; no matter where you are, took up and you're
looking through the dark branches of benevolent
redwood trees, some o f them centuries old and
patiently contemplating the millennia o f their life
expectancy while we flicker and spark through our
brief lives.
The River itself is nowhere far from sight or
hearing—sometimes an angry, swollen torrent in
winter, it spends most o f the months of the year
winding its cool and shallow way through the hills
and groves o f the community, helping the grapes
to grow while whispering timeless truths that seem
easy to understand but are hard to bring away and
amember.
The days are hot en d sun-bright, with little to
disturb the dusty tranquility but a thin birdsong or
the drone o f a passing bee. People wander in,
wonder through acres o f tamed forest or lie on the
grass, as trusting and defenseless as the com
munity cats.
Friendships are formed more easily at the River,
and love, for those who seek it, seems more at
tainable. It's the rare and chilly soul who comes
away untouched.
Culture shock has hit the Russian River—
particularly Guerneville—in the last half-dozen
years since the gay community has made it the
playground of the West but its older and establish
ed residents have perceived the good will and kind
intentions of these new and rather exotic migrants,
and offer a hospitable welcome. It didn't really
come about all that suddenly. A dozen years ago
there was a gay restaurant (primarily for women),
the Vieux Carre (long since closed), and a small
resort called Aldo's, that discreetly encouraged a
gay clientele (now the Casa Del Rio restaurant).
The Rusty Nail, though it's changed names and
owners, has also been a roadside gay bar for
many years. The first sizeable place to stay was
Wildwood Ranch—not so much a resort as a "gay
retreat"—a fabulous hilltop hideaway bordering
Armstrong State Park that's still going strong. (Ac
commodations are quite modern; there's a pool
and hot tub. camping's encouraged, food is serv
ed...it's six miles up a steep and narrow, winding
road, so you go with the intent to settle in for the
duration.).
The townspeople were largely unaware of
Wildwood and its clientele...it wasn't until Fife's
(now celebrating its fifth birthday) opened smack
in the middle of town that Guerneville confronted
Gays. It was a friendly encounter almost from the
first—the citizenry of Guerneville had, after all,
already endured the hippies and the bikers; they
might have found this new gay influx somewhat
bewildering but they were ready to appreciate
people who went about quietly, behaved
graciously...and spent money.
The Woods (formerly Hexagon House) opened
soon after as a full-scale gay resort, and the bonan
za was in full swing. There are now half-dozen
more gay resorts in operation, as well as several
restaurants and bars. An ever-growing number of
creative and enterprising gay men and women
make the Russian River their home and have
opened businesses there. The area, as the gay
vacation mecca of the West, has enjoyed more na
tional media attention recently than Provincetown
or Fire Island (the East Coast's long-established
gay stomping grounds).
It's become unique as a model community of
gays and straights working together, in a spirit of
friendly mutal respect, for the betterment of all.
There's a gay business association straight
business people support and have joined, and
there are gays on the Board of the Chamber of
Commerce. Now it's a year-round home for a fast
growing populace, and more of a year-round
vacation spot as well. As Marvin Steele, owner of
the Triple R, describes it: "Winters here are
cognacs by the fireplace, soft music and rain on
the roof. Perfect for romantics, and we get a lot of
them."

Some few gay vacationers may be disappointed
when they discover that the emphasis isn't on sex
in the bushes and orgies in the hot tubs, butt think
more are impressed to see a community of gay
people at their level-headed and busy best,
building and growing and realizing a better
lifestyle—it gives one a sense of pride by associa
tion, and an eagerness to stay longer and become
part of it all. Mike McCarthy, enterprising young
owner/host of Highlands Retreat, sums it up:
"Coming to California, I was lucky enough to find
my way here, and then I never even considered
moving to San Francisco. You can drive an hour
from here in any direction and know it's going to
be interesting and it's going to be beautiful—the
ocean, the mountains, forests, cities; it's all here,
and the people are as diversified as the land.
There's nowhere on earth like this county” .
So what can a visitor to the Russian River expect
to find and to do there? Well, it isn't merely an alter
native place to play, a change of scene—it's truly
an enchanted area with power to cure that uniden
tified sense of emptiness and need. The enchant
ment doesn't work so well, however, if you just
drive up for a quick tour, poke and peek around.

and then rush away. The magic in the water and
the trees is only dimly perceived except by those
who know how to talk with water and trees; the
most easily-understood and best-remembered
magic comes with meeting the people you find
there, giving yourself time to settle in and enoy
them; come to know them. It helps to know where
you're going to go when you get there and that
depends, perhaps, on who you are and what
you're like. There isn't a resort on the River that
doesn't need a full page of its own to be describ
ed, nor one that wouldn't feel like home in less than
a week—but here are some quick sketches cover
ing amenities, special features and prices to help
you choose.
FHe'a, The Grandaddy of them all. is still the hub
of all activity, and probably offers the most of what
everybody looks for. There's a large pool and lawn
area with an overlooking deck, an bandshell for
outdoor entertainment (usually Sundays), a fullservice bar and dining room with fireplace, a game
room with color TV and fireplace, expansive and
charming grounds, a colorful camping area with
bathroom and shower facilities from which a path
leads down to a private beach on the River.
Across the road is their new extension. Drums,
where there's another pool with bar in a private
meadow, tennis courts, disco dancing on
weekends and occasional live entertainment. The
cabins are very basic and somewhat cramped, but
with all that's offered there, the actual sleeping
space is the least concern. Continental breakfast
and cocktail time hors d'ouevres are complimen
tary to guests. Women are welcome here, the
clientele is very mixed and very mellow. Prices
start at $40 and go to over $100, depending on
the size of the accommodation, and some of the
cabins have fireplaces.

The Woods, the other giant, is a couple miles
from the center of town up Armstrong Road. The
accommodations are spacious and nicely furnish
ed. with large beds and kitchenettes. There are
two pools, each in a very private setting, and nudity
is permitted in one of them. Pleasant distractions
like a creek with geese are part of the charm; the
redwood deck has been greatly enlarged and pro
vides an exciting setting for breakfast and lunch
(dinner is served only on weekends). Every im
aginable comfort is offered; workout room,
aerobics, horseback riding, videogames, current
films on large-screen TV. three different bars, hot
tub, camping facilities. The light and sound system
for disco on weekends in the huge Hexagon Room
is spectacular, and Monday nights the room
becomes a cabaret for nationally known enter
tainers like Jaye P. Morgan, Barbara McNair and
Morgana King. This is a resort for men who prefer
the exclusive company of other men, and is open
only April through October (the only resort that isn't
now year-round). Accommodations are $60-$75
(lower on weekdays), and tents with electricity are
also available.
For those who prefer the conveniences of a fullservice resort in a smaller, more intimate setting,
River Village Inn and Triple R Reeort are both

recommended. Both have full bar and offer ex
cellent food service, and cost of accommodations
is slightly lower. River Village has very sturdy, wellfurnished cabins with kitchenettes and outdoor
barbeques, and has piano bar entertainment
seven nights a week. Triple R, closer to the village
center, is new, beautifully designed and con
structed, and there's a fireplace both in the dining
room and in the bar.
The aforementioned four are, to my knowledge,
the only full-service gay resorts. No matter where
you're staying, you can't go wrong with lunch or
dinner in any of them (and it gives you a chance
to see what they're like). Breakfasts are cozy and
reasonable at Fife’s, the luncheon menu's most
creative at River Village, my own dinner favorite
(and the most modestly priced) is Triple R. and the
most spectacular setting for a daytime meal is The
Woods.
If you stay at a smaller resort where there is not
a restaurant/bar, you'll find it to be quieter and
more intimate, and in some cases significantly less
costly. You'll also generally find the owner/hosts
to be warmer and more personally attentive. The
most complete (and private) of these if Highlands
Ratraat, located on a hillside just three blocks from
the center of town, with pool, sauna, hot tub.
cookout facilities, fireplace and pool table. Im
maculate grounds, well-kept cabins, tenting
facilities, courtesy continental breakfast. This hid
den jewel is graciously hosted by young owners
Mike and Gary, and rates start at $35. Women are
welcome, but be warned that poolside nudity is
permitted (this and The Woods are the only places
some of the ladies might be less than comfortable).

Jay and Bob. celebrating their 25th year
together, are hosts at Fem Grove (just across the
road from Fife's), which they think of as a haven
for romantics. Their cabins are the loveliest and
best furnished I've seen, complete with fireplaces
and kitchens. The pool is very private and the loca
tion central. The owners, both interesting and
gregarious gentlemen, take the time to make
friends of the guests, and attract a pleasantly civiliz
ed clientele of both sexes. Prices start at $37, and
there's no difference between weekend and week
day rates.
Newer to the game, with similar rates and near
the center of town, is Doug and Lloyd's Camelot.
a nicely constructed, tight little complex with plea
sant rooms, pool, table tennis and barbeque
facilities. Although Gays are encouraged, families
with children are also welcome. Priced from $37
to $58; no weekday/weekend distinction.
Less sheltered and private than the others, but
almost as centrally located, is Tarek Leghari’s
Paradise Cove. There is no pool yet, but the
cabins are nicely furnished, with fireplaces and
private decks, and day use of The Woods resort
is available to guests. Prices start at $45; lower dur
ing the week.
A Sleeper: five cabins operated by the Little
Bavaria Restaurant, next to Fern Grove and
across from Fife's. They're rustic but comfortable,
with kitchenettes, and start as low as $30.
Staying within the gay ambience, you can get
a simple room on the River for as little as
$20—around the bend a couple miles in Monte
Rio at the Village Inn.
Which brings me to Gueet Houaea. The
Village Inn is a ramshackle, oddly romantic old
hotel right on the River. (Years ago. it was used for
the Bing Crosby film "Holiday Inn.") Few signifi
cant improvements have been made in the in
tervening years—the rooms are basic and the
bathrooms are shared—but there is a cozily clut
tered parlor with fireplace, a nice porch overlook
ing the River, and a private, sandy beach. Dining
room food service (and there is full liquor) is sur
prisingly fine—in fact, the editor of one of the area
papers told me it's the Best food anywhere around
(although I'd be hard-pressed to choose among
the several fine dinner houses I visited, I'm not
disposed to argue with him after enjoying a meal
there). The Village Inn isn't everyone’s cup of tea;
you might find it too primitive or you might fall in
love with it. But it's worthwhile to drive by and
check it out, and say hello to owner Michael
Rusanowski.
The other guest house—and it's a beauty—is
The Willow« An old 12-bedroom house near the
village center with a sloping lawn going down to
the River. There's a badminton court, and canoes
are available to guests. Rooms are very clean and
have shared baths. The spacious deck contains
a hot tub, and the kitchen is available to all. The
large common area offers fireplace, piano, and an
extensive book and record collection. Contintental breakfast and fresh fruit throughout the day are
a courtesy. Gently hosted by owner, Cloy, this is
a comfortably congenial establishment that

primarily attracts Gay couples of both sexes. There
is tent camping. Rates here are complicated to ex
plain, but modest. Top price is $48 for two during
the weekend.
I've done little more than mention the food ser
vice in Guerneville's four full-serviced Gay resorts
and in the Village Inn. They're each praiseworthy
and deserving of more coverage—I hope, in near
future issues, to do some more complete review
ing of the Russian River restaurants. Outside the
resorts, I know of four restaurants worthy of
mention—Burdon'« and Embers were repeated
ly mentioned to me as the two best in town, but my
time didn't permit visiting either. I did get to visit
the Csss D*l Rio (run by Chuck Enfinger, formerly
of Sutter’s Mill in San Francisco). It's the hardest
place in town to find, but I urge you to make that
"treasure hunt." Take the little bridge south that's
in the center of Guerneville. and turn west on
Neeley Road just past the amusement park. Keep
your eyes peeled for directional signs to Casa Del
Rio and follow them; it's that simple. The restaurant
offers an extensive selection of Mexican cuisine,
and also specialties from other Latin American
countries; if you're not feeling all that exotic you
can also get the biggest and best steak in town,
or a crab Louis. There's a glassed porch dining
area overlooking a sandy beach and the River,
with lights twinkling on the other side. Talk about
Romantic; this is the place!
Finally—was I saving the best for last?—there's
Llttl* Bavaria, just across the road from Fife's.
Owner Herbert Zacher, a blond charmer with a
twinkle in his blue eyes, is an old-school host; he
doesn't let anybody get away without a warm
welcome and a few minutes of conversation. A lot
of his love went into the decor (if you've been to
Germany, you'll feel like you're there again), and
more love went into his recipes, in which he takes
great pride. Prices are modest, and it's the kind
of place that could easily become a habit. (In pass
ing. I'm a lover of potato pancakes, and he makes
the best I've ever had!) Lunch and dinner are
always available, as well as brunch on weekends,
and.. .TAKE NOTE: This is the only handy place
where, on Friday and Saturday nights, you can go
for late eating...until 4:00 am. Herbert calls it his
Coming Up in Coming Upl—mote in-depth
coverage of Russian River restaurants and bars,
and other places of interest, and profiles of some
of the gay citizens who are revolutionizing the area.
Meanwhile, I'd like to offer a special thanks to Terry
Bryan (Editor/Publisher of This Month On The
Rivet), Jay and Bob (Fem Grove). Carl Bruno (The
Woods) and Herbert Zacher (Little Bavaria), for be
ing warm and wonderful hosts, and for giving
generously of their time in helping me sort things
out on this first, exploratory visit...thanks also to the
folks at Fife's for making it a comfortable stay, and
for accepting and delivering my many messages.

Next Month: Russian River as a place to live.

has new owners!
B arb & V al are back!
N ew H ou rs 10am till 2am, 7 days a week.
Pool. Disco & Special Events.
Pizza. Sandwiches, etc.
Happy Hour 5 till 7, Mon-Fri
Come meet Pa'.ti. Janeen, Mark. Jim & Ronnie!

536 S osco l A ven u e, Napa
(707) 257-2598
Beer and wine now. more to come sooi

’ aC r

P O. Box 361
17120 H ig h w a y 116
G u erne ville , CA 95446
(707)869-2636/869-2805

LO V E Y O U ALL!

Spanish Seafood Restaurant
Seafood Platters
Paellas a la Valenciana
Mariscadas

c° ? o d üCtl°

We serve Mexican Food
for lunch

Mention this ad and
have a 1/2 carafe of wine
on La Roca______
4288 24 th Street a t D ouglass
282-7780
D inn er 7 d a y s a w e e k
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SUBTERRANEAN

MUSIC
Harrison, Hoisass, Clevenson & Beall
are
STEAMHEAT
by Rosemary Regello
In these dreary times of recession, presidential
campaigns and Corinna Radigan gossip columns,
without our gay night life we would probably all
turn to religion (or join Duke Armstrong's "aging
socialists" in a suicide pact). How fortunate that
we have the Valencia strip and other hot spots in
our city where spiritual renewal costs a $4.00 cover
charge plus the price of our drinks.
Therefore, it was no accident that I found myself
gravitating to the Artemis Society last month for an
evening of song and comedy in the intimate set
ting of someone's living room—or the inside of a
Muni Metro car; take your pick and leave your
elbows home.
Entertaining at this bubbling hub, besides Ms.
PACMAN, was a relatively-unknown but wellpublicized band calling themselves "Harrison,
Hofsass, Clevenson and Beall". (Try to say that five
times quick after a few Calistogas!) For a bunch
of neighborhood dykes with high community con
sciousness, I thought they delivered an unex
pectedly rousing performance of Fifties and Six
ties tunes complemented by party jokes and
enough props to stage a Broadway musical.
Lead singer Robin Harrison attracted con
siderable praise from an easy-to-please audience.
I wouldn't say she stole the show, but her allAmerican vitality and sparkling brown Minnie
Mouse eyes moved one woman at my table to
scribble in my notebook, "Great energy level,
good showmanship..." and otheKcjjittering
generalities.
^
Harrison's voice, while not distinctive, cheerfully
revived a multitude of memory lane hits, including
It's My Party, Girltalk, Under the Boardwalk, and
Judy Angel. Some of the lyrics were altered of
course, George Orwell-style, to fit modern lesbian
society.

A profile by Denise Ondayko
During the second set, Harrison, Clevenson and
Beall emerged from backstage (the Artemis toilet),
wearing a single skirt of gold glitter between the
three of them. Here they were mimicking Martha
Friedman and the Van Dykes. Perhaps the
highlight of the night for me was listening to their
perfect harmony on I Hear a Symphony.
Deena Clevenson posesses a very distinctive
voice, by the way. She may not hail from lead
vocalist stock, but I think she missed out on a
lucrative career doing voice-overs in the cartoon
industry. Playing the drums for most of the even
ing, she managed only a few minutes in the
spotlight with that scowling countenance that has
become a local trademark, and her victimless but
viciously wonderful dyke humor.
Pam Hofsass, the piano player, won my first
prize for musicianship, facing so-so competition.
P ropped up on a te le phone b o o k , she
maneuvered through the many languages of
music: Motown, rock, jazz, latin, Broadway
musical and Margie Adam. During a solo perfor
mance of Pennies from Heaven, she invited the au-

dience to throw pennies and Mastercards. She
later squatted to pick up the coins but Harrison
reprimanded her, exclaiming, "Can’t you wait until
after the show?"
Betsy Beall played her bass guitar as a matter
of course, I thought. Although introduced as a
"one-woman orchestra," she was never given the
chance to display her wares, barring a ten-second
interlude on theflute. I realize bass playing is a dirty
job. but look where it's gotten Paul McCartney!
Well anyway, I enjoyed the show. The audience
reacted with so much enthusiasm, it was as if the
band had distributed comp tickets to the entire
crowd before the performance! My suspicions
were confirmed when the woman who had writ
ten in my notebook grabbed me by the arm after
the show and forcefully offered. "Write a good
review and we'll let you live."
So you'd better see for yourself about Harrison,
Hofsass, Clevenson and Beall (who've since an
nounced their new name: Steamheat.) They're
performing at the Valencia Rose on August 7th at
8 p.m., and at the Artemis on August 27th at 9 pm.
--------------------------- —
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Floating Eagle Feather
This curious world which we inhabit is more
wonderful than it is convenient; more beatiful than
it is useful; it is more to be admired than it is to be
used...Be not among those who have eyes that
see not and ears that hear not.
—Thoreau
by Rodrigo Reyes
Floating Eagle Feather—the name itself tickles
your imagination, stopping you, almost forcing you
to recall the last time you saw a leather in the air.
now floating, now twirling or lazily gliding. And if
you do recall, you stopped, in the middle of
whatever you were doing, you stopped to watch
this simple and beautiful act. For a few instants that
is all that existed—you and the feather
Floating Eagle Feather is an ordinary gay man
with an extraordinary talent and mission. He is a
storyteller in the tradition of the wandering
storytellers and raconteurs of old. He tells stories
gleaned from the oral traditions of his own Native
American people and from people all over the
world. His stories, like his name, make you stop
and let your imagination fly, or lazily float or joyful
ly twirl and glide in the air. And if you were able to
put aside your daily worries and cares, you
discover that you were left with a sense of
lightness, harmony, and a sense of peace.
Floating Eagle Feather was born in Honduras,
a direct descendant of the ancient Mayas that
once lived in southern Mexico and Central
America. His family migrated to the United States
when he was a young child and settled in New
Orleans. He grew up surrounded by aunts, uncles
and grandparents, and it was from them that he
heard his first stories. As a child he would then
gather his younger siblings and cousins and
repeat the stories to them. His love of these stories
led him to look for more and he avidly soaked up
stories from all over the world.
After finishing high school, he entered Tulane
University where he majored in Comparative

Literature (what else?) with a minor in theatre. One
of his first jobs after graduating was a summer job
as an artist-in-residence with the New Orleans
public schools. This was followed by a similar
residency with New Orleans Park and Recreation
Department. From there he started getting invita
tions to tell his stones at art festivals. That was eight
years ago. Since then, he has been travelling all
over the United States, telling his stories wherever
there have been people interested in hearing
them. A true nomad, he has no place he calls
"hom e," preferring to believe that the earth itself
is his home, and that as such he is at home
wherever he may find himself.
The Lacandones. one of the few remaining
Mayan tribes who live in the jungles of Chiapas,
the southernmost state of Mexico, believe that if
you damage even one tree the consequences are
eventually felt by all of us. Floating Eagle Feather
agrees with these ancient relatives, and through
his stories hopes to promote the consciousness
that will make us realize that we are all part of one
great whole, and that an injury done to anyone or
any part of the whole is an injury that we will all feel.
On August 9.1945, at 7:02 p.m„ anatom bomb
was dropped on Nagasaki. Japan, killing some
40.000 people and injuring some 40,000 others.
On August 9, 1983, at exactly the same time.
Floating Eagle Feather will begin a special storytell
ing performance to commemorate that event and
to raise consciousness about the holocaust poten
tial of nuclear weapons. By bringing together peo
ple who wish to feel peaceful, Floating Eagle
Feather hopes to create a vibration of peace to
counteract the war-mongering insanity that
permeates world leaders.
The performance will take place at 544 Natoma
Gallery. People are asked to arrive no later than
6:30 p.m., as the performance will begin exactly
at 7:02 p.m.
Written in the years following World War II, the
following song has spread throughout all Japan:

Cloud 9
Reviewed by Daniel Curzon
I've seen Cloud 9 twice. In both instances I
thoroughly enjoyed myself.
I've heard some people remark that the first act
is too silly, the second act more important. Others
have said the first act is funny, the second not fun
ny enough. You can never satisfy everybody, of
course, yet I'm sure playwright Churchill was try
ing to use the comedy of the first act to coat her
feminist themes with a lot of sugar I congratulate
her on the taste—even the aftertaste—for who
wants to sit through a boring sermon on the Evils
of Imperialism or the Wrong Committed Against
the Oppressed? Even the Wronged don't want to
be preached to, really. This play hits its targets
while still being entertaining.
With the second viewing, I became aware how
much a message play this truly is: fjeople have
been socialized into their sex roles and have had
to live according to some quite unnatural expecy tations. This is to paraphrase the point, if not the
/charm , of Act I
In Act II, with the actors playing different parts—
they are twenty-five years older and it is a hundred
years later—(for the author's convenience, but we
buy it) we now see modern folk trying to cope with
the greater openness of their sexual and roman

tic lives. Everything is not hunky-dory, although
homosexuality has apparently gone mainstream
See the lesbian couple! And there's a gay male
couple! And here's a mainstream audience tak
ing it all in and applauding (In actuality, a number
of people left when l was there I have my suspi
cions as to w hy More on that later .)
Not surprisingly, Churchill's attitude toward
males is not very favorable. The main assumption
seems to be that the only really good men are
those who want to be women, or at least those who

If you're inclined to view with casual disregard
any music that requires thought, defies category
or isn't a part of a current pasturized trend, excuse
me. If you're truly interested in music on a larger
scope. I invite you to further liberate yourselves
and discover the wealth of talent in the San Fran
cisco alternative music scene
An ideal introduction to our city 's underground
music world is Subterranean Records, a small in
dependent record company operating out of a
Valencia Street storefront. Subterranean is run by
Steve Tupper and Kathy Hatch, who are in their
words "two people doing the work of several per
son's full-time jobs." Their extensive record
catalog offers a variety of avenues to explore in
adventurous and controversial music
The company was founded in 1979 because no
one else was doing it. Or until then, the only record
companies producing alternative music were bas
ed in Los Angeles and taking full advantage of
musicians. Subterranean emerged as the honest
alternative. As Tupper says. "There were few op
tions at the time. It was almost impossible for bands
to find a label to record them if they didn't have an
easily marketable sound or proven commercial
potential. And the expense of pressing their own
discs was often prohibitive. Musicians never have
any money."
Typically, a band will come to Subterranean with
a tape. Subterranean covers the manufacturing
and promotion costs. After expenses, the profits,
if any, are divided between the band and Subter
ranean. 50-50. The records are distributed
through independent companies—about 20 in the
United States and 10 for foreign distribution
This year the unexpected collapse of five
distnbutors (Faulty. Disc Trading, Sky Deck, New
Music and Bona Part) created financial difficulties.
Adding insult to injury is the Reagan Administra
tion's new 1983 tax law that prohibits a small
business like Subterranean from writing off bad
debts as a loss. Tupper said "We were hoping this
year we would break even or perhaps make
money. That just isn't possible now.'' Money is ob
viously not the motivation behind Subterranean's

existence. H atchsaystheydoit "because it's ex
citing. We like the music we re putting out and if
we weren't putting it out. it wouldn't be heard “
Subterranean has just completed work on their
41 st release—a single by the band Arkansaw Man
Strong rhythmic interaction and imagination make
the Arkansaw Man sound, which is often inter
preted as jazz oriented only because it doesn't fall
under a typical rock category About Subterra
nean, Arkansaw Man guitarist Stephen Clarke
remarks, "they're great! They never interfere. We
never have to do anything but express ourselves
musically. The relationship is based on our music
alone, not on any social-or-scene-oriented
pretensions."
The band that has gamed the most notenety on
theSuberranean label is Flipper Tupper tells how
in the beginning "They were dismissed by all but
a few raving fanatics, one of whom was fortunately
Jello Biafra of the Dead Kennedys, who talked
about Flipper all over the country. People paid at
tention.” Steve DePace. drummer for Flipper
describes the band’s relationship with Subterra
nean as "friendly, easy-going, straightforward and
honest. Steve never tries to get underhanded with
us." Flipper is in the final stages of their second
album.
Art bands, avant-garde, hard-core or "post
punk" bands: Subterranean has it all. Favorite
releases are their compilation albums. Live At
Target features four of the most challenging experim ental/post-punk groups on the West
Coast—Flipper, Nervous Gender. Uns, and Factnx. This album is not for the musically timid. Club
Foot is a compilation album describedas "neobeatnit meets modern jazz meets bizarroid pop
meets twisted funk meets demented Stravinsky."
Red Spot is the anthology o f' 'different" San Fran
cisco bands including Animal Things. Minimal
Man, Woundz and others.
Little money and less time is inhibiting but
Subterranean continues to support and produce
music we wouldn't hear otherwise Their catalog
is available through Subterranean Records at 577
Valencia Street. Take advantage of this vast array
of artists and expancfyour own musical horizons

T h in g s T h a t N e e d
T o B e S a i d _______ .
by Daniel Curzon

Furusato, by Ishiji Asada
In the place where our old home city
destroyed,
we buried the charred bones of our
relatives.
Now the white flowers are blooming there.
Oh we
must never allow, we must absolutely forbid
another
atom bomb to fall.
Deadly ram gathers poison from the sky
And the fish carry death in the depths of the
sea
Fishing boats are idle, their owners are blind
Deadly harvest of two atom bombs.
Then landsfolk and seafolk. you must watch
and take
care
That the third atom bomb never comes.
relate to women the way women would like But,
again, the audience is kept so amused and in
trigued by the cross-dressing and unexpected
sexual hijinks that the politics remains disguised.
(George Bernard Shaw would approve.)
The production values are very good, with the
cast of seven turning in at least two distinct perfor
mances each, complete with multiple costume
changes that must have been a nightmare for the
costumer (Richard Eddelman).
Director Richard Seyd has moved his actors
through humid Victorian Africa and a contem
porary playground with maximum "visuality” and
intelligence
An ensemble feeling holds the diverse parts of
the evening together. It would be unfair to single
out any one person. All praise to: Drew Eshelman,
Lorn Holt. Chuck Lafont, Luis Oropeza, Errol Ross.
Jenny Sterlin, and Sigrid Wurschrwdt!
C loud 9 makes me speculate whether
homosexuality will now become part of the world's
theatrical mainstream tradition I can only guess,
but my deepest feeling is that the current
phenomenon is temporary. Since most people are
heterosexuals. I suspect that most plays will always
be about heterosexuals and their marriages and
adulteries. Always Possibly a little bit of gayness
will rub off. but I certainly won't hold my breath
The tiriy renaissance of plays like Cloud 9 and
Torch Song Trilogy will most likely wash out. and
fairly soon.
All the more reason then for you to grab a lick
of this sexual confection (with the solid center)
while you can—and that means right now!

I would like to take a moment to memorialize my
roommate, Steve Berman, who died recent
ly in the run for AIDS in Golden Gate Park. Steve
was hungry for justice. He gave and gave and
gave until there was no more to give. His death at
36 is a great loss...
If the fear of dying weren't enough, gay men
now have another burden to bear in the person of
Patricia Holt, middlebrow yet vicious book editor
of The San Francisco Chronicle. It's amazing how
such a limited person could get into such a big
position m our so-called liberal city. One could put
up with her excessive devotion to her own
chauvinist causes if she weren't so patently an ex
ample of AIDS hysteria. EVIDENCE: She wrote a
co-review about Dorothy Bryant'a anti-gay novel
A Day m San Francisco, to allow herself the chance
to wonder aloud just how much disease there is
in the Castro. When she interviewed Edmund
White, she dwelt almost entirely on the nastiness
of gay male "promiscuity " Furthermore. Martin
Grelf. author of the Gay Book of Days, a charm
ing man that I personally interviewed, told me that
"Holt's opening remark to him was that he was
"despicable" for disturbing the privacy of the
dead. Greif said the "interview" went downhill
from there. He wrote to his publisher to complain.
There's an ugly and cruel pattern here.
To get away from the ugliness, you might con
sider a trip to Oregon'a Shakeapeara Festival
It's a delightful seven-hour trip, past Mt, Shasta and
other gorgeous scenery
At the theaters (three of them) I saw some good
productions. My favorite was Joe Orton's What the
Butler Saw, a witty and savage look at mistaken
identities and cross-dressing I laughed from start
to finish.
The production of Richard III was good because
of the lead actor, but I thought the swordplay look
ed a bit staged.
I had never seen Shaw’s Don Juan in Hell, and
the cast of four did wonders with what essentially
is not a play but a debate. I'm glad I saw it. but I
don't think I'll bother again. I also could've done
without an epicene Devil. Really now, queens get
blamed for just about everything.
The Valley Shakespeare resuvai m Saratoga
is putting on a very credible Three Musketeers, that
old chestnut about four macho bullies who save
the queen's diamonds and other super-romantic
nonsense. Here it's all handled with wonderful fight
sequences and fast action, just the way it should
be. Mountain air and a meringue—quite delicious1
Ric Prindle of the One Act Theatre Company
says that if the theatre can rase a mere $27,000
it can bring its Playwrights Theatre up to the fire
code and re-open One Act II is one of the very few
spaces in S.F that does world premieres So if you
know somebody who might help the cause of new
plays, by all means tell that angel to get in touch
with Ric!

After dining at Embarcadero 3. my lover and I
stumbled upon a singles bar called Barnaby 's. We
stood on a landing watching the straights cruising
each other. I didn't know they did that too!
The local reviews of Torch Song Trltogy varied
from ecstatic to grudging. I think the answer lies
somewhere between homophobia and gay
chauvinism. I myself throughly enjoyed the
3'/2-hour evening with Arnold Beckhoff, drag
queen, lover, surrogate father, especially the third
pan of the evening Other people might find that
New York "always has to be on" attitude hard to
take Gay critics may fee1that unless they love
every single minute of the work they are being
disloyal to the cause Overall Harvey Fierstein's
plays deserve neither extreme reaction Just en
joy it
The Magic Theatre is currently mounting a
play called Playing in Local Bands which I almost
didn't go to see because another critic panned it.
I thought it held the stage admirably, it's about a
teenage punk girl trying to find out if a poet is her
father. If you've never seen a punk talk on stage,
you might try this one. The ending is a bit pat. and
one does wonder why someone as asocial as
the punk would care that much about who sired
her, but the confrontation is funny and acted very
convincingly Cab Covay stands out in a basical
ly unsympathetic role made personable
l had a staged reading of a three-act play of my
own at the Julian Theatre not long ago. It went very
well, although I was toying with certain modern
taboos in Act III. I don't know if it will be produced
there, but the response was quite good. In
terestingly enough, a group of us standing outside
the theater was verbally assaulted by two girls on
bicycles They called us "Rol-AIDS " Ha! Ha! Ha1
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Confirmation: An Anthology
Of African-American Women

m Books in Review
Treasures on Earth
A review by Craig Machado
"If I could tell the story in words, I wouldn't need
to lug a camera."
Treasures On Earth, by Carter Wilson/Avon
Books, paperback ■ $3.95

Confirmation, An Anthology of African American
Women, by Amiri and Amina Baraka with an in
troduction by Amiri Baraka (LeRoi Jones). Quill
Books, New York, 1983.

-----«>F FORBIDDEN LOVE.------ _

Treasures

Reviewed by Gabrlelle Daniels © 1983
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Carter Wilson prefaces his book Treasures on
Earth with the above quote from photographer
Lewis Hine who in 1911 accompanied the Yale
University National Geographic Society expedi
tion into the ruins of Machu Picchu in the Peru
vian Andes. Hines' fictional counterpart, Willie
Hickler, also lugs his heavy box camera with
tripod and silver negatives on a journey
thousands of miles from his Connecticut home;
yet his job as chief photographer for Professor
Hiram Bingham's expedition is but a vehicle to
take the reader on an exploration of the heart and
the love of one man for another. The result: a
thoroughly engaging story, gently compelling,
reminiscent of Walt Whitman, a book written with
the care and precision of a mature painter cap
turing the intricacies and nuance of light, inciting
the viewer to stare and marvel.
Mr. Wilson's narrative is grounded in a certain
amount of historical truth and parallels the actual
Yale expedition which ultimately reached the lost
city and ruins of Machu-Pichu. Hiram Bingham
headed an ambitious and somewhat notorious
troupe of archaeologists, anthropologists,
botanists and doctors who would travel the
thousands of miles overland and by boat to reach
the remotest spots in the Peruvian Andes, digg
ing. classifying and packing up relics and artifacts
of the Incas and their highly complex civilization.
Part of the book addressees the question of white.
Wester, scientific man’s invasion and violation of
native Indian peoples, how the explorers (in
cluding the early Spanish colonizers) came and
bought off the locals with bribes to provide the
King back home with gold, or later to quench
North Americans' curiosity and to fill museums
with remnants of a lost (destroyed?) civilization.
Underneath the bickering, self-righteousness,
compulsive drinking and the delays of Bingham's
crew in getting to Machu-Pichu, author W lson
plants antoher story, predictably announced on
the book jacket as "forbidden Love." That story
is Willie Hickler's love affair with a local expedi
tion assistant, Ernesto Mena. Upon meeting
Ernesto, Willie is seized by the beauty and
strength of. this short, broad-shouldered man with
unblemished olive skin, of his gentleness and
humor, his kindness and courage. Willie's
photography recedes as he is given over to the
pursuit of Ernesto. Through the long days and
nights of their journey together, amidst the startl
ing and breath-taking scenery of the Andes, the
two become friends and lovers.
Wlson broadens Willie's character through a
series of letters he writes to a sympathetic sister,
letters which expose the depth and intensity of
Willie'8 love for Ernesto and his fear of losing this
precaoue and crosecultural intimacy with Ernesto.
Willie's fantasies about Ernesto and other men,
including a Spaniard. Carlos Zarate, and his In
dian lover, Martin, are richly etched in Wilson's
warm and erotic prose:

i

/ -------------- A Novel b y --------------

CARTER WILSON

•

What came at once to mind: pictures of pic
tures. Ernesto as he was now but naked, the
wet shiny planes of his shoulders, water in
bright droplets on his skin, as he was in the
beginning at Puno. as we was by the water
fall at Tipon, but Willie close in, at leisure,
almost languidly examining his skin, where
the color deepened at the other man's neck
and wrists, on the inside of his thighs where
the muscles stood out. how yeloow the skin
was there, blue veins. Willie laughing and
brushing with his beard across the small
grayish scrotum, the real laughter of Carlos
Zarate brushing the same gentle way below
the hard upright phallus of his Martin, on a
rock ledge somewhere far above the world,
the crinkling of hair....
Willie's constant fear of losing Ernesto, of know
ing the two will ultimately part, enflames within
him a relentless passion to keep the memories
alive, the accumulation of past experiences
burning:
And then the heart, the blind beggar asks:
"How exactly is it when the loved one is not
there?" And answers itself: "Then we are like
a plain, an unfencible expanse of grassland
in the drought, ready to receive, ready for fire
from heaven, ready to take on whatever it is
that will burn.
Willie's greatest lesson on the expedition, in ad
dition to his coming of age and embracing and
affirming his sexuality, comes with the realization
that memory in time falters; the past is ir
retrievable, yet mysteriously linked to the present;
the promise of new life and love is never certain;
there are risks, disappointments, dry deserts to
cross. Yet because Willie has loved another man.
savored the joy of human bonding in friendship
and trust, he finds hope that it will happen again.
Treasures On Earth is a welcome addition to
your summer reading.

Edited by Amiri and Amina Baraka, Confirma
tion. an anthology of Black women writers, seeks
to spotlight, as stated from Amiri Barka's Introduc
tion ," .. the injustice of Black women's low profile
in the world of literature—and at the same time do
something about it." Baraka has invited Black
women to "speak for themselves about such a
world as they find themselves in, and register their
reactions..." Baraka goes on to comment that
there have been many forums where Black
women's work has been rejected, including Black
ones, and says he is new to the realization of how
nearly complete this dismissal has been.
As a Black feminist critic. I find these statements
revealing. For the first time a Black male writer,
whose work has been embraced by both
mainstream and marginal circles, has come out
to affirm Black women's literature, especially that
written in the decades beyond the Sixties and in
the wake of Black feminism. This is indeed a depar
ture from what Carole Gregory has termed her
"annoy(ance) with his [Baraka’s] anti-Black
woman poetry, his anti-Semitism and his rape-thewhite-woman line s." i With his new p ro 
nouncements revising his previous attitude toward
Jews last year in the Village Voice, perhaps two out
of three ain't bad. So Baraka, in assembling the
forty-nine diverse Black women writers from past
and present, feminist and non-feminist, has made
an effort at conciliation. But can he be taken
seriously?
I was surprised and full of questions when I spot
ted Confirmation one night in a San Francisco
bookstore. I wondered how far Baraka would go
in his analysis of Black women/writers. For starters,
Baraka has not gone feminist. Neither, for exam
ple, has his West Coast counterpart Ishmael Reed,
who has published Ntozake Shange in the nowdeparted Yardbird series. When I see this occur,
I have a tendency, to suspect window dressing,
a narrowing down of which writer's work is easiest
to swallow and pick over, like Dennis the Menace
separating the carrots from the peas on his plate.
Audre Lorde (who also appears in the anthology)
says:
When you narrow your definition to what
is convenient, or what is fashionable, or
what is expected, what happens is
dishonesty by silence. Black writers, of
whatever quality, who step outside the
pale of what Black writers are supposed
to write about, or who Black writers are
supposed to be. are condemned to
stences m Black Horary circles astotal and
as destructive as any imposed by
racism , there's as much a Black literary
mafia in this country as there is a
white.-. They control who gets exposure.
If you don't toe the bne. then you are not
published...:
This is something I keep in mind when I read about
Reed’s criticism of Alice Walker's The Color Pur
ple for depicting Black men in an unfavorable light.
So? Shange has said that although she is influenc
ed by Baraka and Reed, " i hear...an'epidemic of
vacuity whenever they open their m ouths."j She
is put off by their misogyny and homophobia. Like

Interview: John Rechy
by Sean Reynolds
John Rechy was bom in El Paso. Texas. Date
ot birth unknown. He refuses to talk about his age,
which is a fact I learned of in The Sexual Outlaw
(pub. Grove Press 1977), so I didn't ask.
He is also the author o f City of Night (Grove
Press. 1963), This Day's Death (Grove Press.
1969) The Sexual Outlaw (Grove Press, 1977)
Rushes (Grove Press, 1979) and his latest novel.
Bodies and Souls (Carroll and Graf. 1983).
I'm not sure why he changed from Grove Press,
a publisher he obviously had great success with,
because I didn't ask
What I did ask is detailed in this interview
Although we had only about forty-five minutes
together, we covered a lot o f ground. I found him
personable and intense. This man has a lot to say
about homosexuals, heterosexuals (he refuses to
use the word straight, because he is opposed to
its opposites), and the state of affairs in the
homosexual world (no pun intended).
I first read City of Night in 1963 soon after it hit
the stands. A good friend thought I might enjoy it.
I was in the process of thinking about my sexuali
ty, had not reached the step o f coming out, but
knew that there was really something different
about me as opposed to my "g irl friends" who
were fauning over the local high school football
heroes.
Well, I read City of Night and it opened up doors
for me which I thought never existed. I was
fascinated with Rechy's images of street life. New
York, Los Angeles. Chicago. His images are fill
ed with neon lights glowing an acid intensity elec
trifying every surface of human interaction.
Christopher Isherwood said that City of Light "is
not primarily about homosexual prostitution; it is
about people. " I t is about as John Rechy himself
said "people who have acknowledged that bet
ween birth and death, there is life." It is. as this
writer says, the seminal American novel.
The Sexual Outlaw is one o f m y favorite books
In this book John Rechy makes very dear that he
has a political soul, that he is defiant. In The Sex
ual Outlaw he acknowledges Evelyn Hooker, "for
having waged 'the fight' years ago. when it was
truly dangerous to do so. " He pays tribute to the
• organizers of the Mattachine Society, "and all the
other courageous fighters (now sadly ignored) of
the advance guard—and the new fighters of
Stonewall." Rechy has sense enough to realize
that areas like the Castro did not always exist and
keeps us reminded that rights and privileges can
always be taken away.
As for his other books, all are remarkable. Elo
quently written with pathos as well as humor. Writ
ten with compassion. How many compassionate
books have you read lately? Rechy writes without

apology. He also dedicates all of his books to the
memory of his mother. He truly realizes in every
sense that he knows from whence he came.
[Coming Up!:) Ernest Hemingway was never
called a "white writer". Henry Miller was never
reverredtoasa "heterosexual water", but you are
always called a "gay writer". Do you find these
prefixes to be necessary?
(John Rechy): Not only do I find them to be not
necessary, but angering in the extreme. I've
started referring to Hemingway as everybody's
fairy godfather. Now that was a slip. I mean that
I have started calling him everybody's hairy
godfather.
Well, m aybe he was everybody's fa iry ‘
godfather.
You're probably right, but who on earth would
have wanted Hemingway! In fact. I'm having a
great deal of difficulty with the book [Bodies and
Soufc) breaking through to get reviews. People will
simply not review a homosexual writer, and I am
so associated with being a homosexual writer.
Other writers, heterosexual ones, who write new
books have little trouble getting books reviewed
regardless of the subject, but when John Rechy
comes along with a new book, not exclusively
about homosexuality, the attitude is that here
comes another gay writer with another gay book
I don't have any modesty in certain areas. I'm
one of the best writers in the country and I cannot
get my books properly reviewed, because I am
seen as a gay writer, and my books focus mainly
bn gays
City of Night was among the first gay novels to
be respectably published in this country. How did
this happen considering it was 1963?
City of Night was published through the courage
of Barney Rossett, former publisher of Grove
Press, a man I consider to be a hero of our time.
He was fighting to publish Henry Miller and D.H.
Lawrence. I happened to come in at the time with
a story which had been published in the Evergreen
Review, and Barney decided that he would bring
out this book while bringing out other material
which had never been published in book form. It
was Barney Rossett who fought for the rights of
many artists, and in fact opened up the cinema for
things like I am Curious Yellow. He was a real hero.
Obviously 1963 was before the gay movement,
the women's movement and in a sense it was
before the whole sexual rights movement. Have
you changed your attitude about men. women,
gays and politics?
Of course! Not one of us has remained un
changed by the movements which we have gone
through. No matter how courageous a person is.

that person is bound to feel the pressures of
change. As a radical all my life. I've always been
defiant and have always done battle for change.
I feel that the gay rights movement in particular has
not been effective enough. People seem not to
acknowledge the fact that not so many years ago
you could lose your job for coming out. You could
be arrested and run out of town and even
murdered. Let us not forget our gay brothers and
sisters who committed suicide behind being
discovered as homosexual.
Of course a great deal of change has occurred,
but I don't think the change has been profound
enough. We've been unable to break through and
break down many barriers—such as book
publishing, for instance. Personally, I have
become even more defiant, even more radical in
my thinking, and now I challenge homosexual
people to actually practice early movement
politics.
John, give me some examples o f the ways in
which you think gays have fulfilled or not fulfilled
some ot the principles o f the early gay rights
movement.
Well. I think right now we are finding out that
what we thought was gone could so easily return.
Reagan is in the White House and will probably
return after the next election. And not only is
Reagan in the White House, but he's meeting with
Jerry Falwell.
Much of what I was saying in The Sexual Outlaw
is that homosexuals are entirely too busy imitating
the white, middle-class heterosexual and confus
ing that way of life with liberation. In many cities,
right now, gays are experiencing bath raids and
raids on bars. Police come into these places under
the pretense ot checking I.D. and roust the peo
ple. Fag bashing is still going on. Hoodlums con
tinue to come into our neighborhoods and yell "kill
the fags" and continue to yell "stomp the dykes."
The police in many cities are still as oppressive as
always.

Reed, Baraka tends in his analysis to place Black
feminism in the orbit of the Ms. Magazine crowd,
an extension of white, bourgeois women's
upward-mobility-aspirations in Blackface. This is
a tired, atrophied condescension. Anyone aware
of Barbara Smith. Beverly Smith. Lorraine Bethel,
and Cheryl Clarke would know that real Black
feminism does not pertain to being "house nig
gers" for Standard Oil. or having separatist
postures!
Black women writers are being (rediscovered,
published and winning acclaim, but not at the ex
pense of Black men, despite Reed's whine that he
should have been a Black lesbian poet to get a
favorable response for his latest novel. Neither is
it some sudden quirk. Sisters have published
themselves, slowly and steadily, and supported
each other for years. It was Gwendolyn Brooks'
pubishing house in Chicago which first brought out
Audre Lorde, not Persephone Presses or Random
Houses. The fact still remains that to a large extent.
Black women writers are thwarted from being
published and reaching an audience because of
institutional racism, sexism, horizontal oppression
and homophobia. Among others. We do not have
it all, no matter what the media trumpets about our
"achievements."
Old canards like "black-women's-position-inth e-m ovem ent-is-prone" and "the -b lackmatriarch-is-smothering-black-men" are dying a
long, hard death, but Black people will get over.
Discussions have already occurred and are con
tinuing about Black sexism and homophobia.4
While Black women embracing the long or short
of feminism are not out to eat up brothers. Black
women will defend themselves. I believe that it has
been this position, this pressure from sisters that
has awakened Baraka to being accountable in
some manner to Black women, for as Alice Walker
recently stated, "A s Black women become more
aware of sexism ...and they will become so—then
a lot of Black male writers are going to be in serious
trouble."5 Confirmation is proof.
If Baraka is reluctant to call Confirmation
"feminist per se," he unifies the book with themes

What really has changed? What has changed
is that we are now respectable citizens who buy
houses, pay taxes, and have a few rights. I mean,
it's getting a little ludicrous. Gays are getting mar
ried. adopting children. Pretty soon, gays will be
getting divorced. This is too much! We have a very
rich heritage and are beginning to suppress it in
the name of liberation.
I don't think this was the original intent of those
gay heroes at the Stonewall bar when much of this
got its start. I would like to also say that some of
those courageous brothers and sisters at the
Stonewall were drag-queens, right there fighting
with the rest.
Perfect to mention transvestites at this time,
because my next question is, do you think
transvestites have played a role in shaping the con
sciousness of gay men?
As you know, this is a very lethal area among
women, and it is one subject in which I uphold my
point of view. I know that women, both lesbian and
heterosexual, criticize drag queens as being
parodies of the worst elements in women,
therefore mockeries of women, and therefore antiliberationists.
My view is totally the opposite! My view of drag
queens—transvestites, is that they are the true un
sung heroes and heroines of our time. Actually I
love the words drag queen because I like the
queen part. It elevates them to royalty! Transvestite
for me is just one of those disguising words.
Although my own style is toward masculinity, my
admiration for the drag queen is tremendous.
And to the argument that women and many gay
men make. I would answer that drag is a gender
untointself. Drag is walking defiance! I've always
said that it takes more courage for a person in drag
to walk from one corner to the next, than it takes
for anyone to get in front ot an audience of 2,000
and proclaim their homosexuality. Drag assaults
the consciousness immediately! It instantly con
fronts all of our sexual definitions about what is
masculine and what is feminine. Whether it be a
male or a female in drag, everything we know is
challenged, and it is that basic concept which must
be changed if we are to live free and caring lives.
I don't know whether or not drag queens have
played any role in shaping the consciousness of
gay men, but for any man to understand what it
is like to be a woman in this society, they should
go in drag for acouple ol weeks. Of course women
can go in drag, which to me makes perfectly good
sense. It is to the advantage of many to be con
sidered the one who has all of the privilege, as men
do in this society. But blacks cannot disguise
themselves, gays can and often do. To go in drag,
as I have said, is the complete outrage, the com
plete assault Let us not forget that it was our gay
brothers and sisters who went in drag who made
possible many of the gains we now enjoy.
Do you think that gays have become unwilling
to accept different ways o f life among gays?
Not only do I think that gays have become too
repressive, but I feel that in many ways, gays have
(continued on next page)

universal to Black women: struggling against The
Man and with the Black man, the continuing
search for self and redefinition, and fighting for the
survival of the Black nation in permanent exile, but
not completely estranged form other Black
peoples. Hern he is on safe ground.
I am glad to see Alexis DeVeaux (' 'The Woman
in the Botanical Gardens"), Gwendolyn Brooks.
' Michele Wallace ("The Envelope"). Lucille Clifton,
Jayne Cortez, Gayl Jones ('' Ensinanca'') and Toni
Cade Bambara. I am also fascinated by the range
of the newer writers like Brenda Conner Bey
("Martha"), Esther Louise ("for us") and Anasa
Jordan ("Sweet Otis Suite"), some of whom are
appearing for the first time anywhere. These
women are also playwrights (Janus Adams) and
sadly, only one critic (Eleanor W. Traylor, "The
Fabulous World of Toni Morrison: Tar Baby).
There are also Black women writers who are
best known in other media, like artist Faith Ringgold. singer Aminata Moseka (aka Abbey Lincoln),
and "culinary historian" Verta-Mae SmartGrosvenor. Ringgold gives her account, long after
her daughter Michele Wallace brought out Black
Macho and the Myth o f the Superwoman, ot that
rebellious summer when Michele ran off with a
group of so-called Mexican revolutionaries. After
wrestling with the State Department, her cons
cience, her art and an inattentive male lover, she
writes.
It is the ghetto in us that drives so many
young women, no matter how richly en
dowed or well brought up. to seekout The
Enemy...Can't we disappoint the bastard,
leave himstanding there as we sashay on
by?
Moseka/Lincoln in "O n Being High" depicts the
enemy as a child molester tempting her, an even
ing date forcing her. managers exploiting her as
a beautiful "bitch," saying of her father, an excep
tion to this rule
On the edge ot his tongue, it was the one
word/he dared not speak/Father to Mother
In "Skillet Blond" Verta-Mae Smart-Grosvenor
reclaims herself as a Black woman born with dark.
African features, big ("You are eleven years old
and almost six feet tall. Your Mama buys all your
clothes a size too large to 'get the length,'") and
considered ugly ("She go have a hard time gettin' a boyfriend...and anyhow boys don't chase
behind flat-nosed two-toned liver-lipped longlegged girls with nappy edges in the kitchen.") In
"Story - 1 " and "Story - 2 " Grosvenor explores
being a " Myth'' and how white people react to her
"Myth"-ology—"it'senough to make you wanna
pull a Sojourner on them, take out your titties and
shout 'Ain't I a woman? Ain't I feminine?"
The unity of feeling expressed in Confirmation
is refreshing. However, when Baraka speaks of
"another level of frequency...in which there is a
conscious redefining of the Black woman to herself
and the rest of the world" I'd like to think he is in
cluding Black lesbian writers in this framework. But
I doubt it. Several of the women in the collection,
including Audre Lorde. Alexis DeVeaux and Alice
Walker have either identified themselves as les
bians or have begun to use lesbian themes in their
work. These are themes which are not foreign to
Black women. In Confirmation they do not always
fit into the "Man/Woman-Love and Struggle
groups." We know the names, we know what they
have done before. To include love poems and
stories directed only to Black men seems exclu
sionary and santized and reflects homophobia-by
omission. But Baraka has come some ways; he
may get it next time.
Amina Baraka is shown as one of the con
tributors to the anthology and since Amiri Baraka
was/is now incarcerated, probably played a large
part in assembling the work. I congratulate her.
However. I would have liked to have seen a lot
more of her ideas stated in an introductory piece
comparable to that of her husband. I am bothered
that I do not know more about what Amina feels
about her work, her relationship to other Black
women/writers, her analysis regarding women in
the Black community. In a sense, I am seeking the
woman behind the man.History is full of hidden
stories of the women who shaped the world
behind/beside their husbands. But enough, this
is 1983. And I cannot find her.
Finally, the book cover art looks much like the
one chosen for Sturdy Black Bridges, another ex
cellent book about Black women writers by Black
women writers which came out in 1979. The ladies
adorning Confirmation, however, have naturals.
This may be nitpicking on a ground-breaking an
thology. But. take this book with a few grains of salt.
NOTES
1.Carole Gregory. "On Becoming A Feminist
Wnter." m Heresies. Racism is the Issue. No. 15. p 33
1983
2 Audre Lorde. in Black Women Writers at Work, edited
by ClaudiaTate. Continuum, p 100-116.1983, NewYork
3 Ntozake Shange, Nappy Edges, St Marlin s Press, p
20-21.1978 NewYork (Seealso. Cheryl Clarkes's review
of Nappy Edges in Conditions Five. The Black Women's
Issue, p 159-164.1979 NewYork)
4 The Black Scholar. "The Black Se*ism Debate." Vol
10. Nos. Sand9. May-June 1979
5 Alice Walker, m Black Women Writers at Work.
edited by Claud* Tate. Continuum, p 175-187. New York.
1983 (Walker also quotes Ishmael Reed's statement on
his latest book m this section)
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Help Wanted
Inslde/Outslde Sales
Coming Up! is in the process of in
terviewing lor a full time display
sales rep, selling primarily to the
men's community. You must be an
energetic, experienced, closer.
Guarantee plus commission, call
Kim for further details 641-7902.

Couples Counseling from a
feminist perspective. Sensitive to
ways spontaneity, creativity, and in
timacy can be inhibited in relation
ships. Experienced. Sliding scale.
Judy Wohlberg. 658-4194.

Black Leablan Therapist serving
Women of Color and Lesbian
parents, their children, and part
ners. Andrea R. Canaan, M.S.W.
, Typesetter wanted for Coming
653-3386.
Upl Graphics Experience in Compugraphic M CS10 preferred (Edit- Lesbian therapist working with
Writer experience O.K.). Bilingual families, couples, individuals.
(Spanish-English) preferred. Job Specialty work in parent concerns,
opening by September 1; send adolescents, children." ' .
resume of experience, including Marcia Quackenbush,
references and a brief cover letter 664-0605
, stating why you are interested in
w orking with C om ing Up! to Marian Joycechlld, MFT Ex
Typesetter, c/o Coming Up!. 867 perienced, supportive therapist.
Valencia St, SF 94110. No phone Very skilled in self esteem, depres
calls plaaaa.
sion, anxiety, isolation, relation
ships. & life transitions. A time of dif
Clark Steno wanted.
ficulty can be a time of growth.
Steno/recaptlon 24 hr/wk to Sliding scale/insurance. 821-0411.
$375 bi-weekly, type 55 wpm,
shrthd 110wpm, call 334-4717
Psychic & Spiritual
WAVPM STAFF POSITION
Women Against Violence in porn
ography and the Media seeks
feminist woman as staff/volunteer
organizer. 404/mo., p/t. Send
resume by Aug. 15to: WAVPM, PO
box 14635, SF, CA. 94114; EOE;
WOC and minorities encouraged to
apply-______________________
FIGHT BACK FOR A LIVINGI
WAVPM is hiring an experienced
Canvass Coordinator, experienced
Reid Manager (w/car), and can
vassers. Earn $$ while fighting
violence against women. Call
552-2709.
Lyon-Martin Women's Health Ser
vices. a clinic serving lesbians and
other women is seeking a full time
and a part time health care pro
vider. Nurse practitioners and
Physician Assistants with ex
perience in women's health care. A
full time position for a clinical
assistant is also available. Bilingual
(Span/Eng) preferred. Minority ap
plicants encouraged to apply.
Resume by August 15 to LMC,
2252 Fillmore St. SF 94115.

WFVE GOT JOBS !
THE BOOK OF JOBS, a Service
of the Dovld Society con toke
the hassles out of finding
suitable employment. Fee only
S20 plus S10 for a full year s
membership. Coll 861-6329
for Interview. 2336 Market St

Employment Wanted
Jobs needed for homeless clients.
Saint Priapus Gay Rescue mission,
431-2188

TRAILER RENTAL
Route 3 Box 3613 Red Bluff, CA.
96080

PSYCHIC READINGS and heal
ings. Catherine 751-6790.

Emergency Shelter
Saint Priapus Gay Rescue Mission
Emergency Shelter, food, counsel
ing. No sex or religion required,
431-2188.

Hotels
$55 WEEKLY $11 DAILY
AMBASSADOR HOTEL
55 Mason near Market
441-4188 24 hour desk

Real Estate
Solano County (Vallejo, Benicia.
Fairfield) is a short commute from
S.F We have affordable housing.
For real estate info or gay activities
in area telephone R.E. Agent Edwin
Adarns (707) 643-3146

For Sale
IBM Exec. Typewriter model D. Ful
ly reconditioned
$400.00.
Weekdays: 431-7243
CALCULATORS-Desk top for
home or office. $25-$45 weekdays:
431-7243
Tube Amplifiers, Tuners, Receivers.
Weekdays: 431-7243.

Counseling & Therapy
Cooperative Therapy Group lor
Lesbians Starting Sept 14, N
Oakland Make positive changes in
your life. Two facilitators, members
of Radical Therapy Collective.
Licensed, insurance Sliding scale
Info: 681-1158 (Linda).
C ounselor-T herapist
in problems pertinent to gay rela
tionships & the gay lifestyle. In
dividuals & couples Edgar Krout.
MA, MFCC California licensed.
648-7138
BATTERED LESBIANS
Support group now forming. Call

CONSCIENTIOUS CLEANING
Hire women who take pride in their
work. Non-profit. Res. 474-5563 or
654-6253.

Claases/Workshops
SOLIDARITY DEFENSE CLASS
Self-defense training led by women
of North Oakland Kwoon Kajukenbo Kung Fu (Amazon Kung Fu).
W ed. 6-8 pm. August 10 to
September 14. $25 for six weeks or
$5 per class. 654-8058
BACK TO COLLEGE ANXIETY?
1-day study skills course will in
crease abilities in notetaking, test
taking, comprehension, vocab, &
memory. Sat. Aug 20 9-4. $30. Exper. Reading Specialist. Nadine
Rosenthal, M. Ed. 647-0295.
LEARN JAPANESE FLOWER
ARRANGING
Classes in English. Flowers includ
ed. Beginners welcome. 566-1922.

Financial Support

CLAIRVOYANT/TAROT
MA/PATRONS URGENTLY
READINGS
NEEDED. Poor dyke needs finan
Practical spiritual counseling. Clari cial help for Acupuncture School
fying issues, catalyzing changes. starting September 1983. Can you
Competent psychic. Call Anahid. help sponsor me? Write: Naja
776-3151, S.F.
Sorella Box 11 2124 Kittredge St.
Berkeley CA 94707
NAME CHANGE
If you are looking to change your
Mall Order
name: The sacred science of
numerology can be your mentor. "Loving Women" Sensitive sex
Contact: Caleb, 431-3819 noon-10 handbook fo r women loving
p.m., $20.
women. Discreetly wrapped. Send

Massage & Body Work
RELAXING, SENSUAL, CARING
MASSAGE—Individual s essionweekly and private classes. Seven
years experience. Milo Jarvis:
863-2842.
Rolling* for Gay Men and Les
bian Women. Call Shimon Attie,
MFCCI. Certified Rotfer at 922-3478
for a free consultation Nonsexual.
Feel Great. Release Stress and
wear to get the most from your
body Contact Brian Esty: 861-3771
for information about Hellerwork

$7.95 postpaid to: Nomadi Sisters.
Box 75, Saratoga Calif, 95071. Calif
residents add 6V2 percent sales tax.

Organizations
Christian Eroticism, phallic wor
ship. Saint Priapus Church.
431-2188.
THE EXPERIENCE
Gay/Lesbian Transformation. Oc
tober 8-9, 1983. Tuition$175. Infor
m a tio na l Mars St. SF.CA. 94114.
(415)864-2146.

Rechy...

(continued from page 1)

(continued from previous page)
bgfcome the new puritans. Again, I feel that we are
repressing a very rich sexuality which made us
special in the first place. In some places they won't
even let drag queens march in the gay pride
parades! We have become blissful ninnies. I've
always said that as soon as gay men learned to
roller skate and carry balloons at the same time
that it was all over for us. This is what we now call
gay pride.
There is a wonderful passage in The Grapes of
Wrath were Ma Joad is referring to the Okies and
how the police will come and bust the people. She
has this great line "...but we keep coming and
coming." There is room for all of us, even the
balloon-carrying roller skaters. In a sense. I think
we survive in spite of ourselves.

he needed someone to shop for him in
the Habana Libre’s store. My friend had his own
apartment in a new building and seemed basically
satisifed with his life. He was favorably inclined
toward the Revolution's aims, if critical of its many
shortcomings. He missed not being able to travel
abroad, particulary to visit his sister's family. In
stead. he had to satisfy his wanderlust vicarious
ly, by contact with some of the many tourists who
visit Cuba. From these he had learned of the gay
liberation movement. Although interested and
supportive, he cautioned me that gay propagan
da was prohibited from entering the country.
After a week in Cuba I can better appreciate
some ol the contradictions of the society, but I'm
left with as many questions as before. (If nothing
else, I now have the perfect retort to those littleleague Stalinists who try to insist that homosexuali
ty is bourgeois decadence that doesn't exist under
socialism!) Gay oppression cannot be separated
from the general erotophobia of a society in which
sexi is supposed to be reserved for the creation
of babies. No wonder the country's population has
doubled in the years since the Revolution!
How much of the problem is directly due to the
Revolution, and how much lies in more traditional
influences, like the Church, is a matter I can only
guess at. In public. Cuban men seemed to me
more macho, more sexist toward women, than
men in Mexico—though my roommate and some
other gay Mexicans have questioned my obser
vation. My own speculation is that while the
Revolution has undoubtedly improved the status
of women in Cuba, it has also reinforced the
already-existing machismo of the society,
especially in the face of Cuba's role as an under
dog against the U.S. juggernaut.
In the name of atheistic Communism, Cuba has
more successfully fulfilled Jerry Fatwell's idea of
Christian morality than that shoddy television
evangelist could ever hope to accomplish in the
more pluralistic society of the United States! The
image of gays as selfish, materialistic creeps who
pose a danger to society seems to be held with
equal rigidity by the disciples of Jerry Falwell and
Fidel Castro.
Like many other countries, Cuba is a prime
ample of a revolutionary society in need of further
revolution. As the gay movement in Mexico has
eloquently stated, the struggle for a more
egalitarian society cannot be successfully
separated form the battle for sexual liberation. Un
fortunately, when the only alternative posed by
U.S. hostility is one of counterrevolutionary regres
sion to a relationship that existed prior to 1959, we
must absolutely avoid being played off against
each other by those who would exploit our
criticisms of Cuba to divide and destroy both us
and the Revolution.

Parenting

FATHERHOOD?
Men interested in co-parenting their
own child seeking other interested
men
for
discussion/support
group.
$10 a day Fat Farm in Sonoma
County. Details SASE to Bill Porter, Call Ron 841-4622.
Box 3072, Santa Rosa. CA 95402.
STOP SMOKING
Behavior modification. Five day
treatment with trained specialist.
Money back if still smoking on fifth
day. Joan Atkinson, 641-0862.
Colon Irrigation
and Accupressure
feohng sluggish. Inod. bloated'’ Why
su.Vor’ Detoxify Sell-admimslring

ROOMMATES-RENTALS
TWO'S COMPANY, o Service of
ihe Dovld Society can toke the
hassles out of finding suitable
accommodations. Fee only
S20 plus S10 for o full year's
membership. Coll Mr. Rose ot
861-6329, 2338 Market Street

Money. 2nds. other loans. $10,000
up. 626-1111.

Cuba...

ì May, I
S! I 3257

Auto Services

Ex-Mental Patients And Allies Of
Same: Women's Group lor support
and political strategizing. Phone
564-7066 for time and place. No

LESBIAN & Bl WOMENI
Dating C lub—affordable, per
sonalized service. 994-4566

Southern Jewlah Woman longs
Man-Woman artists do expert
to contact other SJW and men
body & fender work. Museum quali
before the Jewish Feminist Con
ty work, low rates. Free estimates by
ference. Please call 653-0902.
appointment. K-Ghia, sports, im
ports our specialty. 626-3131 Chris. 1,000 Men (415) 626-1100
anytime.

In The Sexual Outlaw, you call Los Angeles a
haunted city. Why?
Taken out of context, I'm not sure what I mean
in that instance, but Los Angeles is a haunted city
in the sense that it is haunted by the drag queens,
the movie queens and haunted by a lot of fantasy
being the movie capital. After all. fantasies are
ghosts. Los Angeles is a profound city. There is
a will to love and a rage to live—of course I'm
quoting Alexander Pope People in Los Angeles
have acknowledged that between birth and death
there is life and that you live life to the fullest. Liv
ing life to the fullest requires the appropriate
choreography, appropriate dress, body, voice
and appropriate presentation, whatever that
means to you.
Are you surprised to find a black lesbian in
terested in your work?
Whether I'm surpnsed or not I find it delightful!
A lot of lesbians. I think, misunderstand my work,
which does disappoint me. Perhaps my new book
will interest more lesbians. There are differences
between men and women, and I think my
representation of gay hustlers is quite accurate. I
don't understand why a lot of heterosexual women
are interested in my work. I suppose I could
understand if I took the time. The fact you're black
has little bearing. I'm not sure what percentage of
the third world reads my books, but I am delighted
to find you reading them.
In aHof your books you write about sexuallypro
miscuous gay men, and in The Sexual Outlaw you
refer to the sexually promiscuous gay man as be
ing a sexual outlaw. What do you mean by this?
By "sexual outlaw" I mean that all true radical
actions are the ones which confront publicly. We
have designated definitions for sexuality, but they
are specialized. For instance, if you give a lot of
money away, you are called a philanthropist. If you
give a lot of sex away, you are called promiscuous
and sometimes jailed. If you are intelligent and lec
ture your intelligence, you are sharing; but if you
share your body, you are ostracized. Real de
fiance comes when you see sex from a totally dif
ferent perspective, when you wipe away all of the
restrictions and not look at sex from an isolated
point of view. This is not to say that the way we per
form sex is a political act. The way in which we per-

MODERN TIMES
BOOKSTORE
968 VALENCIA STREET
SAN FRANCISCO. CA 94110
(415) 282-9246

1009 Valencia at 21 St.
San Francisco, CA 94110
Phone 821-4675

HOURS
11-6:30 Mon to Sat
11-5 Sunday

If Jerry Falwell were in this room right now, what
would you say to him?
I probably wouldn't say anything. I'd probably
punch him out. You know, it's very difficult to speak
to that kind of ignorance. If I thought you could,
I'd probably point out all of the cruelty he puts on
people in the name of love. I'd tell him that he is
attempting to create a whole generation of young
peole who will be in a sense walking time bombs.
Because of AIDS he is telling a whole generation
of people that sex equals death. He is planting a
seed which will germinate and create real
psychological danger. Sex equals death.
If we don't start fighting people like Jerry Falwell
and start clarifying some issues, we are going to
have a whole generation of truly sick people, and
then a sickness based on the same kind of repres
sion that made them turn on us will be unleashed.
When you forbid sex, you create an impossible
tension. This is the origin of homophobia, and if
you forbid us sex you are going to have young
people without that outlet.
Changing the subject a little. I don't think that
youth and beauty have the same importance in the
lesbian community as they do in the gay men's
community. Why are youth and beauty so impor
tant to gay men?

Although Bodies and Souls is not exclusively
about gays, perhaps I'll write about bodybuilding
and the righteousness of narcissism.

HAYSTACK PIZZA RESTAURANT

M A IL C E N T R A

3881-24th St. in Noe Valley, SF

ITALIAN DINNERS

1800 M arket (at Octavia)
San Francisco, CA 94102
415-621-2386

Veal, C h icken, Steak, Seafood

Pick-up or Delivery

Business Services

Companionship. Sharing Good
PROFESSIONAL HOUSE CLEAN Times. M aybe sex, call Tom
ING by Dynamic Dykes. One-shot 064-2229.
jobs—events—scheduled clean
ings. Excellent references— Models, Escorts
estim ates Call 428-2366 or and Massage
653-3386
$20/Hot Athlete. Hung nice. Bill
GOOD RIDDANCE!
441-1054. Massage, etc.
The gentle East Bay hauler
• • • 655-3887 * * *
SUPER HUN G
DOM IN ANT, H OT STUD
INTERIOR PAINTING
dusirely lor those wanting a man
Quality work, free estimates. Call
"PLAYGIRL DISCOVERY
Laurie, 648-9240.
D ER EK 928-4255
1 ding San Francisco ModeI fscori

There is a real and present danger with AIDS.
I'm not certain wnat the answer
is. because we have been given so little informa
tion. I have deep thoughts though. I know people
who have AIDS, and beyond the reality that this
disease is a killer, there are emerging other
dangers that are going to be with us even if a cure
is found very quickly.
We are reacting very badly to this. We have long
since said that guilt is gone, only to again see the
guilt coming full blast at us. We are beginning to
question all that we knew was right. This is very dif
ferent from acknowledging that the disease does
exist and that precautions must be taken against
it. We are beginning to question our lives, let the
guilt overwhelm us, and believing that this disease
is our fault because of what we do. This is the
wrong approach. We must deal with Cur sexuali
ty the way our integrity tells us to deal with it. I think
that we are dealing with this in very reactionary
ways, and that this will be our undoing.
Although I am not paranoid, we must remember
that in our lifetime we have seen the assassination
of a president, we've seen presidents lie to us,
we've seen secret bombings in Cambodia when
we were told nothing, we've seen horrors in Viet
Nam. Years later we were told that LSD was in
troduced unwillingly to soldiers. It is not unlikely,
and I am not a conspiracist, but it is not unlikely that
this was an introduced disease Perhaps not inten
tionally, but to men who would perhaps not have
children just to see what their immune systems
would do—this thought has not been totally remov
ed from my mind. This would not be untoward the
sentiment in this country regarding gays.
Look at Watergate! When that happened, peo
ple said "This is just not possible." We must
remember exactly how this country feels about us,
and keep all thoughts such as this one in the
forefront of our minds.

I think that narcissism has gotten a bad name.
I don't see anything wrong with looking your best.
This is not to say that we shun the unattractive. But
if I develop my mind, and write a good book,
should I then put it in the closet for no one to read?
I feel the same way about my body. I love to work
out, I love to oil my body and go out to cruise. I think
that many people are this way, certainly not just
gay men.
Do you think you'll ever write about something
other than gays?

San Francescos Independent Lett Bookstore

W om en’s Visions
and Books

P olitical Action

form it is part of our sexuality.
What about AIDS?

At the Libertarian Bookstore

647-1929
Mall Receiving and Forwarding:
S7.50/month
Answering Service:
S10/month

Open fro m 4 p.m . D aily

S pe cia l to New Custom ers

•large selection
•lo w prices
scluMvely, fo r women
•especially, hut n
•m ail order catalog Mk

3 m o n th s m ail service: $15
3 m o n th s p h o n e s ervice: $20
10am - 6pm, MON—SAT

GOOD VIBRATIONS
34l6-22nd Street (Guerrero)

San F'ratKi

M on.-S at. Noon-6 p.m

282-2202

Classified Ad Form INSTRUCTIONS: Type or neatly print your ad exactly as you
wish it to appear Regular type is 2SC per word, bold typa is 50C
per word Add Up the total cost ot your ad. If you wish your ad to appear more than one month, multiply the number ol times you
wish your ad to run limes the cost of the ad It you run the same ad
copy lor six months, consecutively, yoü can deduct a 10% dis-

ComcC e' £bf ' l o c a t i o n .
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Ad copy deadline'« the 20th of the month preceding publication
All ad copy must reach us-by that date—no exceptions Ad can
not be taken over the phone All ads must be prepaid
(You may drop ad copy oft at our office any day before 5pm )
Note: Coming Up1 will accept personal ads provided that the ad
copy is not offensive Ads should stress those qualities the adver
tiser linds compatible rather than target specific lifestyles, races
or other^spects in a negative manner We understand the differ
ence between discrimination and personal preference, however.
Coming Up1 reserves the right to reject any ad it finds inconsist
ant with our advertising policies
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M ail to: C om ing Upl Classifieds,
867 Valencia Street, San Francisco, C A 94110

821-0232
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
MON SAT
11 30 a m - 11 30 p.m
SUNDAY
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SOUP
SANDWICHES/FOOD
WINE • BEER • EXPRESSO
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* CA LL N O W FO R FA LL CLA SSES *

N E W COLLEGE O F C A L IF O R N IA
The Mission District's College
Accredited - Small Alternative - Independent

Earth Rise!
N ew perspectives
in education
and humanity.

* Design Your O w n Program (Music, Theater,
Art, etc.)
* Credit for Prior Learning Experience
* Law School
* Humanities/Arts School
* Neighborhood Arts Program
* Weekend College for Working Adults
(Degree completion program)
* M.A. Programs in Poetics and Psychology

W rite or call for free catalog:
N E W COLLEGE
777 Valencia Street
San Francisco 94110
(415)626-1694

Name (please print) _
Address__________
C ity _
I would like someone to call me Mon.-Fri.. 9-5 o.m. Best time to call
PLEASE SEND ME MORE INFORMATION ON YOUR PROGRAMS:
□ ’B.A. in Humanities
□ M.A. in Psychology
□ Weekend College tor
□ Integrated Health Studies
Working Adults (B.A. degree
Cl English as a Second Language
completion)
Institute; Millbrae. CA
□ Pre-Professional Science
□ West Marin Program: Bolinas. CA
Institute (Weekend only)______________ □ B.A. and'or M.A. in Poetics_______
□ I would like information on Financial Aid for: □ FALL
□ SPRING 19 _
U Please send me your College Catalog (free for USA destinations only)

_ Phone (M-F. 9 -5 p .m )_

□ Mission Educational Project
Institute (MEPI)
□ The Law School
□ Information for the
Foreign Student
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